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As General Manager at CDTI, the Spanish business R&D agency, I am honored to write the foreword for a book like this,
which enables us to note the good condition of our innovative
companies, and PREMO among them as an excellent example as you can check in the following pages.

However, intellectual and industrial property rights are becoming more challenged due to the accelerated knowledge generation, the impact of digitization which has suppressed replication and information
disclosure costs, and, in some industries, its implementation is complex or creates deep ethical and moral
discussions. We should also recognize that part of this discussion is due to their warped use to block advances by competitors, and to generate income ad aeternum, as I said earlier.

The ideas of publishing their inventions, and make them available for the public, remind us of one of the goals of patents,
which unfortunately is often forgotten.

Patents have a long history, more than 200 years since the first file was made in Spain, but we can track
them up to the Venice of the Italian quattrocento. Along this time, a comfort space around the patent has
been created. This space has provided a valuable benefit, and still does.

If a patent is a monopoly contract between society and inventor, who is offered protection and exclusive exploitation rights
as a tradeoff to his or her efforts and investment, it is also a
way to release the state of the art and the know-how already
developed by others. In exchange for this protection, as a society that concedes this compensating advantage, we call for
disclosure and availability for third parties by means of several mechanisms (license, purchase, etc.) Hence the patents
database is public and open for consultation to everybody. A
resource that we should use more often.

Nevertheless, this comfort space generates antibodies when reality – and this has changed so much along
the years – is compelling and creates spaces where patent application is not easy, feasible or desirable.
This fact should make us as public agents to think again about the role of the patent, inextricably associated to the generation and application of new knowledge, adapting it to current times and needs. The
patent must meet the two functions it was made for: promote invention efforts and encourage knowledge
disclosure.
This is precisely what PREMO has made, so I would like to congratulate them.
Francisco Marín Pérez

In such a way, the patent becomes also a mechanism that
promotes the technology disclosure and release, allowing
third parties to include it to their production processes and
their stock of knowledge – thus compensating, as I said before, the efforts invested by the developer.
Francisco Marín Pérez
General Manager, CDTI
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This initiative by PREMO fully embraces the paradigm of open
innovation and cooperation to achieve the highest performance from developed technologies, so the patent moves
from being a blocking mechanism, legal from a business point
of view, to a cooperation instrument that, undoubtedly, provides a higher benefit from a social point of view.
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Nowadays the relevance of innovation is undeniable. Without innovation, many everyday objects would not exist as we
know them, and most of our daily activities would be carried
out differently. Innovation can move the world, change it, and
even create new ones. But if innovation results would not be
protected, nobody would support it.

For this reason, we have supported from the beginning this initiative and its common goals: give visibility
to the huge innovating effort made by our companies. GRUPO PREMO is a clear example of achievement,
reinvention, and of being ahead of time, always anticipating technology solutions to future issues, where
innovation and protection by means of patents are their leitmotiv.

Industrial Property is one of the drivers for innovation and for
the world economy, and certainly for the Spanish economy
since the companies that implement it strategically succeed
in their market differentiation and positioning with the best results.

Patricia García-Escudero

Contributing to the growth of these companies is our fundamental purpose.

As General Manager of the Spanish Patent and Trade Mark Office (SPTO), I am proud to say that our genetic code involves
the responsibility of driving and promoting technology and
economy advance by granting legal protection to several Industrial Property forms: Inventions (patents and utility models),
Distinguishing Signs (brands and trade marks), and industrial
designs. We should not forget that the technology information contained in patents serves as foundation to promote additional investments in companies, universities, R&D centers,
trusts, industry associations, and inventors, so ultimately patents enable the technology world to evolve, and the future to
be a near present.

Patricia García-Escudero
General Manager, OEPM
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We have the privilege of witnessing and living the 4th industrial revolution, so from the government agencies that form the
national innovation system, we must commit ourselves with
the support and momentum to the companies participating in
this change that transforms the immediate future. This is the
only way to place Spain where it deserves according to its developments in science and research.
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MINISTERIO
DE ENERGÍA, TURISMO
Y AGENDA DIGITAL

Oficina Española
de Patentes y Marcas
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SPANISH PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

THE SPTO AT THE SERVICE OF COMPANIES

The options for internationalization include:

PCT
Within a global economy, companies have the growing need to obtain protection, for a single invention, by
means of several patents in different countries.

This system enables the simultaneous processing, with a unique application, in 152 countries.

For this reason, the mission of the Spanish Patent and Trade Mark Office (SPTO), consists of driving innovation, economic development and social advancement by granting Industrial Property qualifications and
releasing Technology Information.

Spanish applicants have a great advantage, since SPTO is the International Searching Administration (ISA)
and Preliminary Examining Authority (IPEA), so all processing actions can be made according to PCT up to
the National Phase (30th month after priority date), in Spanish and on a simple way.

Its vision is that of a leading, internationally recognized office promoting good practices and searching
excellence by technology advance and process optimization to meet the requirements of stakeholders.

In 2017, SPTO has renewed its condition as International Searching Administration and International Preliminary Examining Authority for the next ten years within the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

That’s why the values supported by SPTO all the time are professionalism and transparency, commitment
to service, cooperation and quality.

In addition to this, from January 1st, 2018, English is accepted as working and communication language
whenever SPTO acts as International Searching Administration (ISA) and International Preliminary Examining Authority (IPEA). This decision is based on the second line of the SPTO Strategy Program 2017-2020 on
Industrial Property, related to internationalization, which spans a range of goals to enable Spanish companies and startups their strategic consolidation in global markets.

According to data provided by OECD, which uses an indicator the percentage of priority requests with
extended protection to additional Regional or National Offices, Spanish companies are increasing the protection of their inventions internationally, particularly by using protection procedures via the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) and the European Patent Office (EPO).
The analysis by country states that the preferred destinations for Spanish companies are China, United
States, Canada, and Japan. These results are like those of European countries.
There are several options to protect an invention outside Spain, and the applicant should assess the most
suitable option depending on several criteria: location where the protection is required, language for processing, affordable cost, or deadlines to file the patent.
With the aim of easing the access to international protection systems, SPTO provides financial support for
patent filing in other countries by means of an annual Aid Scheme (grants).

Hence, from January 1st, 2018, Spanish SMEs and startups (and from other Spanish speaking countries)
may use English, as well as Spanish, in their processing with SPTO as International Searching Administration and International Preliminary Examining Authority.

EUROPEAN LEVEL
This allows a patent to be filed in up to 38 European countries through the European Patent Office (EPO),
which is the responsible agency.
This application can be submitted in Spanish before the SPTO as Receiving Office. The application will
be translated in the following two months to one of the official languages of the EPO (English, French or
German).
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1

INTRODUCTION

REASONS FOR PATENTING A TECHNOLOGY

Premo is a Spain-based company engaged in the development, manufacture, and sale of electronic components with special focus on the growing of H&EV, and market segments including automotive, telecommunications and industrial electronics.

A fact sheet published in November 2017 by the Latin America IPR SME HelpDesk (http://www.latinamerica-ipr-helpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/factsheets/en_ip_in_the_ict_sector_0.pdf) says that Information and Communications Technology (ICT), is a constantly evolving concept that, broadly speaking,
refers to all devices, networking components, applications and systems that combined allow people and
organizations (i.e. businesses, public institutions or governments) to interact in the digital world (source:
TechTarget).

The R&D Department is composed of a big team of skilled engineers working with the most modern equipment to define the product characteristics and fulfill the most demanding customer requirements with the
most cost effective solutions.
In 2013 Disain IP and Torner, Juncosa I Associats started providing legal and technical advice to Premo
regarding patent matters. After joining forces with us, Premo began to obtain patent allowances in a short
period. Since then, Premo has obtained patent allowances for more than 17 patent families worldwide for
their development of technologies that had never been seen in the industry before.
One of the key factors, in order to achieve this success, has been the effective communication between the
inventors and the patent attorneys. The excellent technical information provided during the prosecution of
the different applications also contributed to maximize the scope of protection.
This article focuses on the main reasons for filing a patent application, the different options for the first
patent filings, how to enforce a patent already granted and a list of some of Premo’s leading inventions
developed in recent years.

The same fact sheet stated that any EU Small and Medium Enterprise (hereinafter, SME) has to bear in
mind that ICT products are knowledge intensive and often require the combination of different technologies to operate. Just think of the mobile phone sector: smartphones allow you to make calls, take photos,
access the Internet, listen to music, make contact-less payments or even open a car door. These activities often involve the implementation of different technologies and creative works in the same product.
All these elements, components of your creation will, most likely, require different Intellectual Property
Rights (IPR) to ensure full and adequate protection of your product.
In December 2017 the European Patent Office published a report titled “Patents and the Fourth Industrial
Revolution” (http://documents.epo.org/projects/babylon/eponet.nsf/0/17FDB5538E87B4B9C12581EF0045762F/$FILE/fourth_industrial_revolution_2017__en.pdf). The term Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR)
describes technology that allows the full integration of information and communication technologies
(ICT) in the context of manufacturing and applied to such areas as personal, home, vehicle, enterprise and
infrastructure. 4IR allows the combined use of digitization, cloud computing and artificial intelligence,
which allows connectivity between smart objects, thereby enabling autonomous operation.
The EPO identified over 48 000 patent applications filed until the end of 2016 regarding three relevant
technology sectors of 4IR: Firstly the core technologies in the ICT field that make it possible to create
connected objects; secondly, the enabling technologies that complement core technologies, such as
Artificial intelligence (AI) and User interfaces; and thirdly, application domains of these technologies, such
as Vehicles, Enterprises and Homes.
As a consequence of this brief introduction, one of the most common questions raised by enterprises is
if protection of their technology through the patent system (utility models or patents) is ofany importance
to the company.According to the WIPO (http://www.wipo.int/sme/en/ip_business/importance/reasons.
htm) there are several reasons to protect a company’s innovation. Among others, it gives the owner of an
IPR the following advantages:
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AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF INNOVATION
WHAT IS A PATENT? REQUIREMENTS
>> Exclusive rights. Patents provide the exclusive rights, which usually allow your company to use
and exploit the invention for twenty years from the date of filing of the patent application.
>> Strong market position. Through these exclusive rights, you are able to prevent others from commercially using your patented invention, thereby reducing competition and establishing yourself in
the market as the pre-eminent player.
>> Higher returns on investments. Having invested a considerable amount of money and time in
developing innovative products, your company could, under the umbrella of these exclusive rights,
commercialize the invention enabling your company to obtain higher returns on investments.
>> Opportunity to license or sell the invention. If you choose not to exploit the patent yourself, you
may sell it or license the rights to commercialize it to another enterprise which will be a source of
income for your company.
>> Increase in your negotiating power. If your company is in the process of acquiring the rights to use
the patents of another enterprise, through a licensing contract, your patent portfolio will enhance
your bargaining power. That is to say, your patents may prove to be of considerable interest to the
enterprise with whom you are negotiating, and you could enter into a cross licensing arrangement
where, simply put, the patent rights could be exchanged between your enterprise and the other.

A Patent is a set of exclusive rights over an invention granted by a state for a limited period of time (20 years
and 10 years in the case of utility models), which could be a product or a process. Patents are territorial
rights; therefore, it is necessary to apply for registration on a country-by-country basis.
In order to be granted, a patent should meet the following requirements:
a) Novelty: Inventions are considered new if they are not included within the state of the art. The
state of the art comprises everything that has been made available to the public by written or oral
description, by its use or through marketing or by any other means prior to the filing date of the
Patent application or, where appropriate, the recognised priority date.
b) Inventive step: An invention shall be regarded as involving an inventive step when it is not obviously derived from the state of the art bya person skilled in the field.
c) Industrial applicability: An invention shall be regarded as industrially applicable when its subject matter may be produced or used in any type of industry. Industry is usually broadly understood
as any productive activity, including services.

>> Positive image for your enterprise. Business partners, investors and shareholders may perceive
patent portfolios as a demonstration of the high level of expertise, specialization and technological
capacity within your company. This may prove useful for raising funds, finding business partners
and raising your company’s market value.
In this article, we will analyze the advantages of protecting new inventions through patents and, in some
cases, using trade secrets.
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AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF INNOVATION
FILING CONSIDERATIONS
If your business is established globally, the main question that arises is where and when to file the first
patent application, in order to cover the countries of interest.

4

Before deciding in which countries, the technology should be protected; there are a few key considerations that must be taken into account, for example:
>> What is the company’s patent strategy?
>> Which are the countries of most interest?
>> Where are the countries in which the product is manufactured?
>> Where are competitors most likely to infringe these patents?
>> What is the budget foreseen by the company to establish this protection?

when compared with the fees of a national patent application.
Another option could be filing a patent application in Spain before the Spanish Trademark and Patent Office
(Oficina Española de Patentes y Marcas, OEPM). One of the main advantages of doing this,is that the fees
to be paid are lower. The OEPM also prepares a search report, usually published within six / eight months
after the filing date. The OEPM is known for the high quality of the services it provides. Another advantage
is that after the initial filing of the patent application in Spain, if the applicant decides to extend the protection to third countries, he can apply for grants.

Subsequent applications

>> There are usually several different routes to follow in order to obtain a protected invention.

Within 12 months of the initial filing of the patent application, subsequent patent applications for the same
invention can be filed claiming the priority right (date in which the first patent application was filed).

However, do not forget to conduct prior art searches before filing the first patent application. In depth prior
art searches must be conducted early in the creative process, even before research has begun and before
the patent application has been drafted.

It is always an interesting exercise to know how ICT companies “play” the patent game. It is quite common
for these kinds of companies to focus the foreign filing of patent applications, creating a patent family, in
usually 5 to 10 countries.

The following proposed patent filing strategy could help the company achieve this goal.

The applicant has, in general, two different options:

First filing
The first patent application could be filed before the European Patent Office (hereinafter, the EPO). Filing
a European patent could give us, in a short period of time (usually six months), a comprehensive search
which will reveal a good overview of the state of the art and the chances of thepatent being granted before
deciding whether or not to file subsequent applications for the same invention in other countries or through
a PCT application.
A European Patent application can be obtained with a single filing, in one language, paying a single fee
and with an examination process before the EPO. Once granted, it should be validated only in the desired
European countries. Most of the applicants file the validations in five countries: Germany, France, United
Kingdom, Italy and Spain.
The main disadvantage for SMEs of filing a European Patent could be the fees which are more expensive
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a) the first option is to file a PCT application; and
b) the second option is to file national applications.
Following one course of action or the other depends on a plurality off actors, however the main factors are:
>> The search report of the first filing is not very clear or inconclusive regarding the novelty and
inventive step of the invention. In this case, the applicant can file a PCT with a new set of claims in
order to discuss the objections posed by the Examiner of the first patent application.
>> The applicant is not sure where he wishes to extend the protection. In this case, a PCT application
is also a good option because it delays the decision to choose the countries for an extended period
of 30 months from the date in which that first application was filed.
>> The 30-month period also delays the need for the applicant to decision process granting SMEs
time to define or establish an economically feasible strategy or find interested investors. The ability
to delay the expenses of an entry into national phase for up to 30 months can keep a patent application alive and as an obstacle for competitors to use this technology while this process lasts.
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AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF INNOVATION
PATENTS OR TRADE SECRETS?
>> If the first patent application filed, obtained a positive search report and the applicant already
knows which the countries of interest are to extend the protection of said patent application, it is
advisable to follow the national routes.
If the applicant decides to file a PCT application, he must know that before the deadline of the PCT application is reached (30 / 31 month), the national or regional phase must be entered by filing applications in
the desired individual countries and / or regions. It must be noted that this phase could be very expensive.
There are some countries, like Argentina, Saudi Arabia or Taiwan that are non-PCT members, and therefore,
should be protected, parallel to the PCT application in case the applicant wishes to obtain protection in
those countries.
If a company has to decide where to file additional patent applications, one plausible option could include
the following countries:
>> Must-have: US and European Patent Office
>> Very large economies: China, Japan & India
>> Large economies: Russia, Brazil, South Korea, Canada, Australia and Mexico
>> Far-eastern economies: Indonesia, Singapore and Thailand.
A recent study published by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO IP Facts and Figures,
http://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo_pub_943_2017.pdf)showedthat the top five IP Offices received 84% of the 3.1 million patent applications filed worldwide in 2016. Of the top five IP offices, the main
contributor was the Chinese office, with a considerable share of around 42.8% of them filed in China alone
(primarily by Chinese residents). The next largest shares went to the Offices of the U.S., Japan, the Republic
of Korea and the European Patent Office. In fact, China alone received more patent applications than the
next four ranked IP offices combined.
In the same study, we can see that around 233.000 PCT applications were filed in 2016. The list of the top
10 PCT applicants includes companies operating in digital communication, telecommunications and electronics, among other fields of technology.
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Choosing between one strategy or another might vary depending on factors that must be taken into account.
While trade secrets can be kept sine die as long as the trade secret remains, precisely, under secret, patents have a more limited duration with a maximum duration of 20 years (10 year for Utility models). Prima
facie, the ideal scenario will amount to choose trade secrets. However, that will depend on the technology
at hand and several factors such as legal or commercial issues.
A trade secret may consist in any valuable business information which has been properly kept secret and
through which a company has a competitive advantage with regards toother companies.
From a legal point of view, there are certain issues that must be considered, in order to evaluate if our invention qualifies as a trade secret or not.
To that effect, a trade secret needs to meet, in general, three main requisites:
>> Secrecy. The information must always be kept secret, which means that it should not be generally
known or readily accessible to people outside the company.
>> Commercial Value. The information must have commercial value –or at least potential commercial value- for the company due to its secrecy. This commercial value could be any economic,
financial or commercial cost saving, benefit, or advantage that the secret information provides to
the SME over its competitors.
>> The information must have been “reasonably protected” by the company. For example, if the
Trade Secret is related to a production process, such process should take place out of sight of
non-company personnel. Likewise, it is highly recommended to sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement
(NDA) with any person with whom all or part of the secret information is shared (including employees, potential business partners, etc.) as well as taking further organizational and technical measures to restrict access to said information.
From the above three factors we can mention some of their respective characteristics.

PREMO INNOVATION: THE PATENTS BOOK
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a) Secrecy implies that the information:
>> is clearly defined in a document or several documents which have to be combined with each
other;
>> The trade secret owner may share the information with employees and business partners but it
must be under the condition of keeping such information a secret.
b) Commercial Value.

>> When a product or a process, can be easily figured out by reverse engineering. In this case, if from
the mere analysis of a product a third party can understand the necessary steps which must be
undertaken for the production of such a product, it is advisable to apply for a patent.
>> Regarding the life-cycle of certain technologies. Certain technologies are reasonably overcome
or outdated in a short time of period, then a trade secret might only be useful during the earlier
stages of said technology, but it will be advisable to apply for a patent to further ensure some kind
of protection or to at least avoid the risk of being sued by a third party.

In general, any information generated by a company under a trade secret has a commercial value, because
it allows either the company to get an economical benefit from the productions and commercialization of
its products or services, or it allows the company to reduce its cost of production or commercialization of
its products or services.
Generally speaking, this requisite is normally the easiest requirement met.
c) Reasonable measures to keep it a secret.
A much more difficult requisite might be the reasonable measures to keep it as a secret. The burden of
keeping the information secret resides inthe owner itself. To this end, it is highly important that the company puts in place all reasonable measures in its power to keep the information secret.
For instance, the following measures are advisable:
>> Access to the trade secret must be limited to a reduced number of members within the company.
For example, the whole information can only be accessed by one or two members, despite the fact
that more members can have access to other partial parts of the information.
>> It is important to execute confidential and / or non-disclosure agreements with any party that
might have access to the information.
>> In the factory premises, it is important to have controlled access and restrict the use of any recording tools as well as forbid filming or taking pictures of the secret part or parts of the whole process
used in the factory. In some cases, court have excluded responsibility for the violation of copying
the information because the hypothetical infringer had taken pictures from an airplane of a company’s installation in which the machinery was kept in an open area.
In which cases will a trade secret not be the appropriate course of action to be taken? We have some cases
in which it would be more advisable to apply for a patent rather than a trade secret. For example:

20
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6

DEFENDING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

ANATOMY OF A PATENT APPLICATION

It is the responsibility of the Patent owner to defend the rights afforded by the patent and, if necessary, to
take action if a third party uses his technology without his authorization.

An invention that can result into a granted patent is the outcome of solving a definite technical challenge, in
some cases responding to a demand of the market/clients and always as a consequence of the inventors
finding, realizing or discovering one or more problems or shortcomings in existing technology through lab
tests, checking a device, critical examination or revision of a device or manufacturing process, or analysis
of performances and further imagining or conceiving a technical solution to solve the problem or problems found.

Examples of patent infringement include when someone uses, sells or imports your patented product or
process.
Usually, once the patent owner discovers an infringement of their patent, the key task is to gather information about the infringement. That is, to buy a counterfeit product and to identify who is the person or
organization carrying out the infringing acts, either directly or indirectly.
After gathering this information, a cease and desist letter should be sent to the person or organization responsible of committing said unlawful activity. A cease and desist letter, is a letter from a utility or invention
patent right owner requesting the recipient to cease and desist from engaging in activities infringing their
patent and demanding certain remedies and assurances from the alleged infringer.
In case this letter does not work, the next step is to institute legal actions (civil or criminal) against the
Courts. The patent owner should bear in mind that IP litigation may be time-consuming and extremely
expensive in some countries.
Another important tool to prevent the technology from being infringed is to apply a notice with the Customs authorities to stop shipments of infringing goods directly at the EU border. Usually the patent owner
requests the inspection of possible infringing goods imported from or exported to third countries and, if
the Customs authorities find grounds for infringements, they seize those products.

In a patent, the following sections are of special relevance:

1. State of the art
In this part, technical solutions regarding the same or similar technical challenges should be collected.
For each of the references, either patent documents or technical papers, a short reference should
be included with an indication of the shortcomings i.e. faults, deficiencies, limitations, that the invention will solve.

2. Description of the invention
Definition of important and specific terms used in the description of the invention, should be included in this section to avoid any possible misunderstanding.
The main part must include a clear explanation of how the invention solves one or more of the
shortcomings or drawbacks encountered in the state of the art, also detailing what targets the invention allows to solve and how it is solved (one or several means in combination).
A list of advantages related to the included new features is equally of help.
Including drawings and diagrams (for processes) in addition to a basic description is convenient.

3. The claims
A patent because of a true innovation only becomes effective by the way of a set of claims, resulting
in a restriction to third parties of using the technical solution claimed (the invention).
The minimum necessary technical features encompassing the invention should be included herein.
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AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF INNOVATION
A PORTFOLIO OF SOME OF PREMO’S LEADING
INVENTIONS IN RECENT YEARS

8

In the following section, several recent technical improvements developed by PREMO recognized by
granted patents or pending patents which have received favorable search reports, will be detailed.

Prior art quoted was US8451184 of TOKO and US 7855558 of DENSO.
The main independent claim in the granted EP patent is reproduced hereunder.
1. An antenna comprising:

8.1. Split-Base
Granted as a patent in EU, EP2911244 and US,
US2016365636 and pending in CN (with a favorable examiner opinion), JP and KR.
Here the technical device is an antenna that can
be used in a receiving system of for e.g. a keyless
entry system. The antenna includes one magnetic
core with at least one coil wound around it and an
electrically insulating base receiving the magnetic
core, said base comprising electrically conductive
elements arranged according to a first layout, at
least a part of which iselectrically connected to
said at least one winding.
This solution of splitting the support for the core
and two of the coils, in two parts, allows manufacturing of the antenna by sequentially winding all
the coils with a multi-axis winding machine.
Moreover, the proposed solution in addition to
simplifying the manufacturing of the antenna, allows the production ofa very small-sized antenna
that performs better than known antennas, particularly in terms of sensitivity, with reduced capacitive coupling between coils.
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>> at least one magnetic core (1);
>> at least one winding (2, 3) wound around said magnetic core (1); and
>> an electrically insulating base on which said magnetic core (1) provided with said winding (2, 3) is
arranged, said electrically insulating base integrating electrically conductive elements (20) intended
to be connected to said winding (2, 3), where said electrically insulating base comprises at least two
physically separated parts (5, 6) which are arranged, facing one another and providing a bottom seat
attached to said magnetic core (1);
the antenna being characterized in that
>> each of said two parts (5, 6) provides a support portion, said support portions together constituting
a support around the outer perimeter of which there is wound an external winding (4);
>> each of said two parts (5, 6) has protuberances in two distal end portions (5a, 5b, 6a, 6b), each of
the protuberances including two walls which form a corner (9, 10, 11, 12) and constitute said support
portions, whereby said two parts (5, 6) provide four corners (9, 10, 11, 12) one gap existing between
said distal end portions of each part, and another gap existing between both separated parts.
In the granted US patent, the characterizing part only includes the first clause, without mentioning the protuberance detail, so that the coverage is broad.
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8.2. Cap-adaptor
Granted as a patent in EU, EP3033803 and US,
US9812772 and pending in CN (with a favorable examiner opinion), JP and KR.
In this case, the device is an antenna.
The problem to be solved was to provide an antenna device usable inat least one PCB layout which
wasnot known, during the manufacturing of the
base of the antenna.
The adaptor defined in the characterizing part of
the claim provides for flexibility between a connection of an antenna device and a PCB without any
layout, since the adaptor provides a first connection
layout of the base to be adapted to a second layout
of the PCB.
The closest prior art was patent application
US2011128204 of TOKO (inventor Murakami) including an antenna (magnetic core, coil and electric terminals) provided with an exterior housing or
cover having openings for the passage of terminals.
This antenna and cover did not provide the claimed
functionality and does not solve the posed problem.
The main claim in the granted patents in EP and US,
with its distinguishing features highlighted by underlining is reproduced hereunder.
arranged according to a first layout, at least a part of
which iselectrically connected to said at least one
winding.

1. An antenna device, comprising:
>> at least one magnetic core;
>> at least one winding (W1) wound around said at least one magnetic core;
>> an electrically insulating base (1), on which said at least one magnetic core wound with said at
least one winding (W1) is arranged, and which comprises electrically conductive elements (11, 12,
13), arranged according to a first layoutat least part of which are electrically connected to said at
least one winding (W1);
>> an adaptor (A);
the antenna device being characterized in that said adaptor (A) is arranged over said at least one magnetic
core and comprises an electrically insulating piece (140) having an upper surface and a side surface, the
adaptor (A) comprising electrically conductive platings (121, 122, 123) each having a first portion arranged
on said upper surface following a second layout, and a second extended portion arranged on said side
surface following said first layout and in that the adaptor (A), together with its electrically conductive platings (121, 122, 123), and the electrically insulated base (1), together with its electrically conductive elements
(11, 12, 13), are separate elements attached to each other such that the second extended portions of the
electrically conductive platings (121, 122, 123) are connected to the electrically conductive elements (11, 12,
13) of the electrically insulating base (1).ç

8.3. Alma 2
Patent application issuing from PCT/IB2015/001238, pending in EP (search opinion/report favorable), and
in JP, CA, CN, KR and US.
In this case the invention aims to solve the problem of the fragility of magnetic cores of long inductive devices used in electronics such as chokes, inductors or LF antennae from 1 KHz to 13.56 MHz mostly used in
RFID applications in automotive industry, with extensive use for keyless entry systems at 20 KHz, 125 KHz
and 134 KHz, extended but not limited to the applications for NFC at frequencies in the range of 13.56 MHz.
The problem to be solved here may be regarded as the improvement of the flexibility of the core. A similar
technical solution has not been found, and the closest prior art cited was US 5638080.
The invention provides a flexible magnetic core that can withstand impacts, flexion and torsion with deformation but without breaking the core, thus keeping the magnetic properties when the flexion or torsion
efforts disappear.
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The solution which is detailed in the combination
of features of the currently submitted claim 1, reproduced hereunder, provide for a core being able
to withstand flexion, torsion and twisting without
damages, and also providing adequate permeability and inductance in a twisted position.
1.- Flexible soft magnetic core (1), including a ferromagnetic material arranged to form parallel magnetic paths within a core body (2) that is made of a
cured polymeric medium (3), said parallel magnetic
paths being electrically insulated from each other
by said polymeric medium (3), wherein said ferromagnetic material comprises a plurality of parallel,
continuous, ferromagnetic elements embedded in
said core body (2) made of said polymeric medium (3), wherein said continuous ferromagnetic elements are spaced apart from each other and extend from one end to another end of said core body
(2), characterized in that:
>> said core is elongated along a longitudinal
axis and flexible in at least two orthogonal
directions; and
>> said continuous, ferromagnetic elements
are flexible wires;
whereby said core allowing a flexion with respect to
said longitudinal axis parallel to said wires and also
with respect to a transversal axis perpendicular to
said wires.
The invention also proposes a manufacturing
method using a continuous extrusion process for
embedding the ferromagnetic wire into the polymeric medium which provides a core having the
required flexibility.
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8.4. 3D Power-Heat pipe
Patent application, now under international application PCT/EP2017/078203 with a favorable search opinion.
This invention refers to a compact (significant reduction insize) magnetic power unit for a power electronics
system conceived within the power inductive solutions for the automotive industry.
The magnetic power unit has been specially designed for high frequency transformers for switched power electronics systems which imply the use of magnetic fields of predetermined frequencies, preferably
comprised between 10KHz and 1MHz, where heat cannot be evacuated with electro conductive elements,
since the losses would be greater than the heat evacuated.
The teaching of this invention provides a magnetic unit that can be implemented in one or more transformers or one or more inductors and/or combinations of magnetically coupled or uncoupled transformers
and inductors.
So, the proposed magnetic power unit can be implemented under different embodiments being any of:
>> a transformer comprising three coils wound in three respective orthogonal axes;
>> a transformer comprising two coils wound in two respective orthogonal axes, and a third orthogonal axis without a coil or including a choke;
>> a choke comprising three coils wound in three respective orthogonal axes or comprising two coils
wound in two respective orthogonal axes;
>> a transformer including three coils in each of the three orthogonal axes, or any combination of
transformer and choke arranged among the three orthogonal axes either magnetically coupled or
uncoupled.
The claim currently submitted is following reproduced:
1. A compact magnetic power unit (100) for a power electronics system comprising a magnetic core (10)
including a first, a second and a third winding channels (2a, 2b, 2c) respectively arranged around a first,
a second and a third crossing axis (A-A, B-B, C-C) orthogonal to each other, at least two of said winding
channels (2a, 2b, 2c) receiving each at least one coil wound around the magnetic core (10), each coil having
at least one turn,
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wherein said first, second and third crossing axis define orthogonal planes providing eight octants, each
including a protrusion defining a protruding spacer (20), said protruding spacers (20) being spaced to each
other by said winding channels (2a, 2b, 2c),
characterized in that
the magnetic core (10) is formed by at least two different partial magnetic cores assembled together by an
attachment as a composed core in a layered configuration, including two side partial magnetic cores (12),
each including four protruding spacers (20),
wherein said magnetic core (10) includes a through hole (30) associated to a device for heat dissipation (50)
including a thermally conductive and not-electrical conductive heat pipe (51) arranged in said trough hole
(30) and communicated with a heat dissipation plate (52).
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The solution combines a composed magnetic core with a through hole where athermally conductive and
not-electrical conductive heat pipe is arranged.
The invention has received a favorable search opinion recognizing as inventive a magnetic power unit including in combination following features:
>> a core of the magnetic power unit divided into partial magnetic cores assembled together by an
attachment as a composed core;
>> a through hole perpendicular to the planes separating the partial cores in/through which a heat
pipe is inserted which is connected to a heat dissipation plate;
>> the magnetic core accommodating several orthogonal windings in winding channels and protruding spacers in a triaxial arrangement.
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Passive Keyless Entry

NFC

Passive Keyless Entry system, is a generic term for an automotive technology which allows a driver to lock
and unlock a vehicle without using the corresponding keyfob buttons. This technology is based on Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID). Once a driver enters a vehicle with an equipped PKE or Keyless Go keyfob
(or cardkey), they have the ability to start and stop the engine, without inserting the SmartKey. A transponder antenna built within the keyfob allows the vehicle to identify a driver. The SMD components located
in the smart key are required high levels of sensitivity, good temperature stability and robustness against
mechanical shocks and drops.

After the boom of Near field communication (NFC) applications in mobile environments, this technology is
spreading to the automotive sector enabling advanced services like user authentication, secure communications and e-payment.

The system works by having a series of LF (low frequency 125 kHz) transmitting antennas both inside and
outside the vehicle. The external antennas are located in the door handles, mirrors, or trunk position.
When the vehicle is triggered either by pulling the handle or touching the handle an LF signal is transmitted from the antennas to the key. The key becomes activated if it is sufficiently close and it transmits its ID
back to the vehicle via RF (Radio frequency >300 MHz) to a receiver located in the vehicle. If the key has the
correct ID the module unlocks the vehicle.
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The industry is introducing several and innovative applications in today’s cars that are taking advantage of
NFC technology main properties: data transmission (near field contactless) and identification/encrypted
data, including smart car access, electronic immobilizer, data streaming and pairing, e-payment, car user
settings, diagnosis and status of the car, etc. This technology enables improvements on current applications like car access (PKE/RKE) and electronic immobilizer systems, providing a secure and most robust
architecture for communications between car and user device (Smartphone).
In a typical car access application, the final user could use his mobile device (smartkey or Smartphone)
with NFC functionality, locating it close to some external area of the vehicle, for example, the side mirror,
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equipped with an NFC antenna, and connected with a reader inside the vehicle (and finally connected with
the control unit of the car). A secure communication will be established (Near Field Communication at
13,56MHz) between the user device and the control unit of the car. After authentication / identification was
been verified, the car unlocks the doors allowing the user access.
To meet the growing integration of NFC applications in the automotive market, PREMO has developed an
outstanding NFC antenna product range (13.56MHz) very well suited for mobile devices.
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Three-dimensional antenna
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Three-dimensional antenna
WO2014072075 (A1)
DESCRIPTION

1

PATENT

ABSTRACT

3D COIL

Three-dimensional antenna comprising: at least one core (IO),
three windings (21, 22, 23) arranged around three orthogonal axes
of said core which is at least one, and a base, having the core a
second platings (50) formed onto Its lower faces and connected
to said windings, being said core arranged on top of the base,
wherein said base is a printed circuit board (30) comprising a series of first platings an upper portions (41) disposed on the upper face of the PCB (30), and a side portions (42) which extends
through the side faces of the PCB, and being connected to the
upper portions through a printed circuit (43). The present invention provides a three-dimensional antenna that operates over a
wide frequency range. The antenna has a higher connections
strength and is compatible with automated optical inspection
systems.

DATE
15 May 2014

INVENTORS
• Antonio Rojas Cuevas

• Juan Fernández Reina
• Francisco Ezequiel Navarro Pérez
• María del Mar Villarrubia García

COUNTRIES

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
>> Compatibility with Automatic Optical Inspection Systems
>> Operates between a wide frequency range (5kHz-30MHz)
>> Higher connections strengths
>> Fully encapsulated protected solution
>> Low cost solution made by single devices with individual cores or monolithic .
>> Low profile

• EPO

>> Drop test resistant

(European Patent Office)

>> High reliability Automotive applications
>> Overmolded to withstand external physical forces
>> Versatility: one or several internal cores
>> Cushioning material to provide a higher robustness

MARKET APPLICATIONS
>> Passive Keyless Entry Low Profile Keyfobs
>> Consumer electronics Access Control
In process

>> Low Frequency M2M systems
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

2

The present invention refers to a three-dimensional antenna, capable of receiving and/or transmitting
signals on any of the three dimensions, in addition, the antenna has an operating capacity at both low and
high frequency (Hybrid). In particular, the present invention can be used in applications such as automotive
because of its compatibility with Automated Optical lnspection systems, also known as AOI, and its wide
range of operating frecuencies.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART
Some examples of a three-dimensional hybrid antenna can be feund fer example in Spanish Patent
ES-B1-2200652 that discloses a three dimensional antenna comprising a rectangular shaped monolithic
magnetic core, with a three mutually orthogonal windings arranged so that the antenna receives a signal
in each of the windings when is subjected to a low frequency electromagnetic field. Furthermore, the embodiment disclosed in the aferementioned document ES2200652 has a core adhesively bonded to a plastic
base, being said plastic base provided with terminals on its bottom side fer interconnection between the
windings disposed surrounding the core and externl systems.
The devices of the prior art have problems with the robustness of their connections, in that the terminals
arranged in the plastic base usually are filaments with a reduced dimension. Moreover, the junction between
the base and the core must necessarily be made by adhesives that must support a wide range of temperatures. Furthermore, these connections are usually in non-visible areas, so an optical inspection can not determine whether the connections are correct. In current devices, such inspections require more sophisticated measurements than visual inspection, consequently, this operation slow down the production process.
The EP1489683 document discloses a three-dimensional antenna which, according to ene of the embodiments described, has a monolithic core around which windings are wound, said core being provided with
metal terminal plates attached, which are used as connectors with the base, the ends of the windings are
welded on this metal terminal plates to assure a secure electrical connection.
In this embodiment the connectors should be first produced from a metal plate and then attached to the
core in a not specified manner. This construction is expensive and requires accurate assembly processes
due to the small size of the antenna; there is also the possibility that these connectors are accidentally
detached from the core, producing an antenna failure.
Moreover, the proposed arrangements in the prior art lack the flexibility to add new antennas (or derivatives
of existing antennas) in that they require the manufacture of a new base, or in the best case, the required
peel adhesive that bonds the core to the base to access the terminal connections.
Furthermore, the antennas disclosed in the prior art operate only at low frequency and current industrial
applications require that such antennas may also operate at higher frequencies while maintaining or reducing its current volume.
Accordingly, the present invention provides a three-dimensional antenna that operates over a wide frequency range (between 5 KHz and 30 MHz), which has a higher connections strength and that is compatible with
automated optical inspection systems (AOI).
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

4

Specifically, the present invention relates to a three-dimensional antenna comprising: at least one core;
three winding wound around three mutually orthogonal axes, each of said windings surrounding said core
which is at least one. a base in which said at least one core is arranged on top of the base. In particular,
the base is a printed circuit board comprising a plurality of first platings or metallizations connected to the
windings, said first platings extended through the top of the printed circuit board, and said at least one core
comprises a second platings which are connected to the windings and to said base first platings.

In order to operate in a broader frequency range, the aforesaid orthogonal windings are configured for operation at low frequencies (approximately between 300 KHz and 5 KHz) and further provides at least one winding with a smaller number of turns in. such a way which provides a high frequency operation (approximately
between 3MHz and 30MHz). Since the directivity at high frequencies is not so critical to the operation of
the antennas, it can be used a single high frequencies winding, which can be added to the aforementioned
windings to provide an antenna operation in two or three dimensions.

Additionally said first platings also cover side sections of the base.

In another preferred embodiment, the high frequency winding may be a branch from an intermediate point
of one low frequency winding. Additionally, branches can be provided in the three low frequency windings
to obtain a three-dimensional antenna also at high frequencies without increasing the volume of the device.

The aforementioned at least one core is concerned, according to a first embodiment, to a single monolithic
core, around which the three windings are wound about three core orthogonal axes.
A second alternative embodiment includes three independent cores, each with an axis around which a
winding is wound, said three cores are fixed on the base so that said axes of said three cores remain mutually orthogonal. Thereafter the term core as used in this description refers to this monolithiccore orto this set
of three cores indistinctly.
Throughout this document the term plating or metallization refers to additions or extensions of electrically conductive metal layer on the core or base. The bond between the core and the second platings is performed by the core manufacturing process itself, by chemical bath and subsequent processes of sintering,
the remaining connections between the windings and the platings are made by welding, achieving overall a
greater strength of the connections.

Moreover, the high frequency winding can be printed and/or embedded in the printed circuit board.
To improve the ability of the antenna to withstand external physical forces, there is an over-mold, at least in
the windings and the core.
lf it is required to increase the electric insulation the over-mold can be vacuum molded. A preferred material
for said over-mold is a polymer material comprising a high thermal performance plastic, capable of withstanding the high temperatures reached during operation and assembly without burning.

Contact between said second platings of said core and first platings of said base provide an electrical connection between the base and the windings.
In particular, the base is a printed circuit board comprising a plurality of platings connected to the windings
through the second platings, said first platings may extend to partially cover the sides of the printed circuit
board, to provide electrical connections through lateral contact.
In a preferred embodiment, the core is a ferrite core, more specifically the core may be a ferrite core
comprising a Nickel-Zinc alloy, a Manganese-Zinc alloy, or amorphous Cobalt.
This core composition provide ferromagnetic qualities necessary for its operation, while high electrical resistivity, preferably equal to or greater than 106 Ωm, which allows its surface second platings to be electrically
isolated with respect to each other .
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The foregoing and other advantages and features will be more fully understood from the following
detailed description of an embodiment with reference to the accompanying drawings, which should be
taken as illustrative and not limiting, in which:

5

FIG. 1

FIG. 2

Shows a perspective view of
an antenna according to a first
embodiment of the present
invention.

Shows a perspective view an exploded view
according to a first embodiment of the antenna
of Figure 1.

FIG. 3
Shows a perspective view of an exploded
view of a core, a first and second windings
and a base for an antenna according to a first
embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4
Shows a perspective view of a monolithic
core according to a first embodiment of the
present invention.

FIG. 5
Shows a perspective view of a core, a first
and second windings and a base for an
antenna according to a first embodiment of
the present invention.
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FIG. 8

FIG. 9

Shows a perspective view an exploded view
according to a second embodiment of the
present invention.

Shows a perspective view of acore with a horizontal
axis around which a winding is wound, according to
a second embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 6
Shows a perspective view of a core, a first and
second windings and a base for an antenna,
and a third winding, corresponding with the Z
axis, in an exploded position, according to a
first embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 10
FIG. 7
Shows a perspective view of an antenna
acccording to a second embodiment of the
present invention.
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Shows a perspective view from the bottom side of
a circular core with a vertical axis around which a
winding is wound, according to a second embodiment of the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

6

Figure 1 shows an antenna 1 coniprising a covering
60 and a printed circuit board 30 (also known as
PCB) being the internal components of the aritenna
embedded in that covering 60. In particular embodiments of the present invention, the covering 60 may
be a pre-molded cover, or an over-molded or vacuum molded cover, directly molded on the components arranged on the printed circuit board 30.

FIG. 1

Figures 2 and 3 show an exploded view of the
antenna 1. In this embodiment, the antenna 1 comprising a base, a monolithic core 10, and three windings 21, 22 and 23 wound around three orthogonal
axes of said monolithic core 10. A first winding 21
wounded around a first axis in the “X” abscissa axis
orientation, a second winding 22 wounded around a
second axis in the “Y” ordinate axis orientation and a
third winding 23 wounded around a third axis in the
“Z” orientation surrounding said two windings 21 and
22.
The cited covering 60 encapsulates said core 1o and
said windings 21, 22 and 23, being this encapsulating
material preferably a plastic polymer with high thermal stability and low contraction coefficient, able to
resist the high temperatures achieved during the
antenna 1 operation.
As can be seen in detail by reference to Figure 4, the
core of this embodiment is a monolithic core and its
shape has four comer blocks; 13, two side arms 12
and a flat body 11. The flat body 11, around which the
first winding 21 is wound, has a lower thickness than
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the side arms 12, allowing the second winding 22 to
be wound around said two lateral arms 12 perpendicular to the said first winding 21 without contacting
with said first winding 21. The four comer blocks 13
act as retaining elements for the first and second
windings 21 and 22, and allow wounding the third
winding 23 without contact with the other two windings 21 and 22.
The core 10 has integrally four electrically conductive second platings 50 at its comer lower surface,
these four second platings 50 are each connected
by welding to one initial section or end of the first
and second windings 21 and 22, providing a single
piece including core 10, first and second windings
21 and 22 and electric connectors without loose
wires.

FIG.2

In this embodiment, the base is a printed circuit
board or PCB 30, and includes between six to twelve
electrically conductive first platings 40. In this particular embodiment, the PCB 3 comprises six electrically conductive first platings 40 in the PCB 3 upper surface, four of them configured and arranged
to be electrically connected with the second platings 50 of the core 10 by contact and welding, and
the others configured to be electrically connected
with the third winding 23 welding their ends on it.
This third winding 23 is overlapped to the core 10
afterwelding the core 10 to the PCB 30 (Fig. 6).
In this embodiment, some of the first platings 40 has
a upper portions 41 disposed on the upper face of
the PCB 30 in a position coincident with the mounting position of second platings 50 of the core 10,
and a side portions 42 which extends through the

side faces the PCB 30, and being connected to the
upper portions 41 through a printed circuit 43.
This configuration allows easy and strong electrical connection between the three windings 21,
22 and 23 and side portions 42 of the first platings
40, disposed on the side surfaces of the PCB 30,
through the seco.nd platings 50, allowing an easy
connection to other systems, which eliminates the
need for terminals connection which usually is a
no automatized process.
So that when this antenna 1 is incorporated into
another system the electric connections with this
system are not hidden under the bottom of the
PSB. 30, as in the known state of the art, thanks to
this side portions 42 of the first platings 40 these
electrical connections may be lateral, and may be
visible and checked by an automatic optical inspection (AOI) to determine a proper welding.
In the cited prior art known, this electrical connections will be made only on the bottom of the PCB
30, and require more complex inspection involving
performing electrical measurements to determine
the electrical continuity, being this inspection process slower and. more expensive.
In order to .operate in a broader frequency range,
the aforesaid windings 21, 22 and 23 are configured for operation at low frequencies (approximately between 300KHz and 5KHz) m1d further
provides at least one winding with a smaller number of turns in such a way which provides a high
frequency operation (approximately between
3MHz and 30MHz). Since the directivity at high
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frequencies is not so critical to the operation of the
antennas, it can be used a single high frequencies
winding, which can be added to the aforementioned windings 21, 22 and 23 to provide a antenna
1 operation in two or three dimensions.
In another preferred embodiment, the high frequency winding may be a branch from an intermediate
point of one low frequency winding 21, 22 and/or 23.
Additionally, branches can be provided in the three
low frequency windings 21, 22 and 23 to obtain a
three-dimensional antenna 1 also at high frequencies without increasing the volume of the device.
Moreover, the high frequency winding can be printed and/or embedded in the printed circuit board 30.
In particular embodiments of the present invention,
the PCB 30 may have additional side portions 42 of
the first platings 40 along its lateral sides, connected
with the aforesaid high frequency winding or windings, allowing hi5 connection with a system in the
same way as the first, second and third winding 21,
22 and 23.
Referring to the manufacturing materiaIs, the core
10 is usually a ferrite core, ferrite core having an
electrical resistivity equal to or greater than 106 Ωm.
In particular a core made of Ni-Zn alloy, or Mn-Zn,
other embodiments may incorporate a core made
of amorphous cobalt, ora cornbination of this elements.
The windings 21, 22 and 23 are preferably of a diameter between 0.01 mm and 1 mm and can be preferably enameled copper wire with polyurethane and/
or polyamide with a heat index exceeding 150°C.
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Second platings 50 are formed onto the core 10,
preferably by chemical baths and are preferably
made of Sn100 tin to facilitate its soldering to the
PCB 30.
In this embodiment the third winding 23 is superposed to the core 10, as shown in Figure 6, and
is fixed on the PCB 30 by four bonding adhesives
points 70, and said third winding 23 is electrically
connected to the first platings 40 by welding.
Figure 5 shows the assembly of the core 10 with
the first and second windings 21 and 22 disposed
on the PCB 30.
Figure 7 and thereafter shown a second preferred
embodiment of the present invention, wherein
Figure 7 shows a full view of the assembled antenna 1, and Figure 8 an exploded view of the antenna 1, showing the base integrating the core 10
and the windings 21, 22 and 23, the covering 60,
and an optional cushioning material 61.

vertical axis “Z: These figures show the second platings 50 formed onto the. lower faces of said core 10a,
10b and 10c.
In the same Way as in the first described embodiment, the winding 21, 22 and 23 initial section and ends are
electrically connected by welding with these second platings 50, securing its correct electrical connection.
The base ofthis embodiment is equivalent to that of the previous embodiment, and also has the first platings
40, which has a upper portions 41 disposed on the upper face of the PCB 30 in a position coincident with
the mounting position of second platings 50 of the cores 10a, 10b and 10b, and a side portions 42 which
extends through the side faces of the PCB 30, and being connected to the upper portions 41 through a
printed circuit 43, as shown in Figure 8. These first platings 40 can also be printed.
The mounting and connecting way of this second embodiment is the same as explained for the first embodiment. An alternativa applicable to any of the embodiments is the inclusion of the said cushioning material
61, shown in Figures 7 and 8, which is situated above the covering 60, and serves as antenna’s protection
against impacts or other physical forces.

As seen in this figure, this alternative embodiment
includes three independent cores 10a, 10b and
10c, each with an axis around which a winding 21,
22 or 23 is wound, said three cores 10a, 10b and
10c are fixed on the PCB 30 so that said axes of
said three cores 10a, 10b and 10c remain mutually
orthogonal; working together as a single monolithic core 10. This is the only substantial difference with respect to the first embodiment; all the
other aspects are equivalents.
Figure 9 shows acore 10a or 10b with a horizontal axis corresponding to the axis “X” or “Y”, and
Figure 10 shows a lower view of a core 10c with a
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CLAIMS
1. Three-dimensional antenna comprising:
>>at least one core (10);

7

>>three windings (21, 22 and 23) wound around three mutually orthogonal axes, each of said
windings surrounding said core (10) which is at least one.
>>a base; in which said at least one core is arranged on the base, characterized in that: said
base is a printed circuit board (30) comprising a plurality of electrically conductive first platings
(40) located at least at the top of the printed circuit board (30), and said at least one core (10)
comprises electrically conductive second platings (50) which are electrically connected to the
windings and to said base electrically conductive first platings (40).
2. Antenna according to claim 1 characterized in that said electrically conductive first platings (40) extend
also covering side surfaces (41) of said base.
3. Antenna according to claim 1 or 2 characterized in that the connection between the windings (21, 22
and/or 23) and said electrically conductive second platings (50) is performed by welding.
4. Antenna according to claims 1, 2 or 3 characterized in that said electrically conductive second platings
(50) are formed onto said at least one core (10), by chemical baths and/or sintering processes.
5. Antenna according to any preceding claim characterized in that the core (10) is a ferrite core having an
electrical resistivity equal to or greater than 106 Ωm.

10. Antenna according to any of the preceding claims characterized in that comprises three cores (10a,
10b and 10c) each of them including one of said three windings (21, 22 and 23) wound around.
11. Antenna according to claim 7 characterized in that a cushioning material (61) is provided in the upper
side of the over-moulded covering (60).
12. Antenna according to claim 11 characterized in that the cushioning material (61) comprises an acrylic
material capable of with standing the temperatures present in a reflow thermal profile without burning.
13. Antenna according to any of claims 1 to 9 characterized in that it has a single monolithic core (10), and
in that all three windings (21, 22 and 23) are wounded there around.
14. Antenna according to claim 13 characterized in that comprise at least one further highfrequency
winding.
15. An antenna according to daim 14, characterized in that the high-frequency winding has fewer turns
than the three windings (21, 22 and 23).
16. Antenna according to claim 14 or 15 characterized in that said high-frequency winding is connected to an
intermediate point of at least one of the three windings (21, 22 or 23).
17. Antenna according to claim 14, 15 or 16 characterized in that said high-frequency winding is a planar
winding printed on the printed circuit board (30).

6. Antenna according to claim 5 characterized in that the ferrite core comprises a nickel-zinc alloy, a manganese-zinc alloy, amorphous cobalt or any combination of them.
7. Antenna according to any preceding claim characterized in that at least the windings (21, 22 and 23) and
the at least one core (10) are over-moulded providing a covering (60).
8. Antenna according to claim 7 characterized in that said. covering (60) is vacuum moulded.
9. Antenna according to claims 7 or 8 characterized in that the moulded material is a plastic polymer with
high thermal performance.
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ABOUT THE INVENTION
This invention is about a passive inductive component 3 dimensionally sensitive to magnetic field in low frequency ranges. To
manage this they’re built three coils in its interior orthogonally
orientated and manufactured with the best technical raw materials.

MARÍA DEL MAR VILLARRUBIA
INVENTOR
R&D Engineer at PREMO MÁLAGA
María del Mar was born in Bilbao 1973; she
obtained and Engineer Diploma (DI) together
with a Diploma of Higher Education (DipHE)
in electronics engineering at the University of
Málaga.
Her professional experience has been linked
from the beginning to the automotive industrie.
Her first job was at the BodyShop department
at Volvo facilities in The Netherlands (Nedcar
B.V.) where she had first contact with automotive production procedures and quality assurance. Back to Spain she worked in an installation engineering company very oriented to
innovative control systems and energy savings
called Proinsermant S.L. Coincidentally she
met the CTO from Premo in 2013, place where
she made her scholarship before ending university studies, and she decided to join Premo
R&D department. She’s working on for Premo
since that time releasing several transponders
designs, being one of them the 3DC11LP, of
which she feels most proud considering it as
her little one.
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This invention was born, as historically many of them, from a recurrent need of our clients and a Premo production problem. In
that time the AOI characteristic (Automatic Optical Inspection)
started to be a requirement and it was seen as an advantage
from many of our main automotive clients. Next to it, we had
troubles with coplanarity of our running production 3D coils
due to our process thermal stresses joined to coplanarity limitation of the production process of one supplier’s raw material.
This raw material is one of the main keys to assure final coplanarity of our coil and we are talking about coplanarity limit of
0.07 mm maximum in a component which is 11x12x3.2 mm wide
x length x height.
An so, we started thinking on a raw material that would assure
this coplanarity by its own constitution. So we came on the idea
of using a PCB as base to assemble our coil and as a substrate
to be soldered to the final PCB of the client.
New technologies in PCB manufacturing, like CO2 laser and
techniques to metalize borders developed to our request, made
possible to integrate all the materials in the thinnest thickness.
We managed a very low profile product keeping very good
electromagnetical properties.
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Antena monolítica
ES2428465 (B1)
DESCRIPTION

1

PATENT

ABSTRACT

3D COIL

Monolithic antenna of the type comprising: a core; at least one
winding disposed around the core; and a base; wherein the core
is disposed on top of the base and wherein said base is a plastic
base comprising at least one metal projection to which at least
one of the ends of at least one of the windings is connected.

DATE
29 July 2014

INVENTORS
• Antonio Rojas Cuevas

• Francisco Ezequiel Navarro Pérez
• María Mar Villarrubia García
• Sergio Cobos Reyes
• Claudio Cañete Cabeza

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
>> 3 coils assembly in single component with full functionality, thus reducing cost,
saving PCB space and increasing the circuit reliability.
>> Compatibility with Automatic Optical Inspection Systems
>> Easy PCB Assembly

COUNTRY
• SPAIN

MARKET APPLICATIONS
>> Automotive Passive keyless entry systems.
>> Automotive RTPMS with wake up functions.
>> Industrial logistics and control.
>> Access control.
>> Tracking devices.
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DESCRIPCIÓN

2

La presente invención hace referencia a una antena tridimensional, es decir, una antena con capacidad de
recepción y/o transmisión de señales en cualquiera de las tres dimensiones, además, dicha antena dispone
de una capacidad de funcionamiento tanto a baja como alta frecuencia (híbrida). En particular, la presente
invención se refiere, en particular, a antenas monolíticas que disponen compatibilidad con sistemas de Inspección Óptica Automatizada (o AOI, según sus siglas en inglés).
Algunos ejemplos de antenas monolíticas se pueden encontrar por ejemplo en la Patente española
ES2200652 B1. En la realización dada a conocer en dicho documento se da a conocer una antena tridimensional que comprende un núcleo magnético monolítico con forma rectangular y tres devanados
dispuestos ortogonales entre sí de manera que la antena recibe una señal en cada uno de los devanados
cuando se somete a un campo electromagnético de baja frecuencia. Por otra parte, la realización dada
a conocer en el documento ES2200652 B1, dispone de un núcleo unido mediante adhesivo a una base
plástica, disponiendo la citada base plástica de terminales en su parte inferior para interconexión entre los
devanados dispuestos en el núcleo y otros sistemas externos al dispositivo.
Los dispositivos de la técnica anterior plantean problemas de robustez de sus conexiones en cuanto a que
los terminales dispuestos en la base plástica suelen ser filamentos de dimensiones reducidas, además, la
unión entre la base y el núcleo debe hacerse necesariamente mediante adhesivos que deben soportar un
amplio rango de temperaturas. Además, estas conexiones se encuentran normalmente en posiciones no
visibles, por lo que una inspección óptica no permite determinar si las conexiones son correctas. En los dispositivos actuales, dichas inspecciones requieren mediciones más complejas que la inspección visual
que, en consecuencia, ralentizan el proceso productivo.
Además de dicha falta de robustez entre los pines y el núcleo, los devanados de las antenas suelen ser de
cobre de entre 0,01 mm y 1 mm por lo que, aún habiendo una conexión correcta entre los devanados y los
pines, puede que existan roturas en el devanado debido a su sobrecalentamiento en procesos de soldadura, manipulación por parte de equipos automáticos, entre otros.
En consecuencia, la presente invención prevé un mecanismo para la unión entre los pines y los devanados
más robusto que los mecanismos de la técnica anterior, consiguiendo además, que la antena monolítica sea
compatible con la inspección de sus conexiones mediante sistemas AOI.
Adicionalmente, las antenas de la técnica anterior requieren que el dispositivo se conecte a una placa de
circuito impreso (o PCB, según sus siglas en inglés) destinado especialmente a ellas ya que los pines
de la base de plástico deben coincidir con puntos de soldadura en la placa PCB. La presente invención,

sorprendentemente, tiene una construcción que permite conseguir una antena de mayor flexibilidad respecto a las de la técnica anterior ya que permite su adaptación a cualquier configuración de la placa PCB
con un bajo coste de producción de los adaptadores al diseño de la placa PCB del cliente.
En concreto, la presente invención hace referencia a una antena monolítica del tipo que comprende:
>>un núcleo;
>>al menos un devanado dispuesto alrededor del núcleo; y
>>una base;
en la que el núcleo se encuentra dispuesto sobre la parte superior de la base, siendo dicha base una base
de plástico, que comprende al menos un saliente metálico al que se conecta al menos uno de los extremos
de uno de los devanados.
En una realización particular de la presente invención, la unión entre al menos uno de los extremos de uno
de los devanados al saliente metálico se realiza mediante soldadura.
Preferentemente, el extremo de al menos uno de los devanados se encuentra trenzado en al menos parte
de la zona que se encuentra en contacto con el saliente metálico, aumentando así la superficie del devanado en la zona de unión entre el devanado y el saliente. Este trenzado permite, fundamentalmente, aumentar
la robustez de la conexión ya que evita roturas en el devanado, por ejemplo, debido al sobrecalentamiento
de una unión mediante soldadura o a fuerzas mecánicas que puedan ejercer otras máquinas del proceso
de fabricación.
Adicionalmente, el saliente metálico puede comprender una muesca alrededor de la que se dispone el
extremo de al menos un devanado. La disposición de dicha muesca garantiza que, una vez el devanado se
ha arrollado en el saliente, se garantice que se mantendrá unido hasta que ocurra el soldado entre ellos.
Por otra parte, en una realización particular, la unión entre el núcleo y la base se realiza mediante adhesivos.
Otro aspecto de la presente invención se refiere a la flexibilidad para adaptarse a distintas distribuciones
de la placa PCB, esta flexibilidad se consigue mediante un adaptador dispuesto sobre el núcleo, comprendiendo dicho adaptador metalizaciones tanto en su superficie lateral como en su superficie superior. Estas
metalizaciones de la parte lateral permitirían la inspección AOI mientras que las metalizaciones de la parte
superior se harían según el diseño de las pistas de la placa PCB del cliente.
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DESCRIPCIÓN DE LOS DIBUJOS
De esta manera, al conectar al menos una de las metalizaciones del adaptador con al menos uno de los
salientes de la base se obtiene, por una cara, el diseño de la pieza del fabricante que puede o no utilizarse,
y en la cara superior del adaptador un diseño a elección del cliente. Por tanto, el cliente tiene dos opciones
para la conexión de la misma pieza, pudiendo reemplazar antenas de otros proveedores por antenas según
la presente invención sin cambiar el diseño de sus placas PCB.
En cuanto a las características electrónicas de la antena, el núcleo es, preferentemente, un núcleo de
ferrita cuyos materiales podrían ser una aleación de Níquel-Zinc o Manganeso-Zinc o cobalto amorfo.
Adicionalmente, sobre el núcleo y los devanados se puede disponer un sobremoldeado que, preferentemente, es un sobremoldeado al vacío.

Para su mejor comprensión se adjuntan, a título de ejemplo explicativo pero no limitativo, unos dibujos de
una realización de la antena objeto de la presente invención.

3

FIG. 1
Muestra una vista en perspectiva de una
antena según la presente invención,

En realizaciones particulares de la presente invención la antena monolítica es una antena tridimensional,
es decir, comprende 3 devanados dispuestos ortogonalmente entre ellos y la base comprende un saliente
para cada extremo de los devanados.

FIG. 2
Muestra una vista en perspectiva de la
base de la antena de la figura 1.
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FIG. 5
FIG. 3

Muestra una vista ampliada, en perspectiva,
del ejemplo de conexión de la figura 4 con
los devanados trenzados.

Muestra una vista en perspectiva desde la
parte inferior de la base de la figura 2.

FIG. 6
Muestra una vista en perspectiva de una
unión mediante soldadura del ejemplo de
conexión de los devanados de la figura 5

FIG. 4
Muestra una vista en perspectiva de un
ejemplo de conexión entre los devanados
de la antena y la base.

FIG. 7
Muestra una vista en perspectiva de
un ejemplo adaptador para una antena
según cualquiera de las figuras 1 a 6.
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DESCRIPCIÓN DETALLADA DE UN EJEMPLO DE REALIZACIÓN

FIG. 8

4

Muestra una vista en perspectiva de una
antena provista de un adaptador según la
figura 7.

FIG. 1

FIG. 9
Muestra un despiece mecánico de la
antena de la figura 8.

La figura 1 muestra una vista en perspectiva de una
antena que comprende una serie de devanados -2dispuestos sobre un núcleo de ferrita. De manera
particular, la presente invención se refiere a antenas tridimensionales, es decir, que comprenden tres
devanados dispuestos sobre el núcleo de manera
ortogonal entre ellos. Sin embargo, la presente invención podría adecuarse a cualquier disposición
de devanados.
Según se observa en las figuras, dichos devanados
-2- y dicho núcleo se disponen sobre una base -1-,
preferentemente de plástico. Esta base comprende metalizaciones -110- a lo largo de su superficie
lateral que, además, se extienden por la superficie
inferior de la base, según se observa en la figura 3.
Las metalizaciones de la parte inferior de la base sirven para la conexión de la antena a una placa, por
ejemplo, una placa PCB por parte del cliente. Por
otra parte, las metalizaciones laterales están destinadas a que, cuando esta antena se incorpore a otro
sistema, las conexiones no sean visibles únicamente
por la parte inferior de la base -1-, sino que además

FIG. 2
dichas conexiones sean visibles por los laterales
de la base. Ello permite que pueda realizarse una
inspección óptica automática automatizada (AOI)
para determinar si se ha realizado una soldadura
correcta.
Además, según se observa en la figura 1, la antena
incorpora unos salientes -11-, -12-, -13- metálicos a
los que se encuentran conectados los devanados
-21-. -22-.
La figura 2 muestra la base -1- de la antena de la
figura 1. En esta base se observa con más detalle
la disposición de los salientes metálicos -11, -12, -13- para la conexión de los devanados. Estos
salientes pueden estar, además, conectados eléctricamente a las metalizaciones de la base para así
disponer de conexiones de los devanados tanto en
los laterales de la base (para poder realizar la AOI)
como en la parte inferior de la base (para conexión
eléctrica a la PCB). De esta manera se puede comprobar mediante un sistema de inspección
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AOI, por una parte, si los devanados se encuentran
correctamente soldados a los salientes metálicos
y, por otra, si las metalizaciones -110- disponen de
una correcta soldadura con pines o cualquier otro
medio de conexión eléctrica.
La figura 3 muestra otra vista en perspectiva de la
base de la figura 2 pero desde su parte inferior. En
esta vista se observa como las metalizaciones -110, -120-, -130- se extienden por la parte inferior de la
placa.

posteriormente, trenzar dicho devanado para obtener una mayor robustez.

FIG. 3

En otras realizaciones de antenas, se incorpora un cuarto devanado de alta frecuencia, que
correspondería a un cuarto devanado. En este
caso, la base dispondría de ocho salientes con
sus correspondientes metalizaciones.
La figura 4 muestra una manera preferente de
unión de los devanados a los salientes metálicos.

FIG. 6

En una realización especialmente preferente, el saliente comprende una muesca para evitar que el
devanado, una vez arrollado pueda deslizarse y desprenderse del saliente.

Además, en esta realización preferente, cada uno
de los salientes -11-, -12-, -13-, corresponde con una
metalización -110-, -120-, -130- en la parte inferior y
en el lateral de la base.
Así, el primer saliente metálico -11- corresponde
con la primera metalización -110-, el segundo saliente metálico -12- corresponde con la segunda
metalización -120-, el tercer saliente metálico -13corresponde con la tercera metalización -130- y se
pueden disponer tantos salientes y metalizaciones
como extremos de los devanados existan en la antena. En particular, una antena tridimensional que
disponga de tres devanados dispuestos de manera
que sean ortogonales entre ellos, tendría seis salientes con sus correspondientes metalizaciones.

En la figura 4 se observa en mayor detalle la forma
de trenzado del extremo del devanado -2-. En este
caso el extremo -22- del devanado -2- se puede
conectar posteriormente a cualquiera de los salientes -12-, -13-. Para efectuar esta conexión basta
con arrollar sobre saliente metálico para, posteriormente, aplicar soldadura sobre esta parte metálica.

La figura 6 muestra la unión entre el extremo -22del devanado -2- y el saliente metálico -13- mediante soldadura -221-.

FIG. 4
Es importante destacar que los devanados utilizados en este tipo de aplicaciones tienen un diámetro
aproximado de entre 0,01 mm y 1 mm por lo que
son conductores eléctricos muy frágiles a ciertas
condiciones físicas, tales como fuerzas mecánicas
debido a los medios automáticos para disponerlos
sobre el núcleo, el calor por efecto de soldadura
para unirlos, por ejemplo, a los salientes metálicos
-11-, -12-, -13-, entre otros.
En consecuencia, la presente invención da a conocer una forma de unión de dichos devanados a
conductores, tales como los salientes -11-, -12-, -13-.
Esta forma pasa por doblar el devanado para duplicar su volumen y así aumentar su resistencia y,

Preferentemente, no se aplica un único punto de
soldadura tal y como se muestra en la figura a título
de ejemplo, sino que la soldadura puede recubrir
total o parcialmente el saliente -13- para asegurar
una robustez adecuada de la unión y conexión eléctrica.
La soldadura -221- utilizada es una soldadura de estaño del tipo ampliamente conocido en la técnica
anterior y las metalizaciones son de estaño Sn100
para facilitar su posterior soldadura.
La figura 7 muestra un adaptador -120- para aumentar la flexibilidad de conexiones posibles a una
antena, por ejemplo, una antena tal y como la de las
figuras 1 a 6.
Este adaptador permite una mayor flexibilidad de la
antena en cuanto a que permite una configuración

FIG. 7
diferente de las conexiones que irán a la placa PCB.
Es decir, este adaptador-120- puede configurarse
según la disposición de la placa PCB que tenga un
usuario cualquiera y dicha configuración se traslada a la cara superior del núcleo de la antena. En
consecuencia se dispone, una antena con una primera cara con una determinada configuración y un
adaptador en la cara superior con una configuración
diferente. De esta manera el cliente puede elegir el
diseño de que cara desea utilizar en su placa PCB.
El adaptador 120- comprende una serie de metalizaciones -121-, -122-, -123- en una configuración
determinada. Estas metalizaciones se conectan
eléctricamente a los devanados de la antena y
mecánicamente a la base y/o al núcleo.
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Las figuras 8 y 9 muestran la forma de conexión
mecánica y eléctrica de dicho adaptador -120- a la
antena. Esta unión se realiza, preferentemente mediante adhesivos aunque, en realizaciones particulares de la presente invención, al adaptador puede
disponer de medios mecánicos de unión tales
como pines que se insertan en agujeros de la base
o piezas conjugadas que, al hacer presión, producen la unión entre ellas.
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REIVINDICACIÓN
1. Antena monolítica del tipo que comprende:
>>un núcleo;

FIG. 8

>>una base;

Además, en la figura 8 se observa como una primera metalización del adaptador -121- entra en
contacto con el primer saliente -11- que, a su vez,
se encuentra conectado eléctricamente a la metalización de la base -110- y a uno de los devanados.

en la que el núcleo se encuentra dispuesto sobre la parte superior de la base, donde dicha base es una base
de plástico que comprende al menos un saliente metálico al que se conecta al menos uno de los extremos
de al menos uno de los devanados, estando la antena caracterizada porque comprende un adaptador dispuesto sobre el núcleo que comprende metalizaciones tanto en su superficie lateral como en su superficie
superior.

De manera similar, una segunda metalización del
adaptador -122- se conecta eléctricamente al segundo saliente -12- y una tercera metalización del
adaptador -123- se conecta al tercer saliente -13-.
En conclusión, con la definición de este adaptador
-120- se obtiene una antena que dispone de una primera configuración eléctrica definida por la base -1y una segunda configuración eléctrica definida por
el adaptador -120- de manera que el usuario puede
escoger que configuración utilizar en su placa PCB,
siendo ambas configuraciones susceptibles de inspección mediante sistemas AOI. Para evitar cortocircuitos o conexiones inadecuadas, una vez el
usuario ha seleccionado la configuración que va a
utilizar puede disponer cualquier tipo de aislante
eléctrico conocido en la técnica sobre la cara que
no va a utilizar. Por ejemplo, mediante adhesivos o
sobremoldeados parciales.
En cuanto a materiales de fabricación, el núcleo
suele ser un núcleo de ferrita, en concreto, un

>>al menos un devanado dispuesto alrededor del núcleo; y

2. Antena, según la reivindicación 1, caracterizada porque la unión entre al menos uno de los extremos de
uno de los devanados al saliente metálico se realiza mediante soldadura.
3. Antena, según cualquiera de las reivindicaciones anteriores, caracterizada porque el extremo de al
menos uno de los devanados se encuentra trenzado en al menos parte de la zona que se encuentra en
contacto con el saliente metálico.

FIG. 9
núcleo de Níquel-Zinc o Manganeso-Zinc. Otras realizaciones podrían incorporar un núcleo de Cobalto amorfo. Los devanados son, preferentemente de
un diámetro entre 0,01 mm y 1 mm y pueden ser
cables esmaltados con poliuretano y/o poliamida
con un índice de calor alrededor de los 150ºC o más.
Si bien la invención se ha descrito con respecto a
ejemplos de realizaciones preferentes, éstos no se
deben considerar limitativos de la invención, que
se definirá por la interpretación más amplia de las
siguientes reivindicaciones.

4. Antena, según cualquiera de las reivindicaciones anteriores, caracterizada porque el saliente metálico
comprende una muesca alrededor de la que se dispone el extremo de al menos un devanado.
5. Antena, según cualquiera de las reivindicaciones anteriores, caracterizada porque la unión entre el
núcleo y la base se realiza mediante adhesivos.
6. Antena, según la reivindicación 1, caracterizada porque al menos una de las metalizaciones del adaptador se encuentra en contacto con al menos uno de los salientes de la base.
7. Antena, según cualquiera de las reivindicaciones anteriores, caracterizada porque el núcleo es un
núcleo de ferrita.
8. Antena, según la reivindicación 7 caracterizada porque el núcleo de ferrita comprende una aleación de
Níquel-Zinc o Manganeso-Zinc.
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ABOUT THE INVENTION
9. Antena, según la reivindicación 7, caracterizada porque el núcleo de ferrita comprende cobalto amorfo.
10. Antena, según cualquiera de las reivindicaciones anteriores, caracterizada porque dispone de un
sobremoldeado, como mínimo, en los devanados y el núcleo.
11. Antena, según la reivindicación 10 caracterizada porque el sobremoldeado es un sobremoldeado al
vacío.
12. Antena, según cualquiera de las reivindicaciones anteriores, caracterizada porque comprende 3
devanados arrollados alrededor del núcleo de manera que son ortogonales entre ellos.
13. Antena, según cualquiera de las reivindicaciones anteriores caracterizada porque la base comprende
un saliente para cada extremo de los devanados.

This invention is about a passive inductive component widely
used in the automotive market that can emit and receive electric signals using as media a magnetic field independently from
its spatial orientation.
To achieve this commitment, it must show a high degree of sensitivity to this magnetic field in all directions. This is managed
by a construction of three independent windings orthogonally
orientated over a metallic core made of ferromagnetic material.
At the same time, the component has to show a high mechanical
robustness, since in most of the applications, it will belong to a
mobile object needed to be traced.
The assembly of all physical components is quite critical, to be
able to offer maximum electrical and mechanical performance
in the smallest volume. All these requirements were considered,
constrained and achieved during its design.
The client for this invention is a company that for example builds
the electronic car keys that most of us use currently to open our
cars. This invention would then be integrated on a PCB together
with other components like an IC and diverse electronics. It will
allow the communication between our key (probably into our
pocket or inside our bag) and our car assuring a safe opening
and/or starting of it.
Perhaps we already became familiar with these applications
but thanks to this invention, our life increased in comforts at the
same time as in security.

MARÍA DEL MAR VILLARRUBIA
INVENTOR
R&D Engineer at PREMO MÁLAGA
María del Mar was born in Bilbao 1973; she
obtained and Engineer Diploma (DI) together
with a Diploma of Higher Education (DipHE)
in electronics engineering at the University of
Málaga.
Her professional experience has been linked
from the beginning to the automotive industrie.
Her first job was at the BodyShop department
at Volvo facilities in The Netherlands (Nedcar
B.V.) where she had first contact with automotive production procedures and quality assurance. Back to Spain she worked in an installation engineering company very oriented to
innovative control systems and energy savings
called Proinsermant S.L. Coincidentally she
met the CTO from Premo in 2013, place where
she made her scholarship before ending university studies, and she decided to join Premo
R&D department. She’s working on for Premo
since that time releasing several transponders
designs, being one of them the 3DC11LP, of
which she feels most proud considering it as
her little one.
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Antenna and method of manufacturing antennas
EP2911244 (B1)
DESCRIPTION

1

PATENT

ABSTRACT

SPLIT BASE

The present invention relates to an antenna and a method of
manufacturing antennas. The antenna comprises:

DATE
25 Feb 2014

>> a magnetic core (1);

INVENTORS

>> one or more windings (2, 3) arranged around the core (1); and

• Antonio Rojas Cuevas

• Sergio Cobos Reyes
• Juan Fernández Reina
• Francisco Ezequiel Navarro Pérez
• María del Mar Villarrubia García
• Claudio Cañete Cabeza

>> an electrically insulating base on which the magnetic core
(1) provided with the winding or windings (2, 3) is arranged, the
electrically insulating base integrating electrically conductive elements (20) provided for being connected to the windings (2, 3),
where the electrically insulating base comprises two parts (5, 6)
which are arranged in parallel, facing one another, and linked to
the magnetic core (1).

COUNTRIES

Each of the two parts (5, 6) provides a support portion, which support portions together constitute a support around the outer perimeter of which there is wound an external winding (4).

• USA
• REPUBLIC OF KOREA
• JAPAN

The method comprises manufacturing the antenna of the invention by sequentially winding all the windings with a multi-axis
winding machine.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
>> Universal Solution for any PCB lay-out
>> Premo 3D Antenna can be connected to any different PCB footprint making
Premo antennas suitable for all existing applications.
>> Simplified Manufacturing of 3D antennas standardizes production and improves
economies of scale.
>> Fully protected winding by external hard shell.
>> Maximum Q factor and sensitivity thanks to split base technology

• CHINA
• OPE (Europe)

MARKET APPLICATIONS

>> Italy
>> France
>> United Kingdom

>> Direct replace to any existing RFID 3Dcoil solution

>> Spain

>> Automotive LF RFID

>> Germany

>> Keyless Entry Sistems KES and Passive Go , Passive Entry Systems PES.

>> Switzerland

>> LF high reliability wake up antenna.
>> LF IoT and M2M applications.
Granted
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TECHNICAL FIELD

PRIOR STATE OF THE ART

In a first aspect, the present invention relates to an antenna comprising an electrically insulating base split
into two parts on which there is arranged a low coercivity magnetic core and two or more windings wound
on said core, and more particularly to an antenna where the two parts of the base provide an electrically
insulating support for winding one of the windings of the antenna.

Antennas formed by an electrically insulating base defining a housing for a one-piece magnetic core
around which two windings are wound according to two axes orthogonal to one another, where the base
itself defines, in its perimeter, a reel forwinding a third external winding around it according to a third axis
orthogonal to the other two axes, are known through patent US7755558B2, for example.

A second aspect of the invention relates to a method of manufacturing antennas which comprises manufacturing the antenna of the first aspect by sequentially winding all the windings with a multi-axis winding
machine.

On the other hand, US8451184B2 discloses in the section on the state of the art (see Figure 9 of the drawings) an antenna formed by a one-piece core on 30 which three windings are wound, particularly two of
them around a central part of the core, according to two orthogonal X-and Y-axes, andan external winding
wound according to a Z-axis around a perimetral part of the core formed by four reel portions separated by
the areas of passage of the X and Y windings.
US8451184B2 criticizes such arrangement due to the problem involving the effect of the different windings
arranged in this manner and the dimensional and geometric requirements of the common core on the
characteristics of the different coiIs and on the capacitive couplings between windings. As a solution to
such problem, patent US8451184B2 propases an antenna formed by a first coil formed by an electrically
insulating base split into two parts defining a housing for a first core around which two windings are wound
according to two orthogonal X- and Z-axes, one in a central part of the core and the other in a groove of
a perimetral part thereof, running as a discontinuous reel, anda second coil formed by a second magnetic
core around which anotherwinding is arranged
according to a Y-axis, and arranged adjacent to the first
coil (see Figure 6), both coils being integrated by resin molding.
Although the solution provided by US8451184B2 constitutes, according to the inventors thereof, an antenna that may be dimensionally smaller or thinner than conventional three-axis antennas, having two cores
separated from one another clearly makes the dimension according to the direction of separation of the
cores greater than if only one core was used. The sensitivity range, particularly of the coil according to the
Zaxis, as well as the coupling capacitances, particularly the coupling capacitance formed between the Z
and Y coils, can certainly be improved.
Patent document JP2013165368A propases an antenna formed by a one-piece core such as the one criticized in the state of the art of US8451184, i.e., a core common for the three windings, and it further propases
arranging the core with the three windings on an electrically insulating base formed by four different comer
portions separated from one another which, in this case, do not define a housing for the core but rather simply a supportforthe core, particularly for the base of the mentioned four reel portions.
Therefore, JP2013165368A does not salve, nor does it even consider, the problem described in US8451184B2
with respect to the drawbacks of using such core for winding the three windings in terms of capacitive couplings and deterioration of the characteristics of the coiIs.
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DESCRIPTION ON THE INVENTION

4

There is a need to offer an alternative to the state of the art covering the gaps faund therein by providing a
very small-sized antenna that performs better than the known antennas, particularly in terms of sensitivity,
reduced capacitive coupling between coils, ease of manufacturing, etc.

The mentioned link between the two parts and the magnetic core is generally made by means of attach
ment of a basal area of the magnetic core on surfaces of said parts, which are separated, using a structural
adhesive.

With such purpose, in a first aspect the present invention relates to an antenna comprising:

According to an embodiment, the two parts forming the base are identical and symmetrical, made of an
electrically insulating plastic material, and the mentioned electrically conductive elements are embedded
in the mentioned parts and protrude from distal and/or lateral end portions thereof as projections or terminals.

>>at least one magnetic core;
>>one or more windings wound around said magnetic core; and
>>an electrically insulating base on which said magnetic core provided with said winding or
windings is arranged, said base integrating electrically conductive elements provided for being connected to said winding or windings, where said electrically insulating base comprises
two physically separated parts which are arranged facing one another, and providing a bottom seat attached to said magnetic core.

According to an embodiment, the mentioned distal end portions have a rectangular prismatic
configuration and are attached to one another by a straight segment with a uniform section as a strip, orthogonal to said walls, and providing the mentioned surfaces for the attachment of said basal area of the
magnetic core.
According to an embodiment, said end portions of the two parts further include metal platings in a basal
area for connection to a circuit by surface mounting.

Unlike known antennas, in the antenna proposed by the first aspect of the invention, each of the mentioned
two parts of the electrically insulating base provides a support portian, which support portions together
constitute a support around the outer perimeter of which there is wound an external winding.

For an embodiment, the external winding wound around the outer faces of at least the four corners is
arranged against said outer faces without adhesive, and the wire forming this winding remains exposed
to the environment.

Moreover each of said two parts has protuberances in two distal end portions, each of the protuberances
including two walls which form a comer and constitute said support portions, whereby said two parts pro
vide four corners, one gap existing between said distal end portions of each part, and another gap existing
between both separated parts.

According to a preferred embodiment, the antenna of the first aspect of the present invention integrates
two windings wound on the magnetic core around respective coplanar, orthogonal X-, Y-axes, and a third
external winding is wound around the mentioned outer perimeter of said support according to a Z-axis
perpendicular to the two preceding axes.

The magnetic core is generally a ferrite core which comprise as an example that does not form part of this
invention a material selected from the group consisting of cobalt, nickel-zinc alloy, manganese-zinc alloy,
amorphous cobalt and nanocrystalline cobalt.

For an embodiment, the magnetic core is a monolithic core and comprises a central part in the form of a
quadrangular plate, having next to each of its four corners a prismatic turret protruding from the two larger faces of said central part, said turrets being linked in twos by strips, adjacent to opposite sides of the
central part, said strips protruding slightly from the larger faces of said central part determining a step, said
central part and said strips providing supports for corresponding windings (around the X- and Y-axes),
which are spaced from one another, wound around respective coplanar, orthogonal axes and covered by
an electrically insulating sheet.

The cited four corners are located at the vertices of a quadrangular perimeter, facing one another through
inner faces, internally demarcating a housing for said magnetic core, and the outer faces of the four corners define said outer perimeter around which said external winding is wound.
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According to an embodiment, at least part of an upper free edge of each of the walls extends in cantilever
manner, in the direction opposite the housing, forming at least one projection made of an electrically insulating material.
A second aspect of the invention relates to a method of manufacturing antennas which comprises manufacturing an antenna according to the first aspect of the invention by means of performing at least the following
steps:
>> introducing and fixing the magnetic core in a housing demarcated by the inner faces of the four
corners of two separated parts of an electrically insulating base which have been obtained by injection molding on an intermediate element (a continuous metal strip) which provides the mentioned
electrically conductive elements and keeps said two parts of the base attached to one another;

Such step provides a separation between the windings according to the X- and Y-axes which reduces the capacitive coupling between axes without having to provide additional spacer elements
such as polyester tape, kapton tape or the like, and allows improving operation by reducing crosstalk, as well as reducing costs.
With respect to the mentioned electrically conductive elements, according to an embodiment,
these elements adopt the shape of projections protruding from one or more faces of the base
and are provided for attachment with the end of one of the corresponding windings by means of
welding. Each of said projections has in an example which does not form part of this invention a
notch forwinding the end of the winding around it before welding, the function of said notch being
to prevent such end of the winding from slipping and coming out of the projection.
According to an embodiment, the antenna proposed by the first aspect of the invention comprises an adaptar arranged on the magnetic core integrating metal platings on a larger outer surface
which continue on a side surface to establish contact with said electrically conductive elements of
the parts of the electrically insulating base and with said metal platings of its larger outer surface
which are intended for surface mounting of the antenna.
The walls of the support portions constituting the support around the outer perimeter of which
there is wound an external winding have a thickness sized to keep the external winding separated
a distance from the other winding or windings for minimizing stray capacitances and couplings between windings, whereby crosstalk and costs are reduced.
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>> separating, by cutting, said intermediate element from the two parts of the base attached to the
core; and
>> sequentially winding with a multi-axis winding machine the winding or windings on the core and
the external winding around the outer faces of the four corners of the two parts of the base wherein
the windings are first wound around the core according to axes orthogonal to one another, one of
them passing through the gap existing between both parts and the other passing through the gap
existing between distal end portions of each part, below the segments that, as strips, join every two
distal end portions to one another.
Keeping the two parts of the electrically insulating base attached to one another until the magnetic core is
fixed thereto in the housing, particularly until the core adheres and the adhesive used is cured, means that
both parts form an integral and planar assembly at all times assuring they are coplanar.
The mentioned intermediate element is formed by portions of metal strips providing the mentioned elec
trically conductive elements which are embedded in the parts of the base and are finally cut such that said
electrically conductive elements are defined protruding from the bases and constitute a small field shielding
metal mass, compared to antennas with a complete base, improving the quality factor (Q) and sensitivity,
reducing the mass (the metal mass as well as the mass of the base itself), which improves the drop test.
The method proposed by the second aspect of the invention, can be provided in an example not forming
part of the invention from spools, long metal strips (commonly known as lead trames) with identical and
equidistant fiducial hales which allow automatically centering/positioning elements in relation to same, and
which provide the mentioned electrically conductive elements intended for being integrated in the parts of
a plurality of bases, the injection molding of the parts of the base, the dispensing of adhesive thereon, the
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mounting of the core on the base and the process for the thermal curing of the adhesive for all the bases,
being carried out. By keeping all the bases attached to one another using such metal strips, the problem of
individual automatic feeding of the bases to the assembly line, as well as the drive, transport and centering
thereof, is solved.
After the adhesive is cured, the metal strips are cut in arder to split them into the mentioned portions of
metal strips attaching the two pieces of a base, and the winding step is then performed.
When the manufactured antenna comprises three windings, two around the core and the external winding,
according to the method of the second aspect of the present invention, the parts of the electrically insulating
base used are those of the previously described preferred embodiment for which each of the two parts has
protuberances in two distal end portions, each of which includes two walls forming a corner. In this case, the
windings are first wound around the core according to axes orthogonal to one another, one of them passing
through the gap existing between both parts and the other passing through the gap existing between the
distal end portions of each part, below the segments that, as strips, join every two distal end portions to one
another. Finally, the external winding is wound around the outer faces of the four corners.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The foregoing and other advantages and features will be better understood from the following detailed
description of several embodiments in reference to the attached drawings which must be interpreted in an
illustrative and non-limiting manner, in which:

FIG. 1
Is a top perspective view showing the two
parts of the electrically insulating base of the
antenna proposed by the first aspect of the
present invention for an embodiment.

For the less preferred case in which the antenna only comprises two windings, one around the core and
the external winding, the parts of the electrically insulating base of the embodiment described above can
also be used so that each support portian provided by each of the parts comprises at least one C-shaped
wall including two corners, first winding the winding around the core in a direction parallel to the walls and
passing through the gap existing between both parts, and then winding the external winding around the
outer faces of the two C-shaped walls.
According to a preferred embodiment, the method comprises arranging the external winding against the
outer faces of the four corners without adhesive, the wire forming this external winding being exposed to
the environment, thus improving the quality factor (Q) as a result of the reduction of the diameter and length
of the middle turn, and therefore of the dimensions and strength of the winding, because the wire is not a
thermal adhesive wire, compared to that of the winding conventionally carried out with a thermal adhesive
wire, whereby the selectivity and tuning are improved. Since the winding is smaller, its actual resonance frequency increases as the distributed capacitance of the winding decreases, whereby the frequency stability
of the antenna is improved.

FIG. 2
Shows the same elements as Figure 1 but
by means of a bottom perspective view.

The method further comprises associating with the antenna an adaptar integrating metal platings on a larger
outer surface which are intended for surface mounting of the antenna, said metal platings continuing on a
side surface to establish contact with said electrically conductive elements or terminals and welding said
terminals to said metal platings of said adaptar.
Since thermal adhesive wire is dispensed with, the winding process increases since there is no need to wait
for the wire to adhere using a solvent or heat, which, along with the use of a high speed multi-axis winding
machine, allows producing many antennas in amachine at the same time.
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FIG. 3

FIG. 5

Shows an exploded perspective view of the
two parts of the base of Figure 1 and the
magnetic core provided for fitting into the
housing defined by same, according to an
embodiment of the antenna proposed by
the first aspect of the present invention.

Figure 5 differs from Figure 4 in that it schematically shows how the ends of the windings
are braided before connecting them to the
illustrated metal projections.

FIG. 6
FIG. 4

Shows in detail the connection of some of the
ends of the winding illustrated in Figure 5,
once braided, to some of the metal projections
by means of welding.

Shows a perspective view of the magnetic core once it is fitted into the housing
defined by the two parts of the base with
two windings wound around it and with an
external winding wound around the corners of the walls protruding from the two
parts of the base.
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FIG. 9
FIG. 7
Ilustrates a perspective view of an adaptar
which is associated with the antenna proposed by the first aspect of the invention
according to an em
bodiment, including
metal platings on a larger outer surface
which, when arranged on the magnetic
core, contact the metal projections of the
base, and which are intended for allowing
the surface mounting of the antenna on a
PCB board.

Shows a bottom perspective view of the adaptar
once mounted on the magnetic core and fixed to
the base.

FIG. 10
Differs from Figure 9 in that it shows a label fixed
on respective basal areas of the two parts of the
base of the antenna proposed by the first aspect
of the invention, for an embodiment.

FIG. 8
Shows an exploded top perspective view of
the adaptar of Figure 7 arranged for being
mounted on the magnetic core, covering
all the windings, and for being fixed to the
base.
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FIG. 11
Shows an arrangement of two metal strips or lead
trames arranged in parallel, integrating a plurality
of metal terminals intended for being embedded
in the electrically insulating parts of a plurality of
bases of the antenna (which are injected molded
on said metal strips in a known manner), the drawing illustrating only two parts of a base of an antenna, particularly of the antenna proposed by the first
aspect of the invention, for an embodiment.
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FIG. 12
Is also a view similar to that of Figure 1 but
for an embodiment for which a projection or
perimetral flange extends in cantilever manner
from the upper edge of each comer out of the
housing.

FIG. 13
Shows a perspective view of the two parts
of the base of Figure 12 and the magnetic
core fitted into the housing defined by the
parts according to an embodiment of the
proposed antenna.

FIG. 14
Shows an embodiment alternative to that
of Figure 12, differing from said Figure 12
in that the projection extending in cantilever
manner is smaller and does not extend from
the entire perimeter of the upper edge of
each comer.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL EMBODIMENTS
The attached drawings illustrate several embodiments of the antenna proposed by the present
invention.

Figure 13 illustrates the same embodiment as
Figure 12 but once the magnetic core 1 has already
been fitted into and fixed in the housing 7.

Particularly, Figures 1, 2, 12 and 14 illustrate the two
parts 5, 6 into which the base of the antenna of the
present invention is split, for three different embodi
ments, but having in common, among other aspects,
the fact that the two parts 5, 6 forming the base are
identical and symmetrical, are made of an electrically insulating plastic material, and have electrically
conductive elements 20, as projections, embedded
in the mentioned parts 5, 6 and protruding from distal and/or lateral end portions 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b thereof.

Figure 2 illustrates the two parts 5, 6 of Figure 1 by
means of a bottom view which allows observing how
the distal end portions 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b have a rectangular prismatic configuration and are attached by
a straight segment 5c, 6c with a uniform section as
a strip, orthogonal to the walls forming said corners
9, 10, 11, 12, and providing attachment surfaces for
the basal area of the magnetic core 1.

For the embodiments of Figures 1, 12 and 14, each
of the two parts 5, 6 has protuberances in two distal
end portions 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b, each of which includes
two walls forming a comer 9, 10, 11, 12, such that the
two parts 5, 6 provide four corners 9, 10, 11, 12 which
are located at the vertices of a quadrangular perimeter, facing one another through inner faces, internally demarcating a housing 7 for the magnetic core
1, and the outer faces of the four corners 9, 10, 11, 12
define an outer perimeter around which an external
winding 4 is wound.
Figures 12 and 14 illustrate respective embod
iments that differ from that of Figure 1 in that they
have projections 9a, 10a, 11a, 12a extending in cantilever manner from part of (in the case of Figure 14)
or from the entire (in the case of Figure 12) upper
edge of each corner 9, 10, 11, 12, out of the housing 7, in arder to facilitate guiding while winding the
external winding 4 and to prevent it from coming out
by sliding.

For a non-illustrated embodiment alternative to that
of Figure 2, the end portions 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b of the two
parts 5, 6 further include metal platings in a basal
area for connection to a circuit by surface mounting.
Figure 3 shows the magnetic core 1 of the antenna of the present invention in a situation before it is
fitted into and fixed in the housing 7 defined by the
two parts 5, 6, according to the same embodiment
as Figure 1. lt can be observed that the magnetic
core 1 is a monolithic core and comprises a central
part 30 in the form of a quadrangular plate, having
next to each of its four corners a prismatic turret 31
protruding from the two larger faces of said central part 30, said turrets 31 being linked in twos by
strips 32, 33, adjacent to opposite sides of the central part 30, said strips 32, 33 protruding slightly from
the larger faces of said central part 30 determining
a step 34, said central part 30 and said strips 32, 33
providing supports for the corresponding windings
2, 3, which are spaced from one another, wound
around re
spective coplanar, orthogonal axes and
protected by an electrically insulating sheet.
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FIG. 5
FIG. 8

Figures 4, 5, 8 and 9 illustrate said two windings
2 and 3 wound around the core 1 and an external
winding 4 wound around the four corners 9, 10, 11
and 12.

(bottom view) illustrates a situation once the adaptar
is mounted and fixed thereto, once the free ends of
the side extensions of the metal platings 121 contact
some of the projections 20.

Figure 5 illustrates how the end of the windings, in
this case the ends 4a and 4b of the external winding
4, must be braided (as indicated by the illustrated arrows) before fixing it to a respective metal projection
20 or terminal, Figure 6 illustrating the end 4b once it
is braided, having been wound several times on the
projection 20, passing through the notch 21 preventing it from slipping and coming out of the projection
20, and a welding point 221 having been applied to
fix it to the projection 20.

Figure 10 shows the addition of a protective label
fixed on the basal areas of the two parts 5, 6 on the
assembly illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 7 shows an adaptar 40 comprised by the
antenna proposed by the first aspect of the invention according to an embodiment, including metal platings 121 extending from a larger surface 40a
to side surfaces 40b which, when arranged on the
base-core assembly, con
tact the metal projections 20 of the base, and which are intended for the
surface mounting of the antenna on a PCB board.
Figure 8 illustrates a situation before mounting the
adaptar 40 on the base-core assembly, and Figure 9
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Finally, Figure 11 illustrates an arrangement of two
metal strips La, Lb, or lead trames, arranged in par
allel, integrating a plurality of metal terminals Twhich
are embedded in the electrically insulating parts (injection molded on said strips) of a plurality of antenna bases, the drawing illustrating only two parts 5, 6
of a base of an antenna, particularly of the antenna
proposed by the first aspect of the invention, for an
embodiment.
Such metal terminals Tare cut, being separated from
the metal strip La, Lb, once the magnetic core 1 has
been fixed to the base, such that the portions which
are separated from the strips La, Lb, i.e., those protruding from the ends of the parts 5, 6, define the
metal projections 20.

Although Figure 11 only illustrates the parts 5, 6 of
a single base, the method proposed by the second
aspect of the present invention applies to several
metal strips La, Lb on which a plurality of parts 5, 6 of
corresponding bases will be injection molded, a plurality of magnetic cores 1 finally being fixed thereto,
one per base, and once they are all fixed, the different base-core assemblies formed are separated
and part or all of them are wound in one and the
same multi-axis winding machine simultaneously, or
each of them separately, advantageously with the
three windings 2, 3, 4.

FIG. 9

FIG. 10

A person skilled in the art may introduce changes
and modifications in the embodiments described
without departing from the scope of the invention as
defined in the attached claims.

FIG. 11
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CLAIMS
1. An antenna comprising:
>>at least one magnetic core (1);

7

>>at least one winding (2, 3) wound around said magnetic core (1); and
>>an electrically insulating base on which said magnetic core (1) provided with said winding (2,
3) is arranged, said electrically insulating base integrating electrically conductive elements (20)
intended to be connected to said winding (2, 3), where said electrically insulating base comprises at least two physically separated parts (5, 6) which are arranged, facing one another and
providing a bottom seat attached to said magnetic core (1); the antenna being characterized in
that each of said two parts (5, 6) provides a support portian, said support portions together constituting a support around the outer perimeter of which there is wound an external winding (4);
>>each of said two parts (5, 6) has protuberances in two distal end portions (5a, 5b, 6a, 6b), each
of the protuberances including two walls which form a corner (9, 10, 11, 12) and constitute said
support portions, whereby said two parts (5, 6) provide four corners (9, 10, 11, 12) one gap existing between said distal end portions of each part, and another gap existing between both
separated parts.
2. The antenna according to claim 1 wherein said four corners are located at the vertices of a quadrangular
perimeter, facing one another through inner faces, internally demarcating a housing (7) for said magnetic
core (1), and the outer faces of the four corners define said outer perimeter around which said external winding (4) is wound.
3. The antenna according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that said link between the two parts (5, 6) and said
magnetic core (1) is made by means of attachmentof a basal area of the core (1) on surfaces (5c, 6c) of said
parts (5, 6), which are separated, using a structural adhesive.
4. The antenna according to any one of the preceding claims, where said two parts (5, 6) forming the base
are identical and symmetrical, made of an electrically insulating plastic material, and said electrically con
ductive elements (20) are embedded in the mentioned parts (5, 6) and protrude from distal and/or lateral
end portions (5a, 5b, 6a, 6b) thereof.
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5. The antenna according to claim 3 or 4, where said distal end portions (5a, 5b, 6a, 6b) have a rectangular
prismatic configuration and are attached to one another by a straight segment with a uniform section, as a
strip, providing the mentioned surfaces (5c, 6c) for the attachment of said basal area of the magnetic core
(1).
6. The antenna according to any one of the preceding claims integrating two windings (2, 3) wound on
said magnetic core (1), around respective coplanar, orthogonal axes (X, Y), and a third external winding
(4) wound around said outer perimeter of said support, according to an axis (Z) perpendicular to the two
preceding axes.
7. The antenna according to claim 6, where said magnetic core (1) is a monolithic core and comprises a
central part (30) in the form of a quadrangular plate, having next to each of its four corners a prismatic turret (31) protruding from the two larger faces of said central part (30), said turrets (31) being linked in twos
by strips (32, 33) adjacent to opposite sides of the central part (30), said strips (32, 33) protruding slightly
from the larger faces of said central part (30) determining a step (34), said central part (30) and said strips
(32, 33) providing supports for corresponding windings (2, 3), which are spaced from one another, wound
around respective coplanar, orthogonal axes and protected by an electrically insulating sheet.
8. The antenna according to claim 1, characterized in that said electrically conductive elements (20) adopt
the shape of projections protruding from one or more faces of the base and are provided for attachment
with the end of one of the corresponding windings (2, 3, 4) by means of welding.
9. The antenna according to any one of the preceding claims, comprising an adaptar (40) arranged on
the magnetic core (1) integrating metal platings (121) on a larger outer surface (40a) which are intended
for surface mounting of the antenna, said metal platings (121) continuing on a side surface (40b) to establish contact with said electrically conductive elements (20) of the parts (5, 6) of the electrically insulating
base.
10. The antenna according to any one of claims 3, 5 or 6, where said end portions (5a, 5b, 6a, 6b) of the
two parts (5, 6) further include metal platings in a basal area for connection to a circuit by surface mounting.
11. The antenna according to claim 2 or 3, where the walls of said support portions have a thickness sized
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to keep the external winding (4) separated a distance from the other winding or windings (2, 3) for minimizing
stray capacitances and couplings between windings.

PATENTANSPRÜCHE

12. The antenna according to claim 11, characterized in that at least one projection (9a, 10a, 11 a, 12a) made
of an electrically insulating material extends in cantilever manner from at least part of an upper free edge of
each of said walls in the direction opposite the housing (7).

1. Antenne umfassend:

13. A method of manufacturing antennas which comprises manufacturing an antenna according to any
one of the preceding claims by means of performing at least the following steps:
>>introducing and fixing said magnetic core (1) in said housing (7) demarcated by the inner faces
of the four corners (9, 10, 11, 12) of the two physically separated parts (5, 6) of an electrically insulating base which have been obtained by molding on an intermediate element, such as a metal
strip, which provides said electrically conductive elements (20) and keeps said two parts (5, 6) of
the base attached to one another;
>>cutting or eliminating said intermediate element which keeps the two parts (5, 6) of the elec
trically insulating base attached to one another; characterized in that it further comprises
>>sequentially winding with a multi-axis winding machine the winding or windings (2, 3) on the
core and the external winding (4) around the outer faces of at least the four corners (9, 10, 11,12)
wherein the windings (2, 3) are first wound around the core according to axes orthogonal to one
another, one of them passing through the gap existing between both parts and the other passing
through the gap existing between distal end portions of each part, below the segments that, as
strips, join every two distal end portions to one another.

14. The method according to claim 13, characterized in that it comprises arranging the external winding
(4)
against said outer faces of at least the four corners (9, 10, 11, 12) without adhesive, the wire forming
this external winding (4) being exposed to the environment.
15. The method according to claim 13, characterized in that it comprises associating with the antenna an
adaptar (40) integrating metal platings on a larger outer surface which are intended for surface mounting
of the antenna, said metal platings continuing on a side surface to establish contact with said electrically
conductive elements or terminals (20) and welding said terminals (20) to said metal platings of said adaptar

>> mindestens einenMagnetkern (1);
>> mindestens eine Wicklung (2, 3), welche um den genannten Magnetkern (1) herum gewickelt ist;
und
>> eine elektrisch isolierende Basis, auf welcher der mit der genannten Wicklung (2, 3) versehene
Magnetkern (1) angeordnet ist, wobei die genannte elektrisch isolierende Basis elektrisch leitende Elemente (20) integriert, welche dazu vorgesehen sind, an der genannten Wicklung (2, 3) angeschlossen zu werden, wobei die genannte elektrisch isolierende Basis zwei physikalisch getrennte Teile
(5, 6) umfasst, welche einander zugewandt angeordnet sind und einen unteren, mit dem genannten
Magnetkern (1) verbundenen Sitz bereitstellen; wobei die Antenne dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass
>> jedes der genannten zwei Teile (5, 6) einen Stützteil bereitstellt, wobei die genannten Stützteile
zusammen eine Stütze ausbilden, um derenAur..enumfang herumeine aur..ereWicklung (4) gewickelt
ist;
>> jedesdergenannten zweiTeile (5, 6) Vorsprünge in zwei distalen Endteilen (5a, 5b, 6a, 6b) aufweist,
wobeijederder Vorsprüngezwei Wande beinhaltet, welche eine Ecke (9, 10, 11, 12) bilden und die
genannten Stützteile ausbilden, wodurch die genannten zwei Teile (5, 6) vier Ecken (9, 10, 11, 12) bereitstellen, wobei es einen Spalt zwischen den genannten distalen Endteilen aus jedem Teil gibt, und
es einen anderen Spalt zwischen beiden getrennten Teilen gibt.
2. Antenne nach Anspruch 1, wobei sich die genannten vier Ecken anden Scheiteln eines viereckigen Umfangs befinden, einander zugewandt durch innere Flachen, wobei eine Aufnahme (7) für den genannten
Magnetkern (1) innerlich abgegrenzt wird, und die aur..eren Flachen der vier Ecken den genannten Aur..
enumfang definieren, umwelchen herumdiegenannte aur..ere Wicklung (4) gewickelt ist.
3. Antenne nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die genannte Anbindung zwischen den
zwei Teilen (5, 6) und dem genannten Magnetkern (1) mittels Befestigung einer Grundflache des Kerns (1)
auf Oberflachen (5c, 6c) der genannten Teile (5, 6) durchgeführt wird, welche getrennt sind, unter Verwendung eines Strukturklebstoffs.
4. Antenne nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die genannten zwei Teile (5, 6), welche die
Basis bilden, identisch und symmetrisch sind, und aus einem elektrisch isolierenden Plastikmaterial hergestellt sind, und die genannten elektrisch leitenden Elemente (20) in die erwahnten Teile (5, 6) eingebettet
sind und aus distalen und/oder seitlichen Endteilen (5a, 5b, 6a, 6b) derselben herausragen.
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5. Antenne nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, wobei die genannten distalen Endteilen (5a, 5b, 6a, 6b) eine rechteckige prismatische Ausbildung aufweisen und durch ein gerades Segment mit einem gleichmar..igen Querschnitt, als Streifen, aneinander befestigt sind, wobei die erwahnten Oberflachen (5c, 6c) für die Befestigung
der genannten Grundflache des Magnetkerns (1) bereitgestellt wird.

12. Antenne nach Anspruch 11, dadurch gekennzeich-net, dass sich mindestens ein aus einem elektrisch
isolierenden Material hergestellter Vorsprung (9a, 10a, 11a, 12a) freitragend aus mindestens einem Teil einer
oberen freien Kante jeder der genannten Wande in die der Aufnahme (7) entgegengesetzten Richtung erstreckt.

6. Antenne nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, welche zwei Wicklungen (2, 3), welche auf dem
genannten Magnetkern (1), um jeweilige komplanare, orthogonale Achsen (X, Y) gewickelt sind, und eine
dritte aur..ere Wicklung (4), welche um den genannten Aur..enumfang dergenannten Stütze herum gewickelt ist, gemar.. einer Achse (Z), welche senkrecht zu den zwei vorhergehenden Achsen ist, integriert.

13. Antennen herstellungsverfahren, welches die Herstellung einer Antenne nach einem dervorhergehenden Ansprüche umfasst, mittels Durchführung mindestens der folgenden Schritte:

7. Antenne nach Anspruch 6, wobei der genannte Magnetkern (1) ein monolithischer Kern ist und ein Mittelteil (30) in Form einer quadratischen Platte umfasst, welche neben jeder deren vier Ecken einen prismatischen Turm (31) aufweist, welche aus den zwei gror..eren Flachen des genannten Mittelteils (30) herausragen, wobei die genannten Türme (31) paarweise durch zu gegenüberliegenden Seiten des Mittelteils (30)
benachbarte Streifen (32, 33) angebunden sind, wobei die genannten Streifen (32, 33) leicht aus den gror..
eren Flachen des genannten Mittelteils (30) herausragen, so dass eine Stufe (34) verursacht wird, wobei
das genannte Mittelteil (30) und die genannten Streifen (32, 33) Stützen für entsprechende Wicklungen (2,
3) bereitstellen, welche voneinander getrennt sind, um jeweilige komplanare, orthogonale Achsen herum
gewickelt sind und durch eine elektrisch isolierende Folie geschützt sind.
8. Antenne nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die genannten elektrisch leitenden Elemente
(20) die Form van Vorsprüngen annehmen, welche aus einer oder mehreren Flachen der Basis herausragen
und welche zur Befestigung mittels Schweir..ung an dem Ende einer der entsprechenden Wicklungen (2, 3,
4) vorgesehen sind.
9. Antenne nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, umfassend einen auf dem Magnetkern (1) angeordneten Adapter (40), welcher Metallisierungen (121) auf einer gror..eren aur..eren Oberflache (40a) integriert, welche für die Oberflachenmontage der Antenne bestimmt sind, wobei die genannten Metallisierungen (121) auf einer seitlichen Oberflache (40b) weitergehen, um einen Kontakt mit den genannten elektrisch
leitenden Elementen (20) derTeile (5, 6) der elektrisch isolierenden Basis herzustellen.
10. Antenne nach einem der Ansprüche 3, 5 oder 6,wobei die genannten Endteile (5a, 5b, 6a, 6b) der zwei
Teile (5, 6) zusatzlich Metallisierungen in einer Grundflache für den Anschluss mit einem Schalt kreis durch
Oberflachenmontage beinhalten.
11. Antenne nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, wobei die Wande der genannten Stützteile eine Dicke aufweisen,
welche derart dimensioniert ist, dass die aur..ere Wick-lung (4) mit einem Abstand van der anderen Wicklung oder den anderen Wicklungen (2, 3) getrennt gehalten wird, um Streukapazitaten und Kopplungen
zwischen Wicklungen zuminimieren.
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>> das Einführung und das Fixieren des genannten Magnetkerns (1) in die genannte/der genannten
Aufnahme (7),welche vandeninneren Flachen der vier Ecken (9, 10, 11, 12) der zwei physikalisch getrennten Teile (5, 6) einer elektrisch isolierenden Basis abgegrenzt wird, welche durch das Formen auf
einem Zwischenelement, wie ein Metallstreifen, erhalten worden sind, welches die genannten elektrisch leitenden Elemente (20) bereitstellt und die genannten zwei Teilen (5, 6) der Basis aneinander
behalt;
>> das Schneiden oder das Entfernen des genannten Zwischenelements, welches die zwei Teile (5, 6)
der elektrisch isolierenden Basis aneinander befestigt halt; dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass es zusatzlich Folgendes umfasst
>> das sequenzielle Wickeln mit einer mehrachsialen Wicklungsmaschine der Wicklung oder Wicklungen(2,3)aufdemKernundderaur..eren Wicklung (4) umdie aur..eren Flachen der mindestens vierEcken (9,10,11,12) herum,wobei die Wicklungen (2, 3) zuerst um den Kern herum, gemar.. zueinander
orthogonale Achsen gewickeltwerden,wobei einederselbendurchden Spalt durchgeht, welcher es
zwischen beiden Teilen gibt und die andere durch den Spalt durchgeht, welcher es zwischen distalenEndteilen jedes Teils gibt, unter den Segmenten, welche, alsStreifen, jeweils zwei distale Endtei
miteinander verbinden.
14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass es die Anordnung der aur..erenWicklung
(4) gegen die genannten aur..eren Flachen der mindestens vier Ecken (9, 10, 11, 12) ohne Klebstoff umfasst,
wobei der Draht, welcher diese aur..ere Wicklung (4) bildet, der Umgebung ausgesetzt ist.
15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass es die Assoziierung mit der Antenne eines
Adapters (40), welcher Metallisierungen auf einer gror..eren aur..eren Oberflache integriert, welche für die
Oberflachenmontage der Antenne bestimmt sind, umfasst, wobei die genannten Metallisierungen auf einer
seitlichen Oberflache weitergehen, um einen Kontakt mit den genannten elektrisch leitenden Elementen
oder Anschlusspunkten (20) herzustellen und unter Schweir..ung der genannten Anschlusspunkte (20) mit
den genannten Metallisie- rungen des genannten Adapters.
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REVENDICATIONS
1. Une antenne comportant:
>> au moins un noyau magnétique (1);

9

>> au moins un enroulement (2,3) enroulé autour de ce noyau magnétique (1) ; et
>> une base d’isolement électrique sur laquelle est agencé ce noyau magnétique (1) pourvu de cet
enroulement (2,3), cette base d’isolement électrique comportant des éléments électriquement conducteurs (20) destinés a étre connectés a cet enroulement (2,3) ou cette base d’isoement électrique
comporte au moins deux parties séparées physiquement (5,6) qui sont amé-nagées se faisant face
et offrant une embase de fond reliée a ce noyau magnétique (1)
l’antenne étant caractérisée en ce que
>> chacune de ces deux parties (5,6) offre une portian de support, ces portions de support constituant
ensemble un support autour du périmétre externe duquel est enroulé un enroulement externe (4) ;
>> chacune de ces deux parties (5, 6) a des pro-tubérances sur deux portions d’extrémité distales (5a,
5b, 6a, 6b), chacune des protubérances comportant deux parois qui forment un coin (9, 10, 11, 12) et
constituent ces portions de sup-port, dans laquelle ces deux parties (5,6) offrent quatre coins (9, 10,
11, 12), un écart existant entre ces portions d’extrémité distale de chaque part et un autre écart existant entre les deux parties séparées.
2. L’antenne conformément a la revendication 1 dans laquelle ces quatre coins sont situés a des sommets
d’un périmétre quadrangulaire, se faisant face a travers des faces internes, démarquant internement un
carter (7) de ce noyau magnétique (1) et les faces externes des quatre coins définissent ce périmétre externe
autour duquel cet enroulement externe (4) est enroulé.
3. L’antenne conformément a la revendication 1 ou 2 caractérisée en ce que ce lien entre les deux parties
(5, 6) et ce noyau magnétique (1) est fait par un ac-cessoire d’une région de base du noyau (1) sur des surfaces (5c, 6c) de ces parties (5,6), qui sont sépa-rées, en utilisant un adhésif structurel.
4. L’antenne conformément a une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle ces deux
parties (5,6) formant la base sont identiques et sy-métriques, faites d’une matiére plastique d’isole-ment a
l’électricité et ces éléments conducteurs d’électricité (20) sont enfoncés dans ces parties (5,6) et dépassent
ses portions d’extrémité distale eUou latérale (5a,5b,6a,6b).
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5. L’antenne conformément a la revendication 3 ou 4 ou ces portions d’extrémité distales (5a,5b,6a,6b)
ont une configuration prismatique rectangulaire et sont reliées entre elles par un segment droit ayant une
coupe uniforme, tel qu’une bande, offrant ces surfaces (5c, 6c) pour unir cette région de base du noyau
magnétique (1 ).
6. L’antenne conformément a une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comportant deux enrou
lements (2,3) enroulés sur ce noyau magnétique (1 ), autour d’axes orthogonaux, coplanaires, respectifs (X,
Y) et un troisiéme enroulement externe (4) enroulé autour de ce périmétre externe de ce support conformémenta un axe (Z) perpendiculaire aux deux axes précédents.
7. L’antenne conformément a la revendication 6, dans laquelle ce noyau magnétique (1) est un noyau
mo-nolithique et comprend une partie centrale (30) en forme de plaque quadrangulaire, ayant a coté de
chacun de ses quatre coi ns une tourelle prismatique (31) qui dépasse des deux faces plus grandes de cette
partie central e (30), ces tourelles (31) étant reliées en deux par des bandes (32,33) adjacentes a des cótés
opposés de la partie centrale (30), ces bandes (32, 33) dépassant légérement des faces plus grandes de
cette partie centrale (30) déterminant un eran (34), cette partie centrale (30) et ces bandes (32,33) fournissant
des supports pour les enroulements correspondants (2,3) qui sont écartés les uns des autres, enroulés autour d’axes orthogonaux, coplanaires respectifs et protégés par une feuille d’isolement électrique.
8. L’antenne conformément a la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce que ces éléments électriquement
conducteurs (20) prennent la forme de projections dépassant une ou plusieurs faces de la base et qui sont
prévues pour les relier a l’extrémité d’un des enroulements correspondants (2,3,4) au mayen de soudure.
9. L’antenne conformément a une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comportant un adaptateur (40) agencé sur le noyau magnétique (1) comportant des dépóts métalliques (121) sur une plus grande
surface externe (40a) qui sont destinés pour monter l’antenne sur la surface, ces dépóts métalliques (121)
continuant sur une surface latérale (40b) pour établir le contact avec ces éléments conducteurs électriques
(20) des parties (5,6) de la base d’isolement électrique.
10. L’antenne conformément a une quelconque de revendications 3, 5 ou 6, dans laquelle ces portions
d’extrémité (5a, 5b, 6a, 6b) des deux parties (5,6) comportent également des dépóts métalliques sur une
région de base pour connecter un circuit par montage en surface.
11. L’antenne conformément a la revendication 2 ou 3, dans laquelle les parois de ces portions de support
ont une épaisseur de taille a maintenir l’enroulement externe (4) écarté de l’autre enroulement ou enrou-lements (2,3) pour minimiser les capacités parasites et les couplages entre enroulements.
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ABOUT THE INVENTION
12. L’antenne conformément a la revendication 11, caractérisée en ce qu’au moins une projection (9a, 10a,
11 a, 12a) faite en un matériau d’isolement électrique s’étend en porte-a-faux d’au moins une partie d’un bord
supérieur libre de chacune de ces parois en sens opposé au carter (7).
13. Une méthode de fabrication d’antennes qui comporte la fabrication d’une antenne conformément a
une quelconque des revendications précédentes au mayen d’au moins les étapes suivantes :
>> introduire et fixer ce noyau magnétique (1) dans ce carter (7) démarqué par les faces internes des
quatre coins (9, 10, 11, 12) des deux parties séparées physiquement (5,6) d’une base d’isolement électrique qui ont été obtenues par moulage sur un élément intermédiaire tel qu’une bande métallique,
qui fournit ces éléments conducteurs d’électricité (20) et maintient ces deux parties (5,6) de la base
unies entre elles;
>> couper ou éliminer cet élément intermédiaire qui maintient les deux parties (5,6) de la base d’isolement électrique unies entre elles ;
caractérisée en ce qu’elle comporte en plus :
>> enrouler séquentiellement avec une machine d’enroulement multiaxes l’enroulement ou les enroulements (2,3) sur le noyau et l’enroulement externe (4) autour des faces externes d’au moins les
quatre coins (9, 10, 11, 12) dans laquelle les enroulements (2,3) sont premierement enroulés autour
du noyau conformément a des axes orthogonaux entre eux, l’un d’eux passant a travers l’écart existant entre les deux parties et l’autre passant a travers l’écart existant entre les portions d’extrémité
distales de chaque partie, au-dessous des segments qui, comme bandes, unissent chacune des
portions d’extrémité distales aux autres.

This invention is about a passive inductive component comprising a magnetic ferrite core and three orthogonal windings that
allow receive signals from magnetic field independently from its
spatial orientation. The ferrite core is supported by an isolated
base split in two elements with conductive protrusion contacts.
This configuration of the isolation base allow less distance between coil and core, generating best performance in terms of
sensitivity and Q factor of the device.
In different realizations shown in the patent, different configurations of this isolation base are described. All of them described
different configurations and spaces for the three axis winding
that create the three coils device.
Isolation base described has conductive protrusions for the
three coil connections, but also to connect the coil with some
pads in bottom surface of the device. These pads allow the SMD
mounting of the device in the customer PCB.
In the isolated base is also described the presence of grooves to
route the wire of the different coils at the beginning and end of
the windings to prevent damage of these coil connections.

14. La méthode conformément a la revendication 13, caractérisée en ce qu’elle comporte aménager l’enroulement externe (4) contre ces faces externes d’au moins les quatre coins (9, 10, 11, 12) sans adhésif, le fil
formant cet enroulement externe (4) étant exposé a l’environnement.

To increase the robustness of the device wire of the connections
are twisted before connection to conductive protrusions of the
isolated base. In patent realization also an isolated cap adaptor
is described to connect these conductive protrusions to specific
pad layout in the bottom surface of the device.

15. La méthode conformément a la revendication 13, caractérisée en ce qu’elle comporte associer a l’an
tenne un adaptateur (40) intégrant des dépóts métalliques sur une plus grande surface externe qui est
destinée a etre la surface pour monter l’antenne, ces dépóts métalliques continuant sur une surface latérale
pour établir contact avec ces éléments électriquement conducteurs ou bornes (20) et souder ces bornes
(20) sur ces dépóts métalliques de cet adaptateur.

To make it feasible the handling of split isolated base element,
these are included in a continuous stripe before assembly with
the magnetic core.
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An antenna device an adaptor for antenna device
WO2015022000 (A1)
DESCRIPTION

1

PATENT

ABSTRACT

CAP ADAPTOR

The antenna device comprises: a magnetic core; - one or more
windings (W1) wound around the magnetic core; - an electrically
insulating base (l), on which the magnetic core wound with the one
or more windings (W1) is arranged, and which comprises electrically conductive elements (11, 12, 13), which are electrically connected to the one or more one windings (W1); and - an adaptar (A)
is arranged over the magnetic core and comprising an electrically
insulating piece (140) having an upper surface comprising electrically conductive platings (121, 122, 123) following a specific PCB
layout and at least part of which are connected to the electrically
conductive elements (11, 12, 13) of the electrically insulating base
(1). The adaptar is suitable for its use as the adaptar of the antenna
device of the present invention.

DATE
19 February 2015

INVENTORS
• Antonio Rojas Cuevas
• Francisco Ezequiel Navarro Pérez
• María Mar Villarrubia García
• Sergio Cobos Reyes
• Claudio Cañete Cabeza

COUNTRIES

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
>> Universal Solution for any PCB lay-out
>> Premo 3D Antena can be connected to any different PCB footprint making Premo
antennas suitable for all existing applications.
>> Simplified Manufacturing of 3D antennas standardizes production and improves
economies of scale.
>> Fully protected winding by external hard shell.

• USA

>> Maximum Q factor and sensitivity thanks to split base technology

• CANADA
• REPUBLIC OF KOREA

MARKET APPLICATIONS

• JAPAN
• CHINA

>> Direct replace to any existing RFID 3Dcoil solution

• OPE (Europe)

>> Automotive LF RFID

>> Italy
>> France

>> Keyless Entry Sistems KES and Passive Go , Passive Entry Systems PES.

>> United Kingdom

>> LF high reliability wake up antenna.

>> Spain

>> LF IoT and M2M applications.

>> Germany
>> Switzerland
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PRIOR STATE OF THE ART

2

There are several antenna devices in the state of the
art which comprise one or more windings wound
around one or more magnetic cores mounted over
an electrically insulating base, the latter having,
across its lower surface, electrically conductive
platings for its connection to respective points of
conductive tracks of a circuit printed in a PCB (Printed Circuit Board).
One of said antenna devices is disclosed in Chinese
utility model CN201789061U, which relates to an
enhanced 3D antenna applied to a keyless entering system, which comprises a three-axis winding
wound on a rectangular magnetic core, wherein
the three-axis winding comprises three mutually
orthogonal windings; and the rectangular magnetic
core is fixed on a base having side projecting metallic elements to which ends of the three windings are
connected.
The antenna device disclosed in said Chinese utility model and all the antenna devices known by the
present inventors have their bases specifically designed for their. connection to a particular PCB, i.e.
the electrically conductive platings arranged at their
bases are designed to coincide with specific points
of tracks of a printed circuit, in order to be welded/
soldered there to when arranged thereon.
Therefore, either the antenna device is designed for
a particular PCB design or vice versa, making said
known antenna devices useless for a different PCB
which is not known a priori when manufacturing the
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DESCRIPTION ON THE INVENTION
base thereof, and hence having an inherent lack of
flexibility in their use, which constitutes an objective
technical problem.
On the other hand, different adaptors for antenna devices are known, some of them disclosed in
patent documents, the adapting they perform being related to different purposes, mainly for mechanically adapting the antenna device to another element, such as the adaptar disclosed by
EP2110884B1, which mechanically adapts an electromagnetic aperture of a reflector frame of a surface-mountable antenna device to accommodate a
waveguide of testing or tuning equipment.

lt is an object of the present invention to provide an alternative to the prior state of the art, which salves
the above mentioned objective technical problem, providing an antenna device with the flexibility in its use
which the prior art antenna devices don’t have, making it usable for at least one PCB layout which doesn’t
need to be known during the manufacturing of the base thereof.
To that end, the present invention relates, in a first aspect, to an antenna device comprising:
>> at least one magnetic core;
>> at least one winding wound around said at least one magnetic core;
>> an electrically insulating base, on which said at least one magnetic core wound with said at
least one winding is arranged, and which comprises electrically conductive elements (preferably one per winding), such as a metallic element, at least part of which are electrically connected to said at least one winding; and
>> an adaptar.
Contrary to the prior art antenna devices, in the one of the first aspect of the present invention said adaptar
is arranged over said at least one magnetic core and comprises an electrically insulating piece having an
upper surface comprising electrically conductive platings following a specific printed circuit board layout
(that can be any layout) and at least part of which are connected to the electrically conductive elements of
the electrically insulating base.
By the provision of the electrically conductive platings on said adaptor, the electrically insulating base can
be manufactured before knowing to which PCB layout the antenna device is intended to be connected,
and thereafter, once said PCB layout is known, the electrically conductive platings are provided to the upper surface of the electrically insulating piece constituting the adaptar with the printed circuit board layout
suitable for their connection to said PCB layout. Thereafter, the adaptor is attached to the electrically insulating base and, thus, the antenna device is then already designed for its connection to said PCB layout.
Hence, a plurality of generic electrically irisulating bases can be manufactured beforehand, and then
groups thereof can be adapted for respective and different PCB layouts by the manufacturing and attaching thereto of corresponding groups of adaptors having different printed circuit board layouts for their electrically conductive platings, each for a specific PCB layout, thus achieving the above mentioned flexibility
in the use of the antenna device.
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For an embodiment, said electrically insulating base has an upper surface and a lower surface, wherein
said lower surface comprises electrically conductive platings which are electrically connected or integral
to said electrically conductive elements of the electrically insulating base, and fallow a printed circuit board
layout which is different to said specific printed circuit board layout followed by the electrically conductive
platings of the electrically insulating piece of the adaptar. Therefore, such an antenna device has an even
higher increase in its flexibility of use, as can be alternately connected to two different PCB layouts.
For an embodiment, part or all of said electrically conductive platings following said specific printed circuit
board layout extend through side surfaces of the electrically insulating piece of the adaptar constituting side
extended portions thereof.
Preferably, said electrically conductive elements project outwardly (as wrapping pins) from one or more
sides of the electrically insulating base and will be the connection base for the wrapping ends of each winding. Said outwardly projecting conductive elements make electrical contact with a free end of one or more
of the side extended portions of the electrically conductive platings of the electrically insulating piece of
the adaptar.
Other alternative variants of said embodiment cover different configurations and arrangements for said electrically conductive elements and/or for the free ends of said side extended portions which allow the mentioned electrical contact there between, such as a variant for which the electrically conductive elements
remain inside respective recesses or hales defined in the base sides and the free ends of the side extended portions are configured such that they enter into said recesses and contact the electrically conductive
elements.
The person skilled in the art would find any other alternative variants without using his inventive skills.
Preferably, at least part of the electrically conductive elements are connected to the one or more windings,
preferably by welding/soldering, and more preferably by welding/soldering a twisted end of the winding
to the electrically conductive element, in arder to increase the cross section of the to be welded/soldered
winding end in the joint area between the winding and the electrically conductive element. This twisting provides, mainly, increasing the robustness of the connection as it avoid a winding breaking due, for instance, to
a possible overheating caused by the welding/soldering or to mechanical forces exerted by other machines
used in the manufacturing process of the antenna device.

The at least one magnetic core is, for an embodiment, a soft magnetic core, formed for example of Manganese Zinc Ferric Oxide ferrite, Nickel Zinc Ferric Oxide ferrite or any metallic alloy of Nickel or Manganese Zinc, and /or amorphous Cobalt and or nanocrystalline Cobalt.
For an embodiment, the antenna device of the firs aspect of the invention comprises three windings wound
around three mutually orthogonal axes, where each of said three windings surrounds said at least one magnetic core.
According to an embodiment, said electrically insulating piece of the adaptar constitutes a cover with an
upper wall having said upper surface onto which the electrically conductive platings of the electrically
insulating piece of the adaptar are arranged, and at least two side walls on the outer surfaces thereof said
side electrically conductive platings are arranged, said cover being arranged covering said at least one
magnetic core and said at least one winding.
A second aspect of the invention concerns to an adaptar for an antenna device, wherein said antenna device
comprises:
>> at least one magnetic core;
>> at least one winding wound around said at least one magnetic core; and
>> an electrically insulating base, on which said at least one magnetic core wound
with said at least one winding is arranged, and which comprises electrically conductiva elements, at
least part of which are electrically connected to said at least one winding.
Contrary to the prior art cited adaptors, the one of the second aspect of the invention is configured for being arranged over said at least one magnetic core and attached to the antenna device, and comprises an
electrically insulating piece having an upper surface comprising electrically conductive platings following
a specific PCB layout and at least part of which are configurad and arranged to be connected to the electrically conductive elements of the electrically insulating base.

For a preferred embodiment, the adaptar is, via its electrically insulating piece, fixedly attached to the electrically insulating base, for example by gluing.

For an embodiment, the adaptar is corifigured for being attached to an antenna device with an electrically
insulating base which has an upper surface and a lower surface, wherein said lower surface comprises
electrically conductive platings which are electrically connected or integral to said electrically conductive
elements of the electrically insulating base and follow a PCB layout, wherein the specific PCB layout of
the electrically conductive platings of the electrically insulating piece of the adaptar is different to said PCB
layout of the electrically conductive elements of the electrically insulating base.

According to an embodiment, the at least one magnetic core is a monolithic magnetic core, the antenna
device constituting a monolithic antenna device.

For a preferred embodiment, the adaptar of the second aspect of the invention is configured as the adaptar
of the antenna device of the first aspect.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

4

The previous and other advantages and features will be better understood from the following detailed
description of embodiments, with reference to the attached drawings, which must be considered in an
illustrative and non-limiting manner, in which:

FIG. 3
Shows the same electrically insulating
base shown in Figure 2, but by means.of
a perspective view taken from below.

FIG. 1

FIG. 4

Is a perspective view which shows. part
of the elements of the antenna device
of the first aspect of the invention, for
an embodiment.

Shows, also by means of a perspective
view, an example of how the winding
ends are twisted before its connection
to the electrically conductive elements
projecting from the sides of the electrically insulating base of the antenna
device of the first aspect of the invention, for an embodiment.

FIG. 2

FIG. 5

Shows, by means of a perspective view from above, the electricall insulating base of the antenna
device of the first aspect of the
invention, for an embodiment.

Shows, by means of a zoomed view, of
the connection example of Figure 4,
once the shown winding end is already
twisted.
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FIG. 8A
FIG. 6
Shows the same elements of Figure 5, but
once the twisted winding end has been
welded/soldered to the projecting metallic element.

Shows, by means of a perspective view
from below, the antenna device of the
first aspect of the invention, for the embodiments of Figures 1 to 6, once the
adaptar of Figure 7 is attached to the
electrically insulating base covering the
winding (s) and magnetic core(s).

FIG. 8B
Differs to Figure 8a only in that the electrically conductive base has no electrically
conductive platings defined at its lower surface.

FIG. 7

FIG. 9

Shows, by means of a perspective view from above, the adaptar of
the second aspect of the invention
and of the antenna device of the first
aspect of the invention, for an embodiment.

Is an exploded perspective view from
above, which shows the same elements of
Figure 8a before the adaptar is attached to
the electrically insulating base of the antenna device of the first aspect of the invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL EMBODIMENTS

5

FIG. 1

FIG. 3

FIG. 2

For the embodiment of Figure 8b, the base 1 does
not have electrically conductive platings at all.
Moreover, as shown in Figure 1, the antenna device comprises projecting electrically conductive
elements 11, 12, 13 (metallic elements) to which the
ends 21, 22 of the windings are connected.
Figure 1 shows part of the antenna device of the
first aspect of the invention, which, although only
one winding W1 is shown, preferably comprises
several windings wound around a ferrite core (not
shown) attached to the electrically insulating base
1, such as made of plastics.
For a preferred embodiment, the present invention
is particularly applicable to three-axis antennas, i.e.
those that comprise three windings wound around
the core orthogonally to each other, for other embodiment the present invention is applicable to
any number and arrangement of windings and of
magnetic cores.
For the embodiment shown in Figures 3 arid 8a,
the base 1 comprises, at its lower surface, electrically conductive platings 110, 120, 130 which extend
through the sides of the base 1.
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FIG.4

The portions of the electrically conductive platings
110, 120, 130 placed at the lower surface of the base
1 are intended for the electrical connection of the
antenna device to a specific circuit, defined for example in a PCB, via the welding/soldering of said
portions to different points of the tracks of said specific circuit.
On the other hand, the portions of the electrically conductive platings 110, 120, 130 placed at the
sides of the base 1 are intended to, when the antenna device is incorporated to another system, allow
the electrical connections be visible not only from
the lower part of the base 1 but also frohl the sides
of the base 1, in order to allow an Automatized Optical lnspection (AOI) be performed .to determine if a
correct welding/soldering has been effected.

In Figure 1, only winding W1 is shown, the rest of
windings and magnetic core remaining under label
2 placed on winding W1. Label 2 should be a foam
label to absorb mechanical impacts over the piece
when is assembled in the proper PCB.
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the electrically insulating
base 1 of the antenna device, showing in detail the
projecting electrically conductive elements 11, 12, 13
for the connection of the ends 21, 22 of the windings,
and also for the connection of the metallic platings
121, 12, 123 of the adaptar A (see Figures 7 and 9).
For the embodiment of Figure 8a, these electrically conductive elements 11, 12, 13 are electrically
connected to the metallic platings 110, 120, 130 of
the base 1 so that connections to the windings are
available both in the sides of the base 1 (for performing the AOI) and in the lower face of the base
1, for their electrical connection to a first PCB. In this

manner, one can check, by means of an AOI system,
on one hand, if the windings are correctly welded/
soldered to the projecting electrically conductive
elements, and on another hand, if the platings 110,
120, 130 are correctly welded/soldered to pins or to
any other electrical connection means.
Figure 3 clearly show how the platings 110, 120, 130
are distributed along different areas of the lower face of the base 1 (at its four corners) and extend to the sides of the base 1, and how each of
the projecting electrically conductive elements 11,
12, 13 corresponds to a respective plating 110, 120,
130 of the lower and side faces of the base 1. Thus,
projecting electrically conductive elements 11, 12
and 13 correspond, respectively, to metallic platings 110, 120 and 130, and there can be arranged as
many platings and projecting electrically conductive elements as winding ends the antenna device
comprises. Particularly, a three-axis antenna device
comprising three windings arranged orthogonally
to each other would have six projecting electrically
conductive elements with their corresponding platings. For other embodiments (not shown) of the
antenna device of the present invention, a high frequency winding is included that would correspond
to a fourth winding. In this case, base 1 would have
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221 is obtained by a Tin soldering widely known in
the art, and the projecting electrically conductive
elements 11, 12, 13 are made with Sn 100 Tin to make
easy a later soldering.
Figures 7 and 9 shows the adaptar A of the second aspect of the invention and which is included
in the antenna device of the first aspect of the
invention, which purpose is to increase the flexibility
of possible connections of an antenna device, in
order to make it suitable for its connection to:

FIG. 5

eight projecting electrically conductive elements
with their corresponding platings.
Figure 4 shows a preferred mode for connecting the winding ends 21, 22 to the projecting
electrically conductive elements 11, 12. lt should be
highlighted that the windings used for this kind of
applications have an approximate diameter of between 0.01mm and 1mm, so they are electric conductors very fragile to some physical conditions,
such as those mechanical forces caused due to the
automatic means used for their arranging over the
magnetic core or the heat generated by their welding/soldering to the projecting electrically conductive elements 11, 12, 13, among others.
To cope with that problem, in the antenna device of
the present invention the winding ends are bended
over (as shown in Figure 4) so that their volume is increased (particularly their cross section) to increase
their resistance and, subsequently, they are twisted
(as shown in Figure 5) to obtain a higher robustness.
Figures 4 and 5 show in detail the mentioned bending and twisting of the winding ends. In this case, as
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shown in Figure 5, the end 22 of winding W1 can be
connected to any of the projecting electrically conductive elements 12, 13.
Figure 6 also shows how the projecting electrically
conductive element 13 comprises a recess R which
prevents the winding end 22, once coiled; may
slide and fall off the projecting electrically conductive element 13. Each of the rest of projecting electrically conductive elements also comprises such a
recess.
As shown in Figure 6, the connection of the winding
end 22 to the projecting electrically conductive element 13 is performed simply by wrapping the winding end 22 around the projecting electrically conductive element 13 and by, subsequently, applying
a welding/soldering joint 221, although, preferably,
the welding/soldering is not applied only as one
spot (as shown in Figure 6) but covering part or the
entire projecting electrically conductive element 13,
to assure a proper robustness for the joint and electrical connection.
For an embodiment, said welding/soldered joint

>>a further PCB with a tracks layout different to the
one of the PCB to which the antenna device without
the adaptar A is initially designed for, according to
the embodiment of Figures 3 and 8a, Le. for a base
1 already having electrically conductive platings
110, 120, 130 on its lower surface, following a layout
adapted to a PCB layout; or
>>a PCB with a tracks layout which is not known a
priori when manufacturing the base 1, for the embodiment of Figure 8b where the base 1 has no
electrically conductive platings at all.
This adaptar A provides such a flexibility by including, as shown in Figures 7 and 9, an electrically insulating piece 140 with an upper surface onto which
electrically conductive platings 121, 122, 123 following a specific PCB layout that permits the electrical
connection of the electrically conductive elements
11, 12, 13 to the PCB layout of a PCB, being said
specific layout, for the embodiment of Figures 3
and 8a, different to the PCB layout followed by the
base platings 110, 120, 130, for their connection
to respective points of the tracks of a printed circuit
different to the one to which platings 110, 120, 130
are designed for.

FIG. 6
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FIG. 7

FIG. 9
This adaptar A can be configured according to any user PCB arrangement, i.e. to any printed circuit arrangement, by designing
and disposing the platings 121, 122, 123 on purpose for said printed
circuit arrangement, with the proper PCB layout, and mechanically attaching the adaptor A to the base 1 of the antenna device,
thus providing an antenna device suitable for its connection to: for
the embodiment of Figures 3 and 8a: two different PCB layouts,
one at the lower face of the base 1 and another at the upper face
of an upper wall 140a of the piece 140 of the adaptar A; hence, the
user can choose which platings layout wants to use with its PCB;
or for the embodiment of Figure 8b: only one PCB, but which can
have any PCB layout not known a priori when manufacturing the
base 1.

FIG. 8A

For the illustrated embodiment, the piece 140 of the adaptar
A constitutes cover with the above mentioned upper wall 140a
having said upper surface onto which the electrically conductive
platings 121, 122, 123 are arranged, and four side walls, two of them
140b, 140c can be seen in Figures 7, 8a, 8b and 9, on the outer
surfaces thereof platings 121, 122, 123 are arranged, said cover being arranged covering the magnetic core and the windings, when
coupled to the base as shown in Figures 8a and 8b.
Platings 121, 122, 123 are electrically connected to the windings of
the antenna device by their electrical connection to the projecting electrically conductive elements 11, 12; 13, and mechanically
connected to the base 1 and/or to the magnetic core (not shown).

FIG. 8B

Figures 8a, 8b and 9 show said electrical and mechanical connection of the adapter A, for an embodiment. The mechanical
attachment is preferably performed by adhesive, although for
other embodiments (not shown) both the adapter A and the
base 1 have specific mechanical coupling means, such as pins in
the adapter A to be inserted in respective holes of the base 1,
or vice versa, or conjugated pieces which, by pressing, attach to
each other.

For the embodiment illustrated in Figures 7, 8a, 8b and 9, each
of two opposite side walls of piece 140, particularly side wall
140b and the one opposite thereto (not shown), has a lower
edge with indentations defining prongs P which enter recesses R of projecting electrically conductive elements 11, 12 to
provide an initial mechanical coupling which is, preferably, increased by, for instance, gluing.

As shown in Figures 7, 8a, 8b and 9, platings 121, 122, 123 extend through side wall 140b of piece 140 (and
although not shown, also through side wall opposite to side wall 140b) constituting side extended portions
thereof with free ends placed at the lower edge of the side wall 140b, adjacent to prongs P, such that when
the piece 140 is attached to the base 1 (as shown in Figures 8a and 8b) said free ends press, and thus make
electrical contact, with the projecting electrically conductive elements 11, 12 and 13, providing the above
mentioned electrical connection of the platings 121, 122, 123 to the windings of the antenna device, as the
ends of the windings are welded/soldered to the projecting electrically conductive elements 11, 12, 13.
To sum up, with the proposed adapter A, it is obtained an antenna device having at least one electrical configuration defined at the upper face of the adapter A to use with his PCB (for the embodiment of Figure 8b),
this configuration susceptible to be visually inspected by AOI systems.
For the embodiment of Figure 3 and 8a, the obtained antenna device has a first electrical configuration
defined at its base 1 and a second electrical configuration defined at the upper face of the adapter A, so
the user can choose between said two configurations to use with his PCB, both of said configurations being
susceptible to be visually inspected by AOI systems. To avoid shortcuts or inadequate connections, once
the user has selected the desired electrical configuration, he can provide any kind of electrical insulator
over the face including the plating he is not going to use, for example by means of adhesives or partial over
mouldings.
As for the materials used for building the antenna device, the magnetic core is usually madea by a soft
magnetic core, formed for example of Manganese Zinc Ferric Oxide ferrite, Nickel Zinc Ferric Oxide ferrite
or any metallic alloy of Nickel or Manganese Zinc, and /or amorphous Cobalt and or nanocrystalline Cobalt.
The windings are, preferably, of a diameter of between 0.01 mm and 1 mm and can be made with cables
enamelled with polyurethane and (or polyamide with a heat index of about 150 ºC or higher.
A person skilled in the art could introduce changes and modifications in the embodiments described without
departing from the scope of the invention as it is defined in the attached claims.
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CLAIMS
1. An antenna device, comprising:
>>at least one magnetic core;

6

>>at least one winding (W1) wound around said at least one magnetic core; an electrically insulating
base (1), on which said at least one magnetic core wound with said at least one winding (W1) is
arranged, and which comprises electrically conductive elements (11, 12, 13), at least part of which
are electrically connected to said at least one winding (W1);
>>an adaptar; the antenna device being characterised in that said adaptor (A) is arranged over said
at least one magnetic core and comprises an electrically insulating piece (140) having an upper
surface comprising electrically conductive platings (121, 122, 123) following a specific PCB layout
and at least part of which are connected to the electrically conductive elements (11, 12, 13) of the
electrically insulating base (1).
2. The antenna device of claim 1, wherein said electrically insulating base (1) has an upper surface and
a lower surface, wherein said lower surface comprises electrically conductive platings (110, 120, 130) which
are electrically connected or integral to said electrically conductive elements (11, 12, 13) of the electrically
insulating base (1), and follow a PCB layout which is different to said specific layout followed by the electrically conductive platings (121, 122, 123) of the electrically insulating piece (140) of the adaptar (A).
3. The antenna device of claim 1 or 2, wherein at least part of said electrically conductive platings (121, 122,
123) following said specific PCB layout extend through side surfaces of the electrically insulating piece (140)
of the adaptar (A) constituting side extended portions thereof;
4. The antenna device of claim 3, wherein said electrically conductive elements (11, 12, 13) project outwardly
from at least one side of said base (1) such that they make electrical contact with a free end of at least one
of said side extended portions of the electrically conductive platings (121, 122, 123) of the electrically insulating piece (140) of the adaptar (A).
5. The antenna device of claim 4, wherein at least one of the electrically conductive elements (11, 12, 13)
is connected to the at least one winding (W1) by welding or soldering a twisted end (21, 22) thereof to the
electrically conductive element (11,12,13).
6. The antenna device of any of claims 1 to 4, wherein said electrically insulating base (1) comprises at least
one of said electrically conductive elements (11, 12, 13) per winding end (21, 22).

7. The antenna device of any of the prévious claims, wherein said adaptar (A) is, via its electrically insulating piece (140), fixedly attached to said electrically insulating base (1).
8. The antenna device of any of the previous claims, wherein said at least one magnetic core is a monolithic magnetic core, the antenna device constituting a monolithic antenna device.
9. The antenna device of any of the previous claims, wherein said at least one magnetic core is a ferrite
magnetic core.
10. The antenna device of claim 9, wherein said ferrite magnetic core is formed with a Nickel Zinc alloy or
a Manganese-Zinc alloy and/or amorphous cobalt and/or nanocrystalline cobalt.
11. The antenna device of any of the previous claims, comprising three windings wound around three
mutually orthogonal axes, where each of said windings surrounds said at least one magnetic core.
12. The antenna device of claim 3, wherein said electrically insulating piece (140) of the adaptar (A)
constitutes a cover with an upper wall (140a) having said upper surface onto which the electrically conductive platings (121, 122, 123) of the electrically insulating piece (140) of the adaptar (A) are arranged, and
at least two side walls (140b, 140c) on the outer surfaces thereof said side electrically conductive platings
(121, 122, 123) are arranged, said cover being arranged covering said at least one magnetic core and said
at least one winding (W1).
13. An adaptar (140) for an antenna device, wherein said antenna device comprises:
>>at least one magnetic core;
>>at least one winding (W1) wound around said at least one magnetic core; and
>>an electrically insulating base (1), on which said at least one magnetic core wound with said
at 1east one winding (W1) is arranged, and which comprises electrically conductive elements
(11, 12, 13), at least part of which are electrically connected to said at least one winding (W1); the
adaptar (140) being characterised in that it is configured for being arranged over said at least one
magnetic core and attached to the antenna device, and in that it comprises an electrically insulating piece (140) having an upper surface comprising electrically conductive platings (121, 122,
123) following a specific PCB layout and at least part of which are configured and arranged to be
connected to the electrically conductive elements (11, 12, 13) of the electrically insulating base (1).
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14. The adaptar of claim 13, wherein it is configured for being attached to an antenna device with an electrically insulating base (1) which has an upper surface and a lower surface, wherein said lower surface comprises electrically conductive platings (110, 120, 130) which are electrically connected or integral to said
electrically conductive elements (11, 12, 13) of the electrically insulating base (1) and follow a PCB layout,
wherein the specific PCB layout of the electrically conductive platings (121, 122, 123) of the electrically insulating piece (140) of the adaptar (A) is different to said layout of the electrically conductive elements (11, 12,
13) of the electrically insulating base (1).
15. The adaptar (140) of claim 13 or 14, characterised in that is configured as the adaptar (140) of the antenna
device of any of claims 1 to 12.

This invention describes a versatile three axis transponder that
having a defined pad layout for SMD assembly, provide a second pad layout configuration, and conversion from one pad layout to other is done using a routing of conductive tracks over a
cap adaptor of isolated material.
In other realization of the patent, a three axis transponder coil
with external metallic contacts is re-routed to a customized pad
layout using this isolated cap adaptor with conductive tracks.
PREMO is usually requested from customer to fulfill an specific
PCB layout in the smart key or key fob. With the invention described in this patent, the standard 3D transponder could be
functional with different pad layout setups, gaining flexibility and
saving time.
From a high performance three axis coil based in ferrite magnetic core, an isolated base with metallic protrusions where these
coils (winded in three orthogonal axis) are connected. The addition of an isolated cap that track these contacts to specific areas
in the bottom side of the device, configuring an specific pad configuration allow the use of this device with a customer required
pad layout.
To improve mechanical robustness of the internal coil (made
with thin wires) the connection of these axis are twisted to increase the external diameter of the connection. This prevent
breakage during normal operation of the device inside the key
fob (reliability tests of these components comprise several drop
test at different heights) . This improvement is described for the
three coils but should be included just in the coils made with
thinner wire diameter.
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SERGIO COBOS
INVENTOR
PREMO R&D ENGINEER
Sergio Cobos was born in Malaga 1975; He
studied Telecommunications Engineering in
ETSIT of Málaga, finishing high MSc in Telecommunications Engineering in Electronics
and Telematics in 2003. Final year project was
a combined SW/HW project of management
of a network of Bluetooth devices for remote
data acquisition.
His professional experience includes more
than 14 years in PREMO. Two first years in the
company involved in test systems programming for transformers performance tests. After
that, was focused to single axis transponders
design for automotive sector (TPMS/PKE) and
RFID antenna design. Recently, he has been involved in the development of new miniaturized
single axis transponders, an innovative three
dimensional coils, and high frequency antennas design.
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Ultra-low-profile triaxial low frequency antenna for integration in a mobile phone and
mobileand
phone
therewith
phone
mobile
phone therewith
DESCRIPTION

1

PATENT

ABSTRACT

ULP

An antenna including a magnetic core (10) made of a soft-magnetic non-electro conductive material, including four corner protuberances (11) defining two
orthogonal winding channels (12) around the magnetic core (10); X-winding
(DX), Y-winding (DY) and Z-winding (DZ) of conductive wire orthogonal to one
another wound around said magnetic core (10), wherein the antenna further
comprises a first soft-magnetic sheet (21) attached superimposed on said
four corner protuberances (11) of the magnetic core (10) providing a limiting
edge (20) for the Z-winding (DZ), so that an increase of the sensitivity of the
Z-winding (DZ) and a reduced thickness of the antenna in the Z-axis (Z) direction are obtained.

STATUS
Publication Pending

INVENTORS
• Claudio Cañete
• Ezequiel Navarro
• Jorge Rodriguez
• Sergio Cobos
• Antonio Rojas

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
>> First and only LF 3D coil that can be fitted in a Smartphone due to ultra low profile.
>> Integrates RFID in Smart phones and Card Type Keyfobs
>> Can be embedded in Smartphone rubber or polymeric covers ( 5G phones)
>> Fully protected encapsulated high reliability solutions.

MARKET APPLICATIONS
>> Smartphones

>> Access control in mobile devices.

>> Automotive

>> Electro Magnetic Motion Tracking using Smartphones as handles.

>> Acces Control with low profiles devices

>> EM Tracking of Smart Phones
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Three-axis antenna with improved quality factor
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Three-axis antenna with improved quality factor

DESCRIPTION

1

PATENT
HSHQ

STATUS
Publication Pending

INVENTORS
• Sergio Cobos
• Ezequiel Navarro
• Antonio Rojas

ABSTRACT
Three-axis antenna comprising a magnetic core (10) including protuberances
(11) on each corner delimiting an X-axis wounding channel (12X) and a Y-axis
wounding channel (12Y); in X-axis coil (20X) within the X-axis wounding channel (12X), comprising two separate and adjacent X-axis partial coils (21X); a
Y-axis coil (20Y) within the Y-axis wounding channel (12Y), comprising two
separate and adjacent Y-axis partial coils (21Y); and a Z-axis coil (20Z) surrounding the magnetic core (10), wherein said magnetic core includes at least
one X-axis partition wall (14X) dividing the X-axis wounding channel (12X) in
two X-axis partial wounding channels (13X) wherein the two separate and
adjacent Y-axis partial coils (21Y) are housed, and at least one Y-axis partition wall (14Y) dividing the Y-axis wounding channel (12Y) in two Y-axis partial
wounding channels (13Y) wherein the two separate and adjacent Y-axis partial coils (21Y) are housed..

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
>> Allow emitting and receiving a signal to/from any direction

>> Specially suitable for TI Chipsets

>> High gain by an increase of the Q factor

>> Improved Z performance

>> Miniaturization and space saving

MARKET APPLICATIONS
>> Passive Keyless Entry (PKE) Systems
>> Keyless Go Systems
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An antenna device for HF and LF operation
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An antenna device for HF and LF operation
EP3166180 (A1)
DESCRIPTION

1

PATENT
4D COIL

DATE
19 Feb 2015

INVENTORS
• Antonio Rojas Cuevas
• Francisco Ezequiel Navarro Pérez
• María Mar Villarrubia García
• Sergio Cobos Reyes
• Claudio Cañete Cabeza

ABSTRACT
The antenna device comprises: - a magnetic core; - one or more
windings (W1) wound around the magnetic core; - an electrically
insulating base (1), on which the magnetic core wound with the
one or more windings (W1) is arranged, and which comprises
electrically conductive elements (11, 12, 13), which are electrically
connected to the one or more one windings (W1); and - an adaptar (A) is arranged over the magnetic core and comprising an
electrically insulating piece (1 40) having an upper surface comprising electrically conductive platings (121, 122, 123) following a
specific PCB layout and at least part of which are connected to
the electrically conductive elements (11, 12, 13) of the electrically
insulating base ( 1 ). The adaptar is suitable for its use as the adaptar of the antenna device of the present invention.

COUNTRIES

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
>> Size reduction compared bigger PCB loops antennas
>> Save space combining two functionalities in one device.
>> High sensitivity/reading distance and with high stability in temperature
>> Dual RFID and NFC bands in one component
>> No ground plane reduction in multilayer PCB

• EPO
(European Patent Office)

MARKET APPLICATIONS
>> Car access
>> Engine Start
>> Pairing / setup of personalized settings
>> Acquire/sharing/managing vehicle information

In process
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TECHNICAL FIELD

DESCRIPTION ON THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed, in general, to inductive antenna devices. In particular, the invention relates
to a multipurpose inductive antenna device for HF communication (carrier frequencies between 3-30 MHz)
as well as for low-frequency (LF) operation.

Embodiments of the present invention provide an antenna device, comprising as commonly in the field, at
least one magnetic core; one or more windings wound around said magnetic core and an electrically insulated base, on which the magnetic core wound with the winding or windings is arranged. The electrically
insulated base includes metallic tabs at least part of which are electrically connected to said winding or
windings and the electrically insulated base has a bottom surface with electrically conductive plates providing a layout intended for a SMT mounting, wherein at least one of said metallic tabs of the electrically
insulated base is connected to at least one of the electrically conductive plates.

Nowadays and in particular in the field of PKE (Passive Keyless Entry) systems for the automotive industry
several devices need to include in a same package low frequency (20 kHz, 125 kHz, 134 kHz) antennas (in
some cases, three dimensional antennas) and these devices also need to include HF functionality (preferably NFC functionality at 13.56 MHz”).

Unlike to the known antenna structure, the proposed antenna device further comprises an electrically insulated cap (for example a plastic cap) having an upper surface and a side surface, a metallized surface high
frequency coil with two ends being arranged on said upper surface wherein the metallized surface high
frequency coil works as an antenna and is electrically connected by an extended portian of each of the two
ends, arranged on said side surface, to said metallic tabs of the electrically insulated base.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

3

US patent US-B2-8907760, discloses a remate access system in which a three-dimensional low-frequency
(3D-LF) antenna and a HF antenna are used. The 3D-LF antenna includes three coils each oriented relative
to X, Y and Z axes that define a Cartesian coordinate system for a three-dimensional space, whereas the
HF antenna is oriented along one of the axes of the LF coils, in the same antenna package as the 3D-LF an
tenna. In this patent, the HF antenna is connected clase to one of the LF coils, e.g. by winding the HF antenna
around the outside of the LF coils, duly separated, or by placing the HF antenna below and/or above the LF
coil (in particular the LF coil located parallel to the Z axes). The 3D-LF antenna is configured to be used in
connection with a LF signal of between 3 KHz and 300 KHzwhile the HF antenna is configured to be used in
connection with an HF signal between 3 MHz and 30 MHz.
An object of the invention is to provide an improved inductive antenna device for both functionalities (HF and
LF communications) saving components and physical space. In particular according to the solution of this
invention the HF antenna is integrated in an element, a cap, that provides protection of the elements of the
LF antenna (upper part and sides) and which can be easily replaced allowing different embodiments of the
HF antenna independently of the arrangement of the LF antennas.
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For an embodiment, one metallic tab of the electrically insulated base is connected to at least one winding
by welding a braided end of said winding to the metallic tab.
According to an embodiment, the at least one magnetic core is a monolithic magnetic core, the antenna
device constituting a monolithic antenna device. Preferably, in this case, the at least one magnetic core is
a ferrite magnetic core, which may be formed with a NickelZinc alloy ora Manganese-Zinc alloy and/or
amorphous cobalt, among others.
For a preferred embodiment, the antenna device comprises three windings wound about three mutually
orthogonal axis, each of said windings surrounding the least one magnetic core, and the metallized surface
high frequency coil in the insulated cap comprises an inductive HF antenna.
The cited cap provides a protection of the wires and connections against impacts, shocks, welding heat and
chemicals used in the assembly procedure increasing the reliability of the multipurpose antenna device.
As for reading distance degradation of HF antennas in proximities of metallic surface is well know, an intermediate ferromagnetic material sheet is optionally located between the cap and the rest of the part to
insulate the HF antenna of the cap from the rest of the device including the LF antenna components and to
prevent the occurrence of eddy currents and in this way to improve the reading distance of the HF antenna
(13.56 MHz). Besides his solution allows using two different magnetic materials in the same device allowing
adjusting the features of each of them in arder that the quality factor Q and the sensibility of each of the LF
and HF antennas be optimal.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 2

The previous and other advantages and features will be more fully understood from the following detailed
description of one embodiment, with reference to the attached figures, which must be considered in an
illustrative and non-limiting manner, in which:

Shows, by means of a perspective view, the
electrically insulating cap of the antenna
device, provided with a metallized surface
high frequency coil, seen from above and
inwardly, for an embodiment.

FIG. 1
Is a perspective view of the antenna device
proposed by present invention, with two
separate spaced portions, according to a
preferred embodiment.

FIG. 3
Shows, by means of another perspective
view, the proposed antenna device, in this
case with the two portions thereof being
assembled.
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FIG. 4

FIG. 6

Is a perspective view of the electrically in
sulated base of the antenna device of the
invention, on which the magnetic core is
attached, for an embodiment.

Shows an optional intermediate ferromagnetic
sheet provided to insulate the HF antenna of
the cap from the rest of the device.

FIG. 5
Shows, by means of a perspective view, the
electrically conductive metallic plates of the
bottom of the electrically insulated base,
providing a layout for a SMT mounting.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

6

FIG. 3

Figure 1 shows a preferred embodiment of the
proposed antenna device which is capable of working as a radiofrequency antenna in low frequencies
range (20 kHz, 125 kHz, and 134 kHz) as well as in HF
frequencies (3-30 MHz), preferably NFC frequencies
(13.56 MHz).

metallic tabs 121...128 for the connection thereof with
one or more of said three windings 31, 32, 33 and has
a lower surface, or bottom side, including electrically conductive plates/plates 131...138 (see Figure 5)
to which said metallic tabs 121 ... 128 are electrically connected. Electrically conductive plates/plates
131...138 allow the mounting of the antenna in a standard SMT process.

For said preferred embodiment, the proposed antenna device comprises two portions/parts, namely first 100A and second 100B portions respectively. The first portian 100A of the antenna device
comprises according to a structure well known in
the field one or more magnetic cores 2, and one
or more windings 31, 32, 33 conforming an inductive antenna for radiofrequency ap
plications. Different windings, done in each of the three Cartesians axis allow the antenna device operating as a
three-dimensional antenna (working in the three
axis of space). In particular, as may be seen in
Figure 1, in the preferred embodiment, the antenna device includes three windings 31, 32, 33 wound
over the magnetic core 2, orthogonally, according to
the three axis of the space, allowing the proposed
antenna device working three-dimensionally. Therefore, regardless of the magnetic field direction produced by an emitter system, the antenna device
is able to pick the energy up and allow the com
munication with the emitter system.
In addition, the first portian 100A of the antenna
device also has an electrically insulated base 1 on
which the magnetic core 2 is fixed (through some
mechanical procedure, such as an adhesive joint).
The mentioned electrically insulated base 1 includes
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The connections of different edges of the three
windings 31, 32, 33 are made through some soldering method (e.g. solder tip, thermal compression,
and conductive adhesive, among others). Besides,
the metallic tabs 121...128 are electrically connected with the elec
trically conductive plates/plates
131...138 allowing the use of the antenna device in
standard SMT assembly lines.
The second portian 100B of the antenna device
comprises an electrically insulated cap 4 that provides a mechanical protection of the first portian
100A that covers. The electrically insulated cap 4
preferably is fixed mechanically (e.g. by using some
adhesive joint) over the magnetic core(s) 2 and the
three windings 31, 32, 33, after the connection of the
LF windings 31, 32, 33 to the metallic tabs 121...128 of
the electrically insulated base 1 being completed.

FIG. 1

According to this invention the electrically insulated
cap 4 characteristically includes in an upper surface
thereof 4U, a metallized surface high frequency

FIG.4
coil 42 (i.e. made with metallized tracks), providing a
high frequency antenna, preferably a NFC antenna
working ata frequency of 13.56 MHz, with ends 411,
412 stretched out by some extended portions (see
Figs. 1 and 2) over lateral sides 4S of the electrically
insulated cap 4. Furthermore the metallized surface
high frequency coil 42 (that may be constructed to
have different number of coiIs depending on the
desired HF carrier frequency needed) is electrically connected (trough some soldering method (e.g.
solder tip, thermal compression, and conductive ad
hesive, among others) by each one of its ends 411,
412 to one or more of said metallic tabs 121...128 of
the electrically insulated base 1.
In this way, the antenna device consist of metallic
tabs 131...138 at the bottom of the electrically insu
lated base 1 with a specific layout that allow the antenna device (over soldering of the antenna device
to a PCB for instance by a SMT procedure) to connect electrically with the different LF windings 31, 32,
33 (20 kHz, 125 kHz, 134 kHz) and also to the HF antenna 42 (preferably a NFC antenna working at 13,56
MHz) of the electrically insulated cap 4.
Figure 6 also shows the optional intermediate ferromagnetic sheet 5 to insulate HF antenna 4U of the
cap 4 from the rest of the device 100A providing a
magnetic decoupling and allowing the use of different magnetic materials in the same device.
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CLAIMS
Relative permeability of this ferromagnetic sheet 5
would be typically from 100 to 200 (for a HF antenna
42 working for example at 13,56 MHz) and thickness
of this sheet would be typically from 0.1 mm to 0.3
mm.
Figure 2 shows the insulated cap 4 seen from above
with upper surface 4U (top part offigure 2) bearing
metallized surface high frequency coil 42 and side
surface 4S with extended portian 411 of a first end of
said metallized surface high frequency coil 42, and
seen inwardly showing side surface 4S with the other extended portian 412 of second end of the metallized surface high frequency coil 42.
Figure 3 illustrates another view of the proposed antenna device in which the two portions thereof are
assembled showing the electrical connection between extended portian 411 of one end of metallized
surface high frequency coil 42 and metallic tab 122
of the electrically insulated base 4.
Figure 4 illustrates the electrically insulating base
1 of the antenna device, showing in detail the mag
netic core 2 and also the metallic tabs 121...128 for
the connection with the one or more windings 31, 32,
33, the metallic tabs 121...128 being in turn electrically connected to the electrically conductive plates
131...138.
As for the materials used for building the antenna
device, the magnetic core is made as a monolithic magnetic core, formed for example of a ferrite
magnetic core such as Nickel-Zinc alloy, Manganese-Zinc alloy, and/or amorphous Cobalt.
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1. An antenna device, comprising:
>>at least one magnetic core (2);
>>at least one winding (31, 32, 33) wound around said at least one magnetic core (2); and

FIG. 5
The windings are, preferably, of a diameter of between 0.01 mm and 1 mm and can be made with
cables enamelled with polyurethane and (or polyamide with a heat index of about 150 QC or higher.
A person skilled in the art could introduce changes
and modifications in the embodiments de
scribed
without departing from the scope of the invention
as it defined in the attached claims.

>>an electrically insulated base (1), on which said at least one magnetic core (2) wound with said
at least one winding (31,32,33) is arranged, said electrically insulated base (1) including metallic
tabs (121...128) at least part of which are electrically connected to said at least one winding (31,
32, 33) and the electrically insulated base having a bottom surface with electrically conductive
plates (131...138) providing a layout for a SMT mounting, wherein at least one of said metallic tabs
(121...128) is connected to at least one of said electrically conductive plates 50 (131...138); characterized in that it further comprises an electrically insulated cap (4), having an upper surface (4U)
and a side surface (4S), a metallized surface high frequency coil (42) with two ends (411,412) being
arranged on said upper surface (4U), said metallized surface high frequency coil (42) working as
an antenna and being electrically connected by an extended portian of each of said ends (411,
412), arranged on said side surface (4S) to at least one of said metallic tabs (121...128) of the electrically insulated base (1).
2. The antenna device of claim 1, wherein said at least one metallic tab (121...128) projects outwardly from at
least one side of said electrically insulated base (1) making electrical contact with the extended portions of
the ends (411,412) of the metallized surface high frequency coil (42).
3. The antenna device of claim 2, wherein said at least one metallic tab (121... 128) is connected to the at
least one winding (31, 32, 33) by welding a braided end of the winding to the metallic tab (121...128).
4. The antenna device of any of the previous claims, wherein said electrically insulating base (1) comprises at least one of said metallic tabs (121... 128) per winding (31, 32, 33) end.
5. The antenna device of any of the previous claims, wherein said at least one magnetic core (2) is a monolithic magnetic core, the antenna device constituting a monolithic antenna device.
6. The antenna device of claim 5, wherein said at least one magnetic core (2) is a ferrite magnetic core.
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7. The antenna device of claim 6, wherein said ferrite magnetic core is formed with a Nickel-Zinc alloy or a
Manganese-Zinc alloy and/or amorphous cobalt.
8. The antenna device of claim 1, comprising three windings (31, 32, 33) wound about three mutually orthogonal axes, where each of said windings (31, 32, 33) surrounds said at leastone magnetic core (2).
9. The antenna device of claim 1, wherein the metallized surface high frequency coil (42) provides an inductive HF antenna working at a frequency comprised between 3-30 MHz
10. The antenna device of claim 9, wherein the metallized surface high frequency coil (42) provides an inductive antenna working at a NFC frequency of 13,56 MHz
11. The antenna device of claim 1, wherein said electrically insulated cap (4) protects with its upper surface
(4U) and side surface (4S) the different windings (31, 32, 33) wound around said at least one magnetic core.
12. The antenna of claim 1, wherein a ferromagnetic material sheet (5) to insulate the high frequency antenna
(42) from the rest of the LF coils (31,32,33) is arranged between the cap (4) and said at least one winding (31,
32, 33) of the at least one magnetic core (2).

This invention is about a passive device that combines the functionality of a three axis transponder and a high frequency antenna for Near Field Communications (NFC). Most of PREMO automotive customers already use a three axis transponder from
PREMO that works as antenna in low frequencies (3-300kHz).
This component is typically included in the smart key of the car
user. A Passive Entry System works combining the device in the
smart key (3D transponder and IC) with the emitter antenna in
the vehicle to detect the presence of the owner of the car and
open the door, etc without more physical interaction of the owner.
This invention arise from need to add the recent and future higher frequency applications (NFC) that was going to be included
in smart keys of the cars (or in mobile devices that include the
PKE functionality).
The invention describes a device that includes a magnetic core
with three coils that support the low frequency function of the
antenna and also an isolation cap with a high frequency antenna
made with tracks over the cap and connected to the SMD contacts of the device.
This High Frequency antenna made in the cap of the device
(typically working at 13.56MHz) adds the NFC function to the LF
antenna, saving space and PCB area (now only a component is
needed for both frequencies communications).
A ferromagnetic small piece is also described in the patent as
one possible realization to prevent occurrence of eddy currents
that could degrade the high frequency communications and to
optimize the Q factor and sensitivity of two elements (LF and HF)
of the device.
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INVENTOR
PREMO R&D ENGINEER
Sergio Cobos was born in Malaga 1975; He
studied Telecommunications Engineering in
ETSIT of Málaga, finishing high MSc in Telecommunications Engineering in Electronics
and Telematics in 2003. Final year project was
a combined SW/HW project of management
of a network of Bluetooth devices for remote
data acquisition.
His professional experience includes more
than 14 years in PREMO. Two first years in the
company involved in test systems programming for transformers performance tests. After
that, was focused to single axis transponders
design for automotive sector (TPMS/PKE) and
RFID antenna design. Recently, he has been involved in the development of new miniaturized
single axis transponders, an innovative three
dimensional coils, and high frequency antennas design.
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This next figure shows an industrial finished 3DCoilCube with a protective cover cap.
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Flexible soft magnetic core, antenna with flexible soft magnetic
core and method for producing a flexible soft magnetic core
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Flexible soft magnetic core, antenna with flexible soft magnetic core and method for
producing a flexible soft magnetic core
WO2016038434 (A1)
DESCRIPTION

1

PATENT

ABSTRACT

ALMA 2

The flexible soft magnetic core (1) includes parallel continuous
ferromagnetic wires (4) embedded in a core body (2) made of
the polymeric medium (3). The continuous ferromagnetic wires
(4) extend from one end to another end of said core body (2),
are spaced apart from each other and are electrically isolated
from each other by the polymeric medium (3). The method for
producing the flexible soft magnetic core (1) comprises embedding continuous ferromagnetic wires (4) into an uncured polymeric medium (3) by means of a continuous extemsion process,
curing the polymeric medium (3) with the continuous ferromagnetic wires (4) embedded therein to forma continuous core precursor (10), and cutting said continuous core precursor (I0) into
discrete magnetic cores (1).
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention aims to solve the problem of the fragility of the magnetic cores of long inductive devices
used in electronics either as chokes, inductors or LF antennae from 1KHz to 13.56 MHz mostly used in RFID
application in automotive with extensive use for keyless entry systems at 20 KHz, 125 KHz and 134 KHz,
extended but not limited to the applications for NFC at frequencies in the range of 13.56 MHz.

Currently, the main use of long ferrite cores is inner antenna in the fields of 10 KHz to 500 KHz. The
effective permeability of a cylindrical core is proportional to the specific magnetic permeability of
the material or μi times a form factor that is the
L/D ratio, where L is the length and D is the diameter of the rod. This physical principle means that
for the same ferromagnetic material, and antenna
or inductor, has a larger inductance with product
is longer and thinner, i.e. the L/D ratio is higher.

For this purpose in a first aspect the invention provides a flexible soft magnetic core that can with stand
impacts, flexion and torsion with deformation but without breaking the core thus keeping the magnetic
properties when the flexion or torsion efforts disappear.
The flexible soft magnetic core of the invention can also be used for inducers and electric transformers for
energy storage and conversion or filtering.
The flexible soft magnetic core of this invention comprises elongated ferromagnetic elements embedded
in polymeric medium, and more particularly continuous ferromagnetic flexible wires embedded in the
polymeric medium and is intended to replace a very fragile core of ferrite that is presently very common
in the field.
The flexible soft magnetic core allow a flexion with respect to a longitudinal axis parallel to said wires and
also with respect to a transversal axis perpendicular to said wires.
A second aspect of the invention relates to an antenna comprising at least one winding wound around a
flexible soft magnetic core according to the first aspect of the invention.
A third aspect of the invention relates to a method for producing a flexible soft magnetic core as that of the
first aspect of the invention.

This principle led the designers to used ferrite
cores with high L/D ratios that were wound with
copper wire and then, protect the whole inductor
by injecting it in a polymeric matrix or by casting it
in a resinor, ultimately by providing an external protection in the form or a hard shell or box.
This solution obtained by common sinterization,
and therefore being an intrinsically fragile solution, has been so for used in LF emitter antennas
in Keyless entry systems for automotive as well as
in induction soldering cannons and RF rod antenna
for applications like atomic clock receivers among
others.
The Young module (indicator of the elasticity of
the ferrite) is very low, it means that ferrites are rigid and behave like glass or ceramic so they have
fundamentally no deformation before cracking and
braking.
A crack in a ferrite inside an antenna or inductor
produces a high reluctance magnetic path of the

field thus reducing the effective permeability and
dropping the inductance, that if the application is
a resonant tank for an antenna, leads to a higher
self-resonant frequency of the tank that makes the
circuit operate out of specifications or even do not
operate at all as the energy transmitted to or by a
not tuned tank can be too low to let the circuit operate as a signal transceiver.
To solve the above problems stacking foils of
metallic soft magnetic materials have been used
in this technical field These materials can be of
several crystalline structures, including nano
crystalline or amorphous alloys of Fe and other combinations of atomic Ni, Co, Cr or Mo or its
multiple oxides. These solutions, known as laminations stacks or simply stacks are known for decades and have been massively used in electric
50 Hz and 60 Hz transformers among other applications. Metallic lamellae or bands in the form
of stacks usually solve the problem of fragility but
nevertheless, as they exhibit low ohmic resistivity,
they need to be isolated from each other by isolating foils or layers of polymers, enamel, varnishes,
and papers. A bendable antenna core is disclosed
in US2006022886A1 and US2009265916A1 discloses an antenna core comprising a flexible stack
of a plurality of oblong soft-magnetic strips consisting of an amorphous or nanocrystalline alloy.
WO2012101034A1 discloses an antenna core being
embodied in strip-shaped fashion and consisting
of a plurality of metal layers composed of a nanocrystalline
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or amorphous, soft-magnetic metal alloy. In this
case, the strip-shaped antenna core has a structure
which extends along the transverse direction of
the strip-shaped antenna core and which is elevated in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the
strip-shaped antenna core EP0554581B1 discloses
a flexible magnetic core and a method for producing the same, the latter comprising mixing in a vacuum a powder of small particles of soft magnetic
material with a synthetic resin, and then curing of
the resin in the form of a block applying during said
curing a strong magnetic field thereto such that the
particles form mutually insulated, longitudinally
stretched, persistent chains parallel to the applied
magnetic field. The mixing is performed in a vacuum.
The chains generated with such a method are provided by discrete powder particles with irregular
cross-sections, the powder small particles having
high probabilities of aggregating to each other between different chains unless very strong disaggregating agents and strong dispersant agents are
used, as the mixture is in a very low viscosity form,
this imposing severe complexity and cost. If chains
of particles contact each other, there appear losses of charges (Foucault losses). And EP0554581B1
only provides as example of said soft magnetic
material soft iron which is not suitable to operate to
frequencies over 1 KHz.
US5638080A discloses an HF antenna comprising
a sheet-like, flexible multipart magnet core manufactured of ferromagnetic material with an antenna
winding which is made up of a plurality of turns and
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surrounds the magnet core. The turns of the antenna winding are formed by printed wiring arranged
on a flexible film surrounding the magnet core. The
magnet core is made up using individual plates,
for example of insulated ferromagnetic material or
amorphous alloy, which are embedded in a base
material, also called carrier material, taking the
form of a chain i.e. rigid elements (plates) connected by a flexible element (base material). Therefore
the plates are not flexible and the flexibility of said
magnetic core can be achieved only by the base
material deformation onthe direction perpendicular to said plates.
US5159347A discloses microscopic strips of high
permeability magnetic conductor which are arrayed in a proximate relation to an electrical conductor to form paths for magnetic circuits about
the electrical conductor. The strips may take various forms including filaments, such as one hundred
micron microwire, and deposited submicron-sized
layers of amorphous magnetic material. Moreover,
the magnetic circuits may be closed with the strips
forming a plurality of bands around the electrical
conductor, and the magnetic circuits may be open,
such as with the strips arrayed linearly adjacent
to the electrical conductor. The magnetic circuits
have numerous applications, including a variety of
antennas, inductive wires, antenna ground planes,
inductive surfaces, magnetic sensors, and direction
finding arrays.

lt is an object of the present invention to offer an alternative to the prior state of the art, with the purpose
of providing a flexible soft magnetic core flexible in at least two orthogonal directions and a method for
producing the same, which overcomes the drawbacks of the prior state of the art proposals. To that end,
according to a first aspect the present invention provides a flexible soft magnetic core comprising a ferromagnetic material arranged to form parallel magnetic continuous paths within the core made of a cured
polymeric medium, with said parallel magnetic paths being electrically isolated from each other by said
polymeric medium.
Contrary to the known flexible magnetic cores, particularly contrary to the one disclosed in the
EP 0554581B1, where the ferromagnetic material forming the parallel magnetic paths comprises chains
of aligned discrete small magnetic particles, in the flexible soft magnetic core according the first aspect
of the present invention, the ferromagnetic material forming the parallel magnetic paths comprises a plurality of parallel continuous ferromagnetic wires intrinsically flexibles embedded in a core body made of
the polymeric medium that in an embodiment may be loaded with dispersed ferromagnetic nanoparticles,
wherein the continuous ferromagnetic wires are spaced apart from each other, and extend from one end
to another of the core body.
In one embodiment, the cured polymeric medium is an extruded part. Preferably, the cured polymeric
medium is a polymer-bonded soft magnetic material (PBSM). In addition, said cured polymeric medium,
according to one embodiment, is a polymeric matrix obtained from epoxy or urethane or polyurethanes or
polyamide derivatives including a liquid dispersing additive.
In one embodiment, said polymer-bonded soft magnetic material includes microfibers, microparticles or
nanoparticles of a soft ferromagnetic material. In this case, the microfibers, microparticles or nanoparticles
may be of a metal alloy of a very high relative permeability (e.g. between 100.000 and 600.000μr) and
based on a composition selected among FeNi or Mo-FeNi, or Co-Si, or Fe-NiZn with a weight content of
the Ni from 30 to 80% and with the additional components including Mo, Co or Si with a weight content less
than 10%. Alternatively, said microfibers, microparticles or nanoparticles may be selected from pure Fe 3+
or Fe carbonyl or Ni carbonyl or Mn Zn ferrite or Mn Ni ferrite or from a Mollypermalloy powder.
In another embodiment, the polymer-bonded soft magnetic material includes microfibers, microparticles
or nanoparticles of soft ferromagnetic material that are present alone or in any combination among them
within a polymeric matrix. In yet another embodiment, the polymer-bonded soft magnetic material includes nanoparticles of soft ferromagnetic material that are of a crystalline structure and electrically isolated, and said crystalline structure is selected among an amorphous, nanocrystalline or macro crystalline
with enlarged grains in an annealing process.
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In any of the above described embodiments, the microfibers, microparticles or nanoparticles included insaid bonded soft magnetic core may have a low magnetic coercivity, preferably but not limited to less than
0,1 A/m, and are electrically isolated by being encapsulated within the polymeric matrix with a resistivity
(p) preferably, but not limited, of less than 106Q•m. In a preferred embodiment, each of said continuous
ferromagnetic wires has a constant cross section along its whole length. Said constant cross section is for
example circular having an area preferably in the range of 0.002 to 0.8 square millimetres.
In one embodiment, the flexible soft magnetic core comprises eight or more ferromagnetic wires, comprised by high/low aspect ratio preferably but not limited to less than 1000, and the continuous ferromagnetic wires are preferably arranged in severa! equidistant parallel geometric planes, with the particularity
that the continuous ferromagnetic wires arranged in one of the geometric planes are staggered with respect to the ferromagnetic wires arranged in another adjacent parallel geometric plane. The continuous
ferromagnetic wires are made of a very high permeability value ferromagnetic material, such as, for example, an alloy of iron and one or more of Nickel, Cobalt, Molybdenum, and Manganese. In one embodiment,
the continuous ferromagnetic wires are bare ferromagnetic wires, while in another alternative embodiment
the continuous ferromagnetic wires are wires coated by respective electrically isolating sheaths. Preferably, said polymeric medium forming the core body is a polymeric matrix and in one embodiment the core
body has a prismatic outer shape, such as a parallelepiped shape, although other shapes, such as a cylindrical shape, are envisaged.
According to a second aspect of the present invention, an antenna is provided comprising at least one
winding wound around a flexible soft magnetic core which is flexible in al least two orthogonal axis according to the first aspect of the present invention. According to a third aspect, the present invention provides
a method for producing a flexible soft magnetic core, wherein said flexible soft magnetic core comprises
continuous ferromagnetic wires embedded in a core body made of a polymeric medium that may be loaded with dispersed ferromagnetic nanoparticles, wherein the continuous ferromagnetic wires are spaced
apart from each other, and extend from one end to another of the core body.
In contrast with the known methods, particularly regarding the one proposed by EP055458181 where small
magnetic particles are embedded in the polymeric medium, the method according to the third aspect of
the present invention comprises embedding continuous ferromagnetic wires into an uncured polymeric
medium by means of a continuous extrusion process of the polymeric medium around and in between
said wires, curing the polymeric medium with the continuous ferromagnetic wires embedded therein to
form a continuous core precursor, and cutting said continuous core precursor into discrete soft magnetic
cores. For a preferred embodiment, the method of the third aspect of the invention comprises producing
the flexible soft magnetic core by means of a continuous extrusion process comprising passing the continuous ferromagnetic wires together with a polymeric medium casting through an extrusion chamber.
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According to an embodiment, the method comprises aligning and ordering the continuous ferromagnetic
wires previously to their pass through said extrusion chamber, by, for an implementation o said embodiment, making them pass through several holes and/or including an axial magnetic induction on the cured
polymer, said several holes being arranged according to a requested order in a wire feed-in plate.
The method comprises, according to an embodiment, making the continuous ferromagnetic wires pass
through said holes of the wire feed-in plate and through the extrusion chamber by pulling the continuous
ferromagnetic wires while pushing the polymeric medium, in viscous form, into the extrusion chamber
and towards the extrusion chamber, and the through-holes of the holes of the wire feed-in plate being
configured and arranged to avoid the polymeric medium passing there through. In one embodiment, said
continuous extrusion process comprises passing the continuous ferromagnetic wires through an extrusion
chamber while the polymeric medium is extruded through said extrusion chamber. Preferably, the continuous ferromagnetic wires are kept aligned with the extrusion chamber and arranged according to a predetermined pattern while passing through said extrusion chamber by making the continuous ferromagnetic
wires pass through several holes arranged according to said predetermined pattern in a wire feed-in plate
located at one end of the extrusion chamber opposite to an outlet end thereof.
The continuous ferromagnetic wires are made to pass through said holes of the wire feed-in plate and
through the extrusion chamber towards said outlet end by pulling the continuous ferromagnetic wires with
the uncured polymeric medium (that may be loaded with dispersed ferromagnetic nanoparticles), which is
injected in viscous form into the extrusion chamber from a polymer feed-in passage located in a side wall
of the extrusion chamber. Preferably, the holes of the wire feed-in plate are configured and arranged to
fit to the continuous ferromagnetic wires and to avoid the polymeric medium passing back therethrough.
In one embodiment, the former ends of the continuous ferromagnetic wires are connected to a plunger
slidably arranged within the extrusion chamber and located downstream of said polymer feed-in passage
and upstream of the wire feed-in plate. The continuous ferromagnetic wires are connected to the plunger
said plunger at positions thereof arranged according to said predetermined pattern, so that the plunger
keeps the continuous ferromagnetic wires aligned with the extrusion chamber and arranged according to
the predetermined pattern while pulling the continuous ferromagnetic wires along the extrusion chamber
at the start of an extrusion operation. The plunger, once it has come out of the extrusion chamber, is then
eliminated by cutting a former end of the continuous core precursor. The continuous core precursor is
cooled by means of a cooling device outside the extrusion chamber before cutting. Optionally, the continuous core precursor is pooled by a pooling device located downstream of the cooling device before
cutting. Preferably, each of the continuous ferromagnetic wires is pushed by a pushing device located
upstream of the wire feed-in plate.
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The previous and other advantages and features will be better understood from the following detailed
description of embodiments, with reference to the attached drawing, which must be considered in an
illustrative and non-limiting manner, in which.

FIG. 1
Is a perspective view of a flexible
soft magnetic core according to an
embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2
Is a perspective view of a coil for an
antenna according to an embodiment
of the present invention, including the
flexible soft magnetic core.

FIG. 3 - 4
Are side sectional views illustrating successive stages of a possible method for producing
continuously a flexible soft magnetic core according to an embodiment of the present
invention.

FIG. 3
FIG. 1A
Is a perspective view of a flexible soft
magnetic core according to an embodiment of the present invention including nanoparticles embedded on the
ferromagnetic core.

FIG. 4
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FIG. 5 -6
Are side sectional views illustrating successive stages of a possible method for producing
continuously a flexible soft magnetic core according to an embodiment of the present
invention.

FIG. 7
Is a perspective view of a flexible
soft magnetic core according to an
embodiment including nanoparticles
and without wires on said core.

FIG. 5
FIG. 8-9

Are perspective views showing flexion and torsion of the proposed soft
magnetic core according to the invention.

FIG. 6
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6

Referring first to Fig. 1, a flexible soft magnetic core
1 according to an embodiment of the first aspect of
the present invention is shown. The core body 2 can
have a prismatic or cylindrical outer shape. According to an embodiment the cured polymeric medium 3 including the plurality of ferromagnetic wires
is an extruded part, elongated along an axis, being
twistable and flexible along two orthogonal planes
which intersect defining said axis.
The flexible soft magnetic core 1 comprises parallel continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 that are flexible wires, embedded in a core body 2 made of a
polymeric medium 3, such as a polymeric matrix.
Said continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 are spaced
apart from each other and extend from one end to
another of said core body 2, so that the continuous
ferromagnetic wires 4 are electrically insulated from
each other by the polymeric medium 3. The soft
magnetic core has a length longer than 15 cm and
preferably longer than 25 cm (for example 30cm
and more) so that in the case of the core being applicable to an antenna for a vehicle a reduction of
number of antennas per vehicle from 5 to 2 can be
achieved with up to 4 times longer thinner antennas.
In an embodiment the cured polymeric medium (3)
is a polymer-bonded soft magnetic material PBSM.
In another embodiment the polymeric medium is
apolymeric matrix obtained from epoxy or urethane
or polyurethanes or polyamide derivatives.
Each of said continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 has
a constant cross section 5 along its whole length,
wherein said constant cross section is a circular

FIG. 1
cross section having an area in the range of 0.002
to 0.8 square millimetres. Alternatively, the constant
cross section is a polygonal cross section having an
area within the same range.
The flexible soft magnetic core 1 shown in Fig. 1
comprises twenty continuous ferromagnetic wires
4, although at least eight continuous ferromagnetic
wires 4 per core is considered enough.
As per one embodiment a flexible magnetic core
comprises at least eight ferromagnetic wires (4)
comprised by high/low aspect ratio preferably of
less than 1000 (having the wires a diameter of 20
microns anda length of 20 cm). In the disclosed embodiment the continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 are
arranged within the core body 2 made of the polymeric medium 3 in several equidistant parallel geometric planes, wherein the continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 arranged in one geometric plane are
staggered with respect to the ferromagnetic wires
4 arranged in another adjacent parallel geometric
plane. This provides regular and uniform distances
between the continuous ferromagnetic wires 4.

The continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 are made of
a very high permeability (values are in the range
from 22,5 to 438 μm/mH•m-1) ferromagnetic material, such as, for example, an alloy of Nickel, Cobalt and Manganesa. In the embodiment shown
in Fig.1, the continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 are
bare ferromagnetic wires. However, in an alternativa embodiment (not shown) the continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 are wires coated by respective
electrically isolating sheaths. In the embodiment
shown in Fig.1, the core body 2 has a prismatic or
parallelepiped outer shape. However, in an alternative embodiment (not shown) the core body 2 has a
cylindrical outer shape.
The continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 used have a
constant cross section 5 along its whole length, said
constant cross section being circular having an area
in the range of 0.002 to 0.8 square millimetres.As
per another embodiment the continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 are arranged in several equidistant
parallel geometric planes, wherein the continuous
ferromagnetic wires 4 arranged in one geometric
plane are staggered with respect to the ferromagnetic wires 4 arranged in another adjacent parallel
geometric plane. In an example the continuous ferromagnetic wires (4) are made of a ferromagnetic material having a very high permeability in the
range of 22,5 to 438μm/mH•m-1, such an alloy of
iron and one or more of Nickel, Cobalt, Molybdenum, and Manganesa. As per one embodiment the
continuous ferromagnetic wires can be also electrically insulated by a coating of a glaze or enamel. Referring now to Fig.2, a coil for an antenna 7
according to an embodiment of the third aspect of

the present invention is shown. The antenna coil 7
comprises a flexible soft magnetic core 1 as the one
described above with reference to Fig.1 and at least
one winding 21 wound about the flexible soft magnetic core 1. The winding 21 is made of a conductor
material and is either coated with an isolating layer
or the winding 21 of the coil 7 are spaced apart from
each other in order to avoid contact therebetween.
When an electric current is applied to the winding
21 a magnetic flow is induced along the continuous
ferromagnetic wires 4 in the flexible soft magnetic
core 1.
Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 illustrate a method for producing a flexible soft magnetic core 1 according to
an embodiment of the third aspect of the present
invention. Therefore the cured polymeric medium
3 including the plurality of ferromagnetic wires is
an extruded part, elongated along an axis, being
twistable and flexible (see Figs. 8 and 9) along two
orthogonal planes which intersect defining said
axis.
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With regard to the method In a first stage shown is
Fig. 3 the method comprises making a plurality continuous ferromagnetic wires 4, which are unwound
from respective reels 22, pass through several holes
9 arranged according to a predetermined pattern
in a wire feed-in plate 8 located at one end of an
extrusion chamber 20. The extrusion chamber 20
has an elongated straight stretch having a constant
cross-section with an outlet end 16 opposite to the
wire feed-in plate 8. Each of the continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 is pushed into the extrusion chamber 20 by a corresponding pushing device 19 located upstream of the wire feed-in plate 8.
A polymer feed-in passage 17 is located in a side
wall of the extrusion chamber 20. Said polymer
feed-in passage 17 is connected to an outlet of a
hopper 23 with controlled heating, containing uncured polymeric medium 3 in a fused state and a
worm 24 in the hopper 23 is arranged to thrust the
uncured fused polymeric medium 3 into the extrusion chamber 20 (thermally isolated) through polymer feed-in passage 17.
At the start of an extrusion operation, the former
ends of the continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 are
connected to a plunger 18 slidably arranged within
the extrusion chamber 20 and located downstream
of said polymer feed-in passage 17. The former
ends of the continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 are
connected to the plunger 18 at locations thereof arranged according to same predeterminad
pattern as the holes 9 in the wire feed-in plate 8.
Thus, the wire feed-in plate 8 and the plunger 18
keep the continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 aligned
with the extrusion chamber 20 and arranged according to the predeterminad pattern while the
plunger 8 pulls the continuous ferromagnetic wires
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4 along the extrusion chamber 20 under the pressure exerted by the uncured polymeric medium 3
being injected in viscous form through the polymer
feed-in passage 17 into the extrusion chamber 20
between the feed-in plate 8 and the plunger 18,
with the uncured polymeric medium 3 embedding
the continuous ferromagnetic wires 4. By continuously feeding the uncured polymeric medium 3 into
the extrusion chamber, the plunger 18 is moved. to
the outlet end 16 pulling the continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 so that a continuous core precursor 10
begins to be formed. The holes 9 of the wire feedin plate 8 are configured and arranged to fit to the
continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 and to avoid the
polymeric medium 3 passing back therethrough.
Fig. 4 illustrates a second stage of the method in which the former end of the continuous
core precursor 10 with the plunger 18 attached
there to has come out the extrusion chamber
20 through the outlet end 16 and the continuous core precursor 10 is cooled 1 by means of a
cooling device 13 located outside the extrusion
chamber adjacent to the outlet end 16. In the illustrated embodiment, the cooling device 13 comprises a coiled duct along which a cooled heat
transfer fluid flows. However, the cooling device
13 can alternatively comprise other cooling means.
The continuous core precursor 10 is additionally
pooled by a pooling device 15 located outside the
extrusion chamber 20 downstream of the cooling
device 13 and adjacent thereto. In the Figs. 3, 4, 5
and 6, the polymeric medium 3 is shown shaded by
parallel hatch lines representing the level of curing,
with distances between the parallel hatch lines being narrower as the polymeric medium 3 becomes
more and more cooled and solidified. Fig. 5 illustrates a third stage of the method in which

the former end of the continuous core precursor 10 with the plunger 18 attached there to has been
passed through a cutting device 24. In the illustrated embodiment, the cutting device 24 comprises an anvil 25 having an opening through which the continuous core precursor 10 passes, and a cutting blade 26 actuated to severe the continuous core precursor 10 adjacent the anvil 25. However, the
cutting device 24 can alternatively comprise other cutting means such a laser or a water jet cutting.
Fig. 6 illustrates a fourth and last stage of the method in which the former end of the continuous core precursor 10 with the plunger 18 attached thereto has been severed from the continuous core precursor 10 by
means of the cutting device 24 and then successive flexible soft magnetic cores 1 are formed by repeatedly cutting the continuous core precursor 10 with the cutting device 24 as the continuous core precursor 10
comes out the extrusion chamber 20. The former end of the continuous core precursor 10 with the plunger
18 attached thereto is rejected. The obtained subsequent flexible soft magnetic cores 1 are as described
above with reference to Fig. 1.
Thus, the method of the present invention comprises embedding continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 into an uncured and fluid (fused) polymeric medium 3 by means of a continuous extrusion process, curing the polymeric medium 3 with the continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 embedded therein to form a continuous core precursor 10, and cutting said continuous core precursor
10 into discrete soft magnetic cores 1. The continuous ferromagnetic wires 4 are through an extrusion chamber while the polymeric medium 3 is extruded through said extrusion chamber 20.
The present invention proposes a core that has the same effectively cross sectional area than the laminations stack that, as claimed in the US2006022886A1 and US2009265916A1 patents can be as much as 80%
smaller due to the higher flux density B that these alloys can withstand. Typically ferrite Bsat is 0.3 T while
Ni based alloys can withstand 5 fold Bsat up to 1.5T and other materials like Permalloy 79Ni4MoFe can be
2xBsat as per below table:
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For a given current I the magnetic field intensity H
is proportional to the cross sectional area S of the
core and the number of turns. The maximum H is
limited by saturation Bsat. As Bsat is from 2 folds
to 5 folds larger for the same H, cross sectional
area of the core S can be reduced proportionally
or, if kept the same, less winding turns are needed
for the same magnetic induction thus helping to
have either smaller antennae or with less windings.
According an additional embodiment shown in
Figs. 1a and 7, the flexible soft magnetic core
of the present invention include nanoparticles
embedded on the ferromagnetic core in order
to increase the magnetic properties of the soft
magnetic core. The features, composition and capacities of said nanoparticles have been above
exposed, for example regarding to the nanoparticles size, permeability, alloy composition, etc.
According to a preferred embodiment the cured
polymeric medium 3 further includes microfibers,
microparticles or nanoparticles of a soft ferromagnetic material that are present alone or in any
combination among them within the polymeric matrix of said polymeric medium 3. The microfibers, microparticles or nanoparticles of a soft
ferromagnetic material used represent weight
content up to 85 % of the total weight of the core.
The microfibers, microparticles or nanoparticles of
soft magnetic material are homogeneously distributed and electrically insulated within the polymeric
matrix of said polymeric medium (3) by means of
ene or more dispersant agents incorporated to the
uncured liquid polymeric medium along with said
microfibers, microparticles or nanoparticles. In an
embodiment the cited dispersant is present in an
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amount of around 4-5% of the liquid polymer providing said core body. Moreover said ene or more dispersant agents comprises Solsperse from Lubrizol.
As per ene embodiment ene or more dispersant
agents comprises a liquid monomer or a hyperdispersant providing to said microfibers, microparticles
or nanoparticles a surface treatment involving an
electric insulation in addition to the dispersing action.
The microfibers, microparticles or nanoparticles are
of a metal alloy of a very high relative permeability, preferably of less than 600.000, and based on
a composition selected among FeNi or Mo-FeNi,
or Co-Si, or Fe-NiZn with a weight content of the
Ni from 30 to 80% and with the additional components including Mo, Co or Si with a weight content
less than 10%. The microfibers, microparticles or
nanoparticles are selected from pure Fe, pure Fe3+,
or Fe carbonyl or Ni carbonyl or Mn Zn ferrite or Mn
Ni ferrite or from a Mollypermalloy powder. Besides,
the microparticles or nanoparticles of soft ferromagnetic material that are of a crystalline structure
selected among an amorphous, nanocrystalline
or macro crystalline with enlarged grains in an annealing process. And the cited microfibers, microparticles or nanoparticles have a low magnetic
coercitivity, preferably of less than 0,1A/m, and are
electrically insolated within the polymeric matrixwith a resistivity (p) preferably of less than 106 n. In
the embodiment of the Fig. 1a, a plurality of parallel continuous ferromagnetic wires made of a very
high permeability value ferromagnetic material are
embedded on said ferromagnetic core, instead in
the Fig.7 embodiment the ferromagnetic core lacks
of said continuous ferromagnetic wires, being their
functionality supplied by nanoparticles embedded
on the ferromagnetic core.

CLAIMS
1. Flexible soft magnetic core (1), including a ferromagnetic material arranged to form parallel magnetic
paths within a core body (2) that is made of a cured polymeric medium (3), said parallel magnetic paths being
electrically insulated from each other by said polymeric medium (3), characterized in that said ferromagnetic material comprises a plurality of parallel, continuous, ferromagnetic wires (4) embedded in said core body
(2) made of said polymeric medium (3), wherein said continuous ferromagnetic wires (4) are spaced apart
from each other and extend from one end to another end of said core body (2).
2. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to claims 1, wherein said ferromagnetic wires (4) are flexible wires.
3. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to claim 1, wherein said cured polymeric medium (3) including the plurality of ferromagnetic wires is an extruded part, elongated along an axis, being twistable and
flexible along two orthogonal planes which intersect defining said axis.
4. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to claim 3, wherein said core having a length longer than
15 cm and preferably longer than 25 cm.
5. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to any of the previous claims wherein said cured polymeric medium (3) is a polymer-bonded soft magnetic material PBSM.
6. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to any of the claims 1 to 3 wherein said cured polymeric
medium (3) further includes microfibers, microparticles or nanoparticles of a soft ferromagnetic material that
are present alone or in any combination among them within the polymeric matrix of said polymeric medium
(3).
7. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to claim 6, wherein said microfibers, microparticles or
nanoparticles of a soft ferromagnetic material represent a weight content up to 85-60% of the total weight
of the core.
8. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to claim 6, wherein said microfibers, microparticles or
nanoparticles of soft magnetic material are homogeneously distributed and electrically insulated within the
polymeric matrix of said polymeric medium (3) by means of one or more dispersant agents incorporated to
the uncured liquid polymeric medium along with said microfibers, microparticles or nanoparticles.
9. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to claim 8, wherein said dispersant is present in an amount
of around 4-5% of the liquid polymer providing said core body.
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10. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to claim 9, wherein said one or more dispersant agents
comprises Solsperse from Lubrizol.
11. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to claim 8, wherein said one or more dispersant agents
comprises a liquid monomer or a hyperdispersant providing to said microfibers, microparticles or nanoparticles a surface treatment involving an electric insulation in addition to the dispersing action.

20. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to any of the previous claims, wherein the continuous
ferromagnetic wires (4) are made of a ferromagnetic material having a very high permeability in the range of
22,5 to 438 µm/mH•m-1 .
21. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to claim 16, wherein said very high permeability ferromagnetic material is an alloy of iron and one or more of Nickel, Cobalt, Molybdenum, and Manganese.

12. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to any of the claims 6 to 10 wherein said microfibers, microparticles or nanoparticles are of a metal alloy of a very high relative permeability, preferably of less than
600.000, and based on a composition selected among FeNi or Mo-FeNi, or Co-Si, or Fe-NiZn with a weight
content of the Ni from 30 to 80% and with the additional components including Mo, Co or Si with a weight
content less than 10%.

22. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to claim 16, wherein said continuous ferromagnetic wires
are electrically insulated by a coating of a glaze or enamel.

13. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to any of the claims 6 to 10, wherein said microfibers,
microparticles or nanoparticles are selected from pure Fe3 or Fe carbonyl or Ni carbonyl or Mn Zn ferrite
or Mn Ni ferrite or from a Mollypermalloy powder.

24. An antenna (7), comprising a flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to any of the previous claims
and at least one winding (21) wound around the flexible soft magnetic core (1).

14. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to any of the claims 6 to 10 wherein said microparticles
or nanoparticles of soft ferromagnetic material that are of a crystalline structure selected among an amorphous, nanocrystalline or macro crystalline with enlarged grains in an annealing process.
15. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to claim 8 wherein said microfibers, microparticles or
nanoparticles have a low magnetic coercitivity, preferably of less than 0,1A/m, and are electrically insolated within the polymeric matrix with a resistivity (p) preferably of less than 106 0•m.
16. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to claim 1 wherein said polymeric medium is a polymeric
matrix obtained from epoxy or urethane or polyurethanes or polyamide derivatives.
17. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to any of the previous claims, wherein each of said continuous ferromagnetic wires (4) has a constant cross section (5) along its whole length, said constant cross
section being circular having an area in the range of 0.002 to 0.8 square millimetres.
18. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to any of the previous claims, comprising at least eight
ferromagnetic wires (4) comprised by high/low aspect ratio preferably of less than 1000.
19. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to any of the previous claims, wherein said continuous
ferromagnetic wires (4) are arranged in several equidistánt parallel geometric planes, wherein the continuous ferromagnetic wires (4) arranged in one geometric plane are staggered with respect to the ferromagnetic wires (4) arranged in another adjacent parallel geometric plane.
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23. The flexible soft magnetic core (1) according to any of the previous claims, wherein the core body (2)
is of a prismatic or cylindrical shape.

25. A method for producing a flexible soft magnetic core (1), the method comprising embedding continuous ferromagnetic wires (4) into an uncured polymeric medium (3) by means of a continuous extrusion
process, curing the polymeric medium (3) with the continuous ferromagnetic wires (4) embedded therein
to form a continuous core precursor (10), and cutting said continuous core precursor (10) into discrete magnetic soft cores (1).
26. The method according to claim 25, wherein said continuous extrusion process comprises passing the
continuous ferromagnetic wires (4) through an extrusion chamber while the polymeric medium (3) is extruded through said extrusion chamber (20).
27. The method according to claim 25, wherein the continuous ferromagnetic wires (4) are kept aligned
with the extrusion chamber (20) and arranged according to a predetermined pattern while passing through
said extrusion chamber (20) by making the continuous ferromagnetic wires (4) pass through several holes
(9) and/or including an axial magnetic induction on the cured polymer, said severa! holes (9) being arranged
according to said predetermined pattern in a wire feed-in plate (8) located at one end of the extrusion
chamber (20) opposite to an outlet end (16) thereof.
28. The method according to claim 25, wherein the continuous ferromagnetic wires (4) are made to pass
through said holes (9) of the wire feed-in plate (8) and through the extrusion chamber (20) towards said
outlet end (16) by pulling the continuous ferromagnetic wires (4) with the uncured polymeric medium (3),
loaded with dispersed ferromagnetic microfibers, microparticles or nanoparticles, being injected in viscous
form into the extrusion chamber (20) from a polymer feed-in passage (17) located in a side wall of the extrusion chamber (20).
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29. The method according to claim 25 to 28, wherein former ends of the continuous ferromagnetic wires
(4) are connected to a plunger (18) slidably arranged within the extrusion chamber (20) and located downstream of said polymer feed-in passage (17), said plunger (18) keeping the continuous ferromagnetic wires
(4) aligned with the extrusion chamber (20) and arranged according to said predetermined pattern while
pulling the continuous ferromagnetic wires (4) along the extrusion chamber (20) at the start of an extrusion
operation, said plunger being then eliminated by cutting a former end of the continuous core precursor (10).
30. The method according to claim 25, wherein the continuous core precursor (10) is cooled by means of a
cooling device (13) outside the extrusion chamber (20) before cutting.
31. The method according to claim 30 wherein continuous core precursor (10) is pooled by a pooling device
(15) located downstream of the cooling device (13) before cutting.
32. The method according to any of claims 25 to 27, wherein each of the continuous ferromagnetic wires
(4) is pushed by a pushing device (19) located upstream of the wire feed-in plate (8).
33. The method according to any of claim 25, wherein said embedding further comprising a step of mixing
the liquid polymer with said microparticles or nanoparticles with the presence of at least a dispersant agent
under agitation and with the provision of heat.

Antennas used to transmit magnetic field (especially in the low frequency range: 10-500kHz) are made using a coreless coil and magnetic core coils.
Magnetic core is used to increase the antenna (inductance, Q-factor
and range) performance typically due to a high permeability material (tenth or hundredth of thousands) in comparison with the air-core.
This magnetic core (normally MnZn alloy, so called “ferrite”) is obtained a process of milling MnZn powder, mix, pressure and sintering resulting in a very hard material with very good magnetic properties but with a very low Young module, this mean that material
is no flexible at all and very fragile when is subject to a bending,
torsion or drop stress.
To get the best performance of those magnetic antennas the L/D
relationship must be at least of 10, this is more long than width,
which is another reason to produce a core breakage. Up to know
the only way to avoid this breakage is to provide an special enclosure and filler material around the core to increase the mechanical
robustness, this mean to spend more time and money in the design
of the enclosure than antenna itself.
So, this invention aims to solve the problem of the fragility of the
magnetic cores of long inductive devices used in electronics either
as chokes, inductors or LF antennae from 1KHz to 13.56 MHz mostly
used in RFID application in automotive with extensive use for keyless entry systems at 20 KHz, 125 KHz and 134 KHz, extended but
not limited to the applications for NFC at frequencies in the range
of 13.56 MHz.
For this purpose in a first aspect the invention provides a flexible
magnetic core made by magnetic wire (5-150um of Fe,Co,Ba,Ni,Cu covered by pyrex) and disposal in a polymer bonding magnetic creating a matrix using an extrusion method, that can withstand
impacts, flexion and torsion with deformation but without breaking
the core thus keeping the magnetic properties when the flexion or
torsion efforts disappear.
The flexible magnetic core of the invention can also be used for
inducers and electric transformers for energy storage and conversion or filtering, provide a non-breakable & low weight characteristic
which are so important for the current and future high volume production of power converter in hybrid & electric vehicles, decreasing
the carbon foot print in the Earth.
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This next figure shows an industrial finished 3DCoilCube with a protective cover cap.
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Elongated flexible inductor and elongated flexible low frequency antenna
EP3089176 (A1)
DESCRIPTION

1

PATENT

ABSTRACT

ALMA 3

The inductor comprises a winding arranged around a core
formed by at least two rigid magnetic elements (10), (11 ), connected in an articulated manner forming an oblong assembly,
each comprising: a head end A provided with a circular convex
curved surface and a tail end B provided with a circular concave
curved configuration, in relation to a transverse axis of the tail,
parallel to the transverse axis of the head, and the configuration
being complementary to said circular convex curved configuration. The head end A is coupled to the tail end B forming an articulated attachment, and the transverse axes of the head and tail
coincide in the coupling area, providing a joint having a variable,
adjustable angle, wherein the assembly of said two or more rigid
magnetic cores is surrounded by a flexible polymer casing (50),
including magnetic charges that work together to prevent magnetic flux dispersion in the coupling gaps or interstices between
the magnetic cores.
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COUNTRIES
• USA
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COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
>> Keyless entry system with a single antenna
>> Wiring and connection reducing by 1/3, 1/5
>> OEM assembly time reduced
>> Total energy consumption and battery losses are reduced
>> Excellent Behaviour Against Torsion Forces
>> Can withstand impacts keeping the magnetic properties
>> Allows flexion

• REPUBLIC OF KOREA

>> Reduces 3 to 4 antennas per vehicle

• JAPAN

>> Reduce wiring , installation , connectors and drivers up to x4 Fold

• CHINA
• OPE (Europe)

MARKET APPLICATIONS
>> Automotive: PKE, KES
>> Platooning
>> V2X , V2V communications in LF

In process
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

BACKGROUND

The present invention is comprised in the field of keyless door opening or entry systems, of particular
application in the automobile sector, in which they are also applied to controlling the electronic immobilizer for starting the engine. This “keyless” system (KES or Keyless Entry System or also referred to as PKE
- Passive Keyless Entry) is based on the use of a remate control or device emitting wireless signals and on
the arrangement in the vehicle itself of 3 or more antennas the function of which is to detect the presence
(capturing the mentioned wireless signals), in a perimeter of about 1.5 mor more surrounding the vehicle,
of the mentioned remate control device carried by a user. Based on said detection, the door is opened or
locked and options of switching the engine on and off, comfort adjustments of the rearview mirrors, motorized seats, switching the courtesy light on, are also enabled among other possible functions.

Engineers and technologist have been seeking for a keyless opening system with a single antenna for
years. Many systems have been described in theory, but all of them lack the actual possibility of providing
an antenna that overcomes the problem of fragile ferrite magnetic cores. Keyless entry systems for the
automotive industry often work at low frequencies, such as for example, at 20KHz such as those described
in MARQUARDT’s patent documents EP-81-1723615 and WO-A1-2013135381, or at 125 KHz and 134 KHz
such as those described in CONTl’s patent documents WO- A1-2011120501 or US-82-9184506.

The invention provides a keyless entry system with a single antenna.
To this end, the invention propases the use of flexible elongated inductors which comprise a core formed
by two or more rigid ferromagnetic cores or elements, connected in an articulated manner to one another
at their ends, forming an oblong assembly capable of bending without risk on the integrity of the inductor,
and having a coil made from a conductive element surround ing said composite core.
An elongated and flexible low-frequency antenna is easily obtained from the mentioned flexible inductor
by providing electronic elements and eventually connection elements for connecting internally or externally to a capacitar to configure a resonant tank.

In order to cover a mínimum reading distance (capture the wireless signal of the remote control device)
from the vehicle, the existing systems usually use short ferrite antennas arranged in the door handles and
trunk. These antennas normally use cores made of soft ferrite magnetic material, ZnMn. Since ferrite is a
brittle and fragile material, the maximum length of the antennas is limited to a length in which the ferrite
can withstand a mínimum torque or deformation. This limits the actual length of ferrite cores used to less
than 180 mm and typically from 80 to 120 mm. These extremely fragile cores receive a coil which is protected by overmolding or by plastic casings and the antennas made of resulting wire coil are in general
embedded in a resin or already overmolded with low pressure or by high pressure polymers. AII these
plastic coatings and layers are intended for protecting the fragile ferrite core from external forces, torques,
blows and bends.
PREMO’s patent application PCT/I82015/001238 describes flexible magnetic cores and processes for production thereof, based on micro-wires made from high-permeability soft magnetic alloys and polymer
nanoparticles dispersed in a polymer matrix surrounding said microwires. With continuous ferrite cores,
the length of the antennas is limited and the systems of the state of the art describe arrangements with 3
to 5 antennas per vehicle in arder to cover a mínimum reading distance around the entire vehicle. Meanwhile, the current antennas used in vehicles generally have a length less than 180 mm, the replacement
thereof with a single antenna would require a length between 300 mm and 500 mm in order to generate a
magnetic field having sufficient intensity to cover those generated by the current short antennas.
However, an antenna so long cannot use a single salid ferrite core because in said case it would break
easily with a very small bending force even if it is coated, molded or over-molded by means of a casing
or surrounded by a hard plastic casing. A possibility for solving the mentioned technical problem would
be a “keyless” system that uses an elongated, completely flexible, low-frequency LF antenna, such as that
provided in PREMO’s patent application PCT/I82015/001238.
This innovation would allow implementing a “KES” system that would provide, with a single antenna,
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performances equal to or greater than those provided by the systems of the state of the art with 3, 4 or
5 antennas. The innovation leads to a “KES” system having many technical and economical advantages:
>>The wiring and connectors are reduced by 1/3, 1/5 or %, respectively.
>>OEM assembly time is reduced by 1/3, 1/5 or %, respectively.
>>The total energy consumption and actual battery losses, a very important parameter
particularly in electric vehicles, are proportionally reduced.
>>A longer antenna requires lower currents to generate equal or more intense magnetic
fields, thereby reducing the necessary energy and allowing reducing the cross section
of the wire in the antennas’ coil.

A reduction of the electrical output necessary in the vehicle is achieved with the foregoing; MOSFET transistors which allow reducing the number of amplifiers and the characteristics of the power stage by 1/3, 1/4
or 1/5 and furthermore allow simplifying the final analog power elements necessary which may be simpler
and less expensive dueto the fact that a lower current is being used for generating the same magnetic
fields than the systems of the art. In general, the Front-End or analog interface of the reader in the electronic control unit (ECU) is simplified both by reduction of the channels that would go from 5, 4 or 3 to 1 and by
an important reduction of the power of the remaining channel. The reliability of a vehicle is proportional to
the number of components it incorporates so the mere reduction of the number of antennas and channels
in the ECU provides intrinsic reliability increasing the mean time between system failures or MTBF.
Likewise, by using a single antenna the safety elements thereof are simplified. An elongated inductor comprising multiple ferrite cores has been widely used for AM radio systems. Patent application
WO-A2-2009123432 describes a solution consisting of multiple cores of cylindrical rods inside a coil. A
more recent application in wireless charging systems was presented by Qualcom in patent application
US-A1-2013249303 disclosing a plurality of aligned feromagnetic elements.
SUMIDA’s patent application US- A1-20150295315 describes rigid, solid ferrite cores that are introduced
in a coil forming machine with a specific shape for arranging capacitors and waveguides.
Said PREMO’s patent application PCT/182015/001238 describes various materials other than ferrite such
as nanocrystalline sheets but they have not been used in practice because said materials have a very
significantdrawback, the magnetostriction, a property of soft magnetic materials causing great changes
in magnetic permeability under pressure or deformation. Therefore, while these sheet materials, although
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being very expensive, could theoretically be used in long antennas, in practice these antennas do not
break, but change their permeability so much that the resonance frequency typical of the tuned tanks that
they form in series or capacitors in parallel lack the mínimum selectiveness required for a reliable system.
On the other hand, the deformation of the sheets is only possible in the axis perpendicular to the wide side,
while in the other two orthogonal axes the cores are non-deformable.
PREMO’s patent application PCT/182015/001238 of PREMO provides an elongated antenna that can be
bent in a three-dimensional space both along an X-axis and along an orthogonal Y-axis. Another solution
is described in SUMIDA’s patent application US-A1-2015123761 based on a camposite core made of a plurality of cylindrical ferrite cores (see Figure 2) with a spherical concave or convex termination at the head
and tail ends thereof, which are coupled to one another, and also discloses cores coupled to another in a
book-like configuration (see Figure 3).
The construction of elongated cores by means of adding longitudinally smaller elements coupled to one
another is already disclosed in patent document US-A1-2015123761. Other documents disclosing composite inductors include patent documents US-81-6417665 describing a long magnetometer with a flexible magnetic core, made up of several cores coupled to one another and EP-A2-0848577 describing
the construction of a long and flexible magnetic core made of ferrite rods coupled at theirends. Furthermore, coupling at the ends of magnetic cores by means of physical interstices or separations between
the spherical or cylindrical contacting surfaces (gap) is a common practice in magnetic rotating machines
because they are required for assuring a constant and mínimum gap, as well as for free movement. See,
for example, the 1974 publication by Bruce De Palma “The generation of a unidirectional Force” (http//
depal- ma.pair.com/GenerationOfUnidirectionalForce.html). In hard magnetic materials, it is also common
practice for moving magnetic parts to use spherical interstices (gaps) in combination with ferrofluids for
advanced bearings.
Patent document US7138896 describes ferrite cores made of individual elements coupled to one another
in a head-tail-head manner by means of a cylindrical gap for EMI (electromagnetic interference) shielding
in flat cables operating as an antenna radiating energy in the form of electromagnetic radiation.
The present invention prevents problems in the physical implementation of inductors with a plurality of
magnetic cores coupled tooneanother and affecting their performance when they are applied for constructing an LF antenna for a KES system, as a result of the parasitic vertical and horizontal gaps, in particular: Both effects, i.e., misalignment in the direction of the Y-axis and the enlargement of the gap in the direction of the X-axis of a three-dimensional space determine an inefficient performance of the mentioned
composite inductors. The present invention propases a solution to the mentioned problems and allows
constructing a flexible antenna having a length greater than 300 mm.
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The discrete cylindrical elements or spherical core elements do not have an adhesive attachment at their
contacting articulation ends, and there is noway to assure that the gap, which is demarcated by the distance of air or non-ferromagnetic material between core elements, does not become larger when an
elongation occurs in direction X.
Therefore, when an elongation occurs in direction X, the distance between the elements increases so the
loss of magnetic flux increases, resulting in an increase in magnetic reluctance as a result of a lower permeability, causing a deviation of the resonance frequency and antenna malfunction.
The discrete elements of the core that is cylindrical or having a rectangular cross section can slide with
respect to one another, without any retention element between them, thereby causing a horizontal separation generating a misalignment of the magnetic cores coupled to one another increasing the total reluctance in the manner proportional to the number of elements. This horizontal separation or interstice reduces the constant cross section area available intersected by the lines of magnetic field, thereby resulting in
a reduction of the effective permeability. On the other hand, the magnetic leakage flux lost in the gap is not
redirected by a low reluctance magnetic path, losing the induction capacity in the coil.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
The invention provides a flexible elongated inductor, comprising a coil made from a conductive element
(metal wire or conductive foil) arranged around a core formed by two or more rigid magnetic elements
or magnetic cores, made from ferromagnetic material, connected in an articulated manner to one another at their ends, forming an oblong assembly such as that described, for example, in patent document
US7138896, wherein each of the magnetic cores comprises:

4

>>a head end A provided with a circular convex curved surface in relation to a transverse
axis of the head; a tail end B provided with a circular concave curved configuration in
relation to a transverse axis of the tail, parallel to the transverse axis of the head, and being
said circular concave curved configuration complementary to said circular convex curved
configuration,

The magnetic cores are coupled such that the head end A of a magnetic core is coupled, through contact
surfaces, to the tail end B of an adjacent magnetic core, forming an articulated attachment around the
mentioned transverse axis and the mentioned transverse axes of the head and tail of the two magnetic
cores coupled to one another coinciding in the coupling area, providing a joint having a variable, adjustable
angle, like links of a flat chain.
According to the proposal of this invention, the mentioned assembly of said two or more rigid magnetic
cores is surrounded by a flexible polymer casing, including ferromagnetic charges that work together to
prevent magnetic flux dispersion in the coupling areas or interstices (gaps) between said magnetic cores.
The present invention describes a keyless opening system for automobiles based on a single, elongated
and flexible or semi-flexible LF antenna (primarily from 20 KHz to 300 Khz).
In one embodiment, the mentioned flexible polymer casing includes microfibers, microparticles and/ or
nanoparticles of a soft ferromagnetic material present alone or in any combination thereof inside the polymer matrix of said polymer casing.
Furthermore, the mentioned microfibers, micro-particles and/or nanoparticles of a soft ferromagnetic material represent about at least 50% of the total weight of the polymer casing.
Furthermore, the mentioned articulated attachment includes at least one transverse retention confiuration
formed by a projection anda recess complementary to one another, defined in said head end A and tail end
B, respectively, and formed from said ferromagnetic material of the mentioned magnetic cores, preventing
said retention configuration from being misaligned in a transverse direction of the magnetic cores coupled
to one another.
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According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, each of the magnetic cores connected in an articulated manner has a rectangular cross section and more specifically a rectangular prismatic configuration,
said retention projection and recess being defined on respective opposing, smaller rectangular faces of
both ends A and B of the magnetic core.
By means of such coupling arrangement between the magnetic cores, a flexible elongated inductor having
a length greater than 15 cm and preferably greater than 30cm and with a maximum length of about 60cm
(sufficient length for the applications of a KES system, as described), although greater inductor lengths
would be perfectly attainable, operating perfectly and with mínimum magnetic flux losses.
The invention also propases an elongated flexible antenna formed by a flexible inductor constructed according to the preceding specifications around which awire coilormetal conductive cable (ora conductive
foil) is extended.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The foregoing and other advantages and features will be better understood based on the following detailed
description of an embodiment in reference to the attached drawings which must be interpreted in an illustrative and non-limiting manner, in which:

FIG. 1A

Other features of the invention are described in the following detailed description of an embodiment.
A shows a first embodiment of a magnetic
core according to the invention.

FIG. 1B
Shows a second embodiment that differ
in the arrangement of the retention recess
or projection and of the corresponding
contact coupling surfaces for linking with
other inductors to forma flexible elongated inductor, as described above.
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FIG. 1C

FIG. 2C

Shows detailed section view of the coupling
between the cores corresponding to the
embodiment of Figure 1 a.

Shows the section view of the coupling
between two magnetic cores according
to Figure 2b.

FIG. 2A -2B
Show two embodiments for a magnetic core according to the invention which are equivalent to
those illustrated in Figures 1 a and 1 b, although the arrangement of the projection and recess
is the other way round.
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FIG. 3A-3B
Show two other possible embodiments of magnetic cores having the features of the invention.
Figure 3c is a section view of a coupling between the cores having a configuration according to
Figure 3b.
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FIG. 3C
Is a section view of a coupling between the
cores having a configuration according to
Figure 3b.

FIG. 4A-4B
Show another embodiment of other inductors to forma flexible elongated inductor, as described
above.
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FIG. 4C
Figure 4c illustrates the element sec- tioned through the plane of section illustrated in Figure 4b.

FIG. 5A-5B
Are yet other embodiments of magnetic cores according to the invention.
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FIG. 5C

Illustrating a cross section of the said
magnetic core according to the plane
of section indicated in Figure 5b.

FIG. 7
Shows a perspective view of a possible embodiment of such LF antenna.

FIG. 6A-6B
Indicate an example of an elongated magnetic inductor formed by the coupling of seven
magnetic cores, the assembly being surrounded by a flexible polymer casing, including
magnetic charges that work together to prevent magnetic flux dispersion in the coupling
areas or interstices (gaps) between said magnetic cores. An elongated flexible antenna
will be obtained from the flexible inductor of said Figures 6a and 6b, a conductive wire ora
conductive sheetsuitably coiled around the body thereof.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL EMBODIMENTS

6

As shown in the different embodiments of Figures 1 a to 5c, the invention relates to a flexible elongated
inductor formed by a plurality of rigid magnetic cores 10, 11, made from ferromagnetic material, connected in
an articulated manner to one another at their ends, forming an oblong assembly, already known in the state
of the art, as referred to therein and wherein each of the magnetic cores 10, 11 comprises:
>>a head end A provided with a circular convex curved surface in relation to a transverse axis of
the head; and
>>a tail end B provided with a circular concave curved configuration, in relation to a transverse
axis of the tail, parallel to the transverse axis of the head, and being said circular concave curved
configuration complementary to said circular convex curved configuration.
Said articulated connection or coupling between the magnetic cores is performed such that the head end A
of a magnetic core is coupled, through contact surfaces 20a, 20b, to the tail end B of an adjacent magnetic
core, forming an articulated attachment around the mentioned transverse axis and the transverse axes of
the head and tail of the two magnetic cores coupled to one another 10, 11 coinciding in the coupling area
(see, in particular, drawings in section view) providing a joint having a variable, adjustable angle,
As clearly illustrated in Figures 6a and 6b, the invention is characterized in that the assembly of said
rigid magnetic cores 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 (six in this embodiment) is surrounded by a flexible polymer casing
including magnetic charges that work together to prevent magnetic flux dispersion in the coupling areas or
interstices (gaps) between said plurality of magnetic cores 10, 11 coupled to one another.
As indicated, the mentioned flexible polymer casing includes in a preferred embodiment microfibers, microparticles and/or nanoparticles of a soft ferromagnetic material present alone or in any combination thereof
inside the polymer matrix of said polymer casing. Likewise, the mentioned microfibers, microparticles and/
or nanoparticles of a soft ferromagnetic material can represent about at least 50% of the total weight of the
core. Such casing assures that there are no magnetic flux losses in the joint areas or contact surfaces 20a,
20b of the magnetic cores.
The mentioned drawings illustrate preferred embodiments wherein each of the magnetic cores 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16 coupled to one another or connected in an articulated manner has a rectangular cross section, such
that they form a flat, flexible elongated inductor.
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A second relevant feature of the invention lies in the fact that said articulated attachment of the magnetic
cores 10, 11 includes at least one transverse retention configuration formed by a projection 30 and a recess
40 complementary to one another, defined in said head end A and tail end B, respectively, and formed from
said ferromagnetic material of the mentioned magnetic cores, preventing said retention configuration from
being misaligned in a transverse direction of the magnetic cores 10, 11 coupled to one another.
The features relating to the explained settingup and arrangement of the coupling between the magnetic
cores allow obtaining a flexible elongated inductor with a length greater than 15 cm and preferably greater
than 30 cm.
To use the flexible elongated inductor asan antenna (with a coil around its elongated section), it is considered
that a maximum length of about 60 cm is sufficient, although the principies of the invention must not be understood as being limited to said maximum value, considered as sufficient for the desired functionality and
performances in the automobile field.
The proposed magnetic core has a rectangular prismatic configuration, said projection 30 and recess 40
being defined on respective opposing, smaller rectangular faces of both ends A and B of the magnetic core
10, 11. In the different embodiments, the differences lies in where said projection 30 and recess 40 and the
corre- sponding contact surfaces 20a and 20b between the different magnetic cores have been configured.
Particularly, solutions have been shown where in the projection 30 and the projection 40, in retention and
antisliding functions, adopta central position in relation to the assembly of rigid magnetic cores 10, 11 copled
to one another at their ends A and B, whereas in other examples said projection 30 and said projection 40
adopta side position in relation to the assembly of rigid magnetic cores 10, 11 coupled to one another at their
ends A and B.
In embodiments suitable for the described functionality, it has been envisaged that said projection 30 and
said projection 40 have a span with a width of 10% in relation to the largest width of the rectangular prismatic
body, ora width of a 60% in relation to the largest width of the rectangular prismatic body.
In the embodiment of Figures 6a and 6b, the inductor includes seven magnetic cores coupled to one another anda total extension determining that, when held by one end, the free end will bend a maximum of 2
cm 25 for a length of 30 cm.
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As indicated, a flexible LF antenna will be ob- tained by means of a suitable coil of a conductive metal wire
51 (or alternatively of a conductive foil) arranged around an elongated flexible inductor such as those described.

CLAIMS

Figure 7 depicts a possible embodiment of an LF antenna using the proposed flexible inductor in which
there can be seen the polymer casing 50 and the coil 51 forming the mentioned flexible inductor, boxes
made, for example, of a PBT thermoplastic polymer, front part 52 integrating a connector and terminals and
rear part 53 and closure gaskets 54, said boxes 52, 53 being attached through a tube 55 likewise made of a
PBT plastic, providing a suitable flexibility.

1. A flexible elongated inductor comprises a winding made from a conductive element arranged around
a core formed by at least two rigid magnetic cores (10), (11) made from ferromagnetic material, connected
in an articulated manner to one another at their ends, forming an oblong assembly, wherein each of the
magnetic cores (10), (11) comprises:
>>a head end A, provided with a circular convex curved surface in relation to a transverse axis
of the head; and
>>a tail end B, provided with a circular concave curved configuration in relation to a transverse
axis of the tail, parallel to the transverse axis of the head, and being said circular concave curved
configuration complementary to said circular convex curved configuration,

wherein the head end A of a magnetic core is coupled through contact surfaces (20a, 20b) with the tail end
B of an adjacent magnetic core, forming an articulated attachment around the mentioned transverse axis
and said transverse axes of the head and tail of the two magnetic cores (10), (11) coupled to one another
coinciding in the coupling area, providing a joint having a variable, adjustable angle, characterized in that the
assembly of said two or more rigid magnetic cores is surrounded by a flexible polymer casing (50), including
magnetic charges that work together to prevent magnetic flux dispersion in the coupling areas or interstices
between said at least two magnetic cores (10, 11).
2. The flexible elongated inductor according to claim 1, wherein each of the magnetic cores (10, 11) connected in an articulated manner has a rectangular cross section.
3. The flexible elongated inductor according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said articulated
attachment includes at least one transverse retention configuration formed by a projection (30) and a recess
(40) complementary to one another, defined in said head end A and tail end B, respectively, and formed from
said ferromagnetic material of the mentioned magnetic cores, preventing said retention configuration from
being misaligned in a transverse direction of the magnetic cores (10, 11) coupled to one another.
4. The flexible elongated inductor according to claim 1 or 3 having a length greater than 15 cm and preferably greater than 30 cm.
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5. The flexible elongated inductor according to claim 4, characterized in that it has a maximum length of
about 60 cm.
6. The flexible elongated inductor according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said flexible polymer casing includes
microfibers, microparticles and/or nanoparticles of a soft ferromagnetic material present alone or in any
combination thereof inside the polymer matrixof said polymer casing.
7. The flexible elongated inductor according to claim 6, wherein said microfibers, microparticles and/or
nanoparticles of a soft ferromagnetic material represent about at least 50% of the total weight of the core.
8. The flexible elongated inductor according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said magnetic
core has a rectangular prismatic configuration, said projection (30) and recess (40) being defined on respectiveopposing, smaller rectangular faces of bothends A and B of the magnetic core (10, 11).
9. The flexible elongated inductor according to claim 8, wherein said projection (30) and said projection
(40) adopta central position in relation to the assembly of rigid magnetic cores (10, 11) coupled to one another
at their ends A and B.
10. The flexible elongated inductor according to claim 8, wherein said projection (30) and said projection
(40) adopt a side position in relation to the assembly of rigid magnetic cores (10, 11) coupled to one another
at their ends A and B.
11. The flexible elongated inductor according to claim 6, wherein said projection (30) and said projection
(40) have a width of 10% in relation to the largest width of the rectangular prismatic body, or have a width of
60% in relation to the largest width of the rectangular prismatic body.
12. The flexible elongated inductor according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the inductor
has at least 5 magnetic cores coupled to one another and a total extension providing a sag of 2 cm for a
length of 30 cm.
13. An elongated flexible antenna formed by a flexible inductor according to any one of claims 1 to 7.
14. The elongated flexible antenna according to claim 13, wherein the winding made from a conductive
element is formed by a conductive wire ora conductive foil.
15. The elongated flexible antenna according to claim 13 or 14, wherein said antenna is an LF antenna 40
operating in a range of frequencies of 20 KHz to 300 Khz.
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ABOUT THE INVENTION
This antenna is the result of all previous investigations and patents made (ALMA project). The magnetic core of a long and thin
antenna is always fragile. Previous inventions developed powder combined plastics and micro-wires integrated in the extruded plastics. Those concepts solved the robustness problem, but
there were electrical performance handicaps.
This particular invention keeps the original magnetic core manganese-zinc material (ferrite), but instead of one single long
block, a special shape block has been implemented. This small
block has side walls specially shaped to fit other blocks side to
side, without generating gaps between them. Gaps reduce the
performance dramatically, so it’s critical the chain block assembly can be performed without any gap.
The blocks are coupled together and then protected with an
overmolding plastic surrounding all of them. The plastic around
is flexible, and keeps the blocks together, generating a single
long flexible core. This single core is then winded with magnetic
wire, with any kind of length possible.
The complete assembled winded antenna is inserted into an extruded plastic housing. Two taps installed on each side of the
housing, one of them with a suitable connector. Wires are connected to the connector and the taps sealed, finishing a waterproof flexible long-range antenna.
The invention is today a finished product, added to the Premo
portfolio. Several sample units have been delivered already to
many customers worldwide, getting positive feedback on the
performance and robustness of this concept. The main application is passive keyless access in automotive market, but is also
suitable for any kind of long-range low frequency communication systems.

CLAUDIO CAÑETE
R&D DIRECTOR AND INNOVATION CHIEF
OFFICER PREMO MÁLAGA
INVENTOR
Claudio Cañete, engineer degree in electrical
& electronic engineering, by Málaga Technical
Engineering School) and automation & industrial engineering, by Valencia Polytechnic University, has more than 15 years of experience in
several disciplines of Electronic Technologies.
He started in Premo as process engineer, developing the first automatic process to manufacture 3DCoils in huge volumes. Moving later
to Sales department, becoming Automotive
Sales Manager in the group and handling major worldwide automotive tier’s one customers.
In 2017 he became Innovation Manager, implementing the new innovation focused strategy
of the company. Since 2018 is the R&D Director
of the group, in charge of all new product developments.
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This next figure shows an industrial finished 3DCoilCube with a protective cover cap.
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Device and method for winding a flexible elongated inductor
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Device and method for winding a flexible elongated inductor
EP3242301 (A1)
DESCRIPTION

1

PATENT

ABSTRACT

ALMA 4

The present invention relates to an installation and method for
winding an elongated flexible inductor, the proposed installation
comprising a first conveyor (11) for moving the elongated flexible inductor (1) in a conveyance direction, supported on a conveyance surface (12); a retaining device (13) for fixing the flexible
inductor (1) to said conveyance surface (12); winding means for
winding a metallic lead wire (30) around a section of the flexible
inductor (1) not supported on said conveyance surface (12), comprising at least one lead wire reel (31), a lead wire feed device
(32) anda turning device (33), a holding device (20) provided for
holding a portian of the already wound flexible inductor (1), being
located opposite and spaced from the end of the first conveyor
by a mínimum predetermined distance, defining a winding area
(50) susceptible to being accessed by said lead wire feed device
(32); said turning device (33) causing the simultaneous turning of
the first conveyor and of said holding device.

DATE
8 November 2017

INVENTORS
• Antonio Rojas Cuevas
• Francisco Ezequiel Navarro Pérez
• Claudio Cañete Cabeza
• Francisco García Vacas

COUNTRIES

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
>> High productivity automatic method
>> Fully configurable
>> Any length possible
>> Fully automatic
>> High Precision

MARKET APPLICATIONS

• USA
• CANADA

>> Manufacturing of Long Flexible unbreakable antennae

• REPUBLIC OF KOREA
• JAPAN
• CHINA
• OPE (Europe)

In process
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FIELD OF THE ART

STATE OF THE ART

The present invention is comprised in the field of keyless door opening or entry systems, which have a
particular application in the automobile sector, in which they are also applied to controlling the electronic
immobilizer for starting the engine. This “keyless” entry system (KES or also referred to as Passive Keyless
Entry (PKE)) is based on the use of a remate control device emitting wireless signals and on the arrangement in the actual vehicle of 3 or more antennas the function of which is to detect the presence (by sensing
the mentioned wireless signals) of the mentioned remate control device the user carries within a perimeter
of 1.5 m or more around the vehicle. After said device is detected, the doors open or unlock, and the options
of starting up and cutting off the engine, adjusting the rearview and side mirrors, adjusting the motor-operated seats, and switching on the courtesy light, among other possible functions, can also be enabled.

Some flexible antenna solutions are known in this field of the art, such as those described in patent application WO-A2-2009123432, for example, which describes a solution having multiple rod-shaped cores
inside a coil.

The use of elongated flexible inductors has recently been proposed, said inductors comprising a core
made up of two or more rigid ferromagnetic cores or elements, connected to one another at their ends in
an articulated manner, forming an oblong assembly that can bend without any risk for the inductor integrity,
and having a coil made of a conductive element going around said composite core.
The described antenna with a flexible inductor allows replacing, by means of a single elongated flexible
antenna, preferably of 30 cm in length or longer, said arrangement of three or more antennas inside the
vehicle.
Said flexible property of the core and its dimensions cause it to bend during the winding operation, leading
to an incorrect winding.
Therefore the present invention relates to an installation and method for winding an elongated flexible
inductor.

Another solution can be found in European patent application EP2996119.
Patent application US-A1-2013249303 discloses a plurality of aligned ferromagnetic elements, and patent
application US-A1-20150295315 of SUMIDA describes rigid salid ferrite cores inserted in a coil forming
device with a specific shape for providing capacitors and a waveguide.
Another solution can be faund in patent application US-A1-2015123761 of SUMIDA based on a composite core made up of a plurality of rod-shaped ferrite cores (see Fig. 2) with a spherical concave or convex
termination at the head and tail ends thereof, which are coupled to one another, and also discloses cores
coupled to another in a book-like configuration (see Fig. 3).
Building elongated cores by means of adding longitudinally smaller elements coupled to one another was
already known through patent application US-A1-2015123761.
Other documents disclosing composite inductors include patent US-B1-6417665, which describes a long
magnetometer with a flexible magnetic core, built with several cores coupled to one another, and patent
application EP-A2-0848577, which describes building a long and flexible magnetic core made of ferrite
rods coupled at their ends. Furthermore, coupling at the ends of magnetic cores by means of spherical
or cylindrical physical gaps or separations between contacting surfaces (air gap) is a common practice in
magnetic rotating machines since they are required for assuring a constant and mínimum air gap, as well
as for free movement. See, for example the 1974 publication by Bruce De Palma “The generation of a unidirectional Force” (http//depalma.pair.com/GenerationOfUnidirectionalForce.html).
Patent application US7138896 describes ferrite cores made of individual elements coupled to one another
in a head-tail-head manner by means of a cylindrical air gap for suppressing EMls (Electromagnetic lnterferences) in flat cables acting asan antenna giving off energy in the form of electromagnetic radiation.
However, none of the mentioned documents describes or propases a solution for the problem of how towind alead wire onto an elongated flexible core (having a length of 30 cm or more), which can be wound with
great difficulty by means of the conventional method in the field which consists of holding an overhanging
end of the core to be wound in arder to have free access to it from all sides.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
According to a first aspect, the present invention relatesto aninstallation for winding an elongated flexible
inductor.

4

By way of non-limiting example said flexible inductor is proposed to have a core formed by two or more
rigid magnetic elements or magnetic cores, made of a ferromagnetic material, said magnetic cores being
connected in an articulated manner to one another at their ends, forming an oblong assembly. Said magnetic cores will be coupled to one another such that the head end of a magnetic core is coupled, through
contact surfaces, with a tail end of an adjacent magnetic core, forming an articulated attachment around
a transverse axis, providing an adjustable, variable, flat chain link like angled articulation. Additionally, the
mentioned assembly of said two or more rigid magnetic cores will be surrounded by a flexible polymer
sheath, which can include ferromagnetic loads which cooperate in preventing magnetic flux dispersion
into the coupling areas or gaps between said magnetic cores.
The mentioned installation for winding will there fore allow winding a conductive element (metallic wire or
conductive metal sheet) around a flexible inductor core, such as the one formed by two or more rigid magnetic elements or magnetic cores, for example, although the installation is understood as being applicable
for flexible inductors other than the one described, so it can therefore likewise be applied to an elongated
magnetic core like the one described in patent application EP2996119 belonging to PREMO.
Therefore, the installation for winding comprises, in a known manner:
>> a first conveyor for moving the elongated flexible inductor in a conveyance direction, supported
on a conveyance surface of the conveyor; retaining device for retaining the inductor on said conveyance surface;
>> winding means for winding a metallic lead wire around a section of the flexible inductor hanging
over one end of the first conveyor, said winding means comprising at least one lead wire supply
reel and a turning device.
Therefore, the first conveyor has a conveyance surface on which the flexible inductor is moved, and also
has a retaining device keeping said flexible inductor in contact with said conveyance surface, keeping an
over hanging end thereof susceptible to being accessed by the winding means and separated from the
conveyor device.

Additionally, the proposed installation comprises in a novel manner a holding device provided for holding
a portian of the already wound flexible inductor and allowing the movement thereof in the conveyance
direction, said holding device being located opposite and spaced from the end of the first conveyor by a
mínimum predetermined distance, defining between the first conveyor and the holding device a winding
area susceptible to being accessed by said lead wire feed device. The proposed installation also contemplates said turning device causing the simultaneous turning of the first conveyor, with its respective retaining
device, and of said holding device around a central longitudinal axis of the flexible inductor in the extended
position, without bending. Said central longitudinal axis is understood to be a geometric axis along the entire
length of the flexible inductor in its longitudinal direction, passing through the geometric center of its section.
The mentioned turning causes the turning of the flexible inductor while it is being conveyed in the conveyanee direction, at the same time the lead wire is fed to a portian of said flexible inductor located in the winding
area. The combination of the turning and the movement of the flexible inductor, together with the feed of the
lead wire, is what generates the winding.
The already wound portian of the flexible inductor is moved in the conveyance direction past the winding
area, and is then grabbed by the holding devices, preventing the portian of the flexible inductor that is not
held by the first conveyor from being able to bend.
Said winding area has a mínimum distance that is sufficient for covering a given winding length of the wound
lead wire during the forward movement of said flexible inductor from the conveyor in the conveyance direction.
Therefore, the proposed installation comprises a first conveyor device which integrates a retaining device,
and comprises a holding device spaced from the end of the first conveyor by a mínimum distance that is
sufficient for the winding means to have free access to a portian of the flexible inductor held between the
first conveyor and the holding device.
This installation therefore allows a flexible inductor to be fed to said conveyance surface of the first conveyor, to be retained on said conveyance surface while it is conveyed in the conveyance direction by means of
said retaining device, and for an end of saidflexible inductor to hang over the end of the first coveyor, entering a space that is susceptible to being accessed by the mentioned winding means that will wind a lead
wire around the flexible inductor as said flexible inductor is conveyed forward in the conveyance direction
by the first conveyor.
Since said inductor is flexible, having an excessively long overhanging portian would cause it to bend and
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would therefore cause an incorrect winding. For that reason, a holding device spaced from the end of the
first conveyor has been provided in arder to grab and fix the overhanging end of the flexible inductor after it
is wound in the winding area defined in the space existing between the first conveyor and the holding device,
thereby preventing the overhanging end from bending, and allowing a correct winding of the entire length
of the flexible inductor.

mentioned reel onto a surface of the flexible inductor to be covered.

In orderto achieve a correctwinding, the turning device is proposed to cause the simultaneous turning of
the first conveyor, including thementioned retaining device, and of the holding device, thereby achieing a
controlled rotation of the flexible inductor.

According to a second aspect, the present invention relates to a method forwinding an elongated flexible
inductor, such as the one described above.

According to a proposed additional non-limiting embodiment, the predetermined distance defining the
winding area is about 10% of the total length of the flexible inductor. lt is considered that this proportion
asures that the bending caused in the overhanging end of the flexible inductor before reaching the metioned holding device is not enough to disrupt the correct winding of the lead wire.
lt is additionally proposed that the retaining device is formed by a first auxiliary conveyor, opposite said first
conveyor, together forming a first double conveyor and trapping between both conveyor devices, in a sandwich like manner, the section of the flexible inductor to be wound.
lt is optionally considered that said first conveyor and/or said first auxiliary conveyor is formed by endless
bands spanning between at least one drive roller and one driven roller.
The drive roller is understood to be a roller operated by means of an operating device, such as, for example,
a motor or the like, and the driven roller is understood to be a freely rotating roller.
Said holding device preferably includes at least a second conveyor provided with a conveyance surface,
and a retaining device provided for fixing the flexible inductor to said conveyance surface allowing the
movement thereof in the conveyance direction.

The retaining devices, provided for fixing the flexible inductor to said conveyance surface, are also contemplated as being flexible and being able to adapt to the geometry and/or size of the flexible inductor, which
allows better grip and traction thereof.

The proposed method comprises, in a novel manner, the following steps:
References to geometric positions, such as for example parallel, perpendicular, tangent, etc., are understood as allowing deviations of up to :+::5º with respect to the theoretical position defined by said nomenclature.
a) holding a flexible inductor, by means of a first conveyor and a holding device, by two
portions of its length separated from one another by a predetermined distance, an intermediate portian of said flexible inductor being located in a winding area;
b) feeding, by means of a lead wire feed device, a lead wire from a supply reel onto said
intermediate portian of the flexible inductor housed in saidwinding area;
c) moving, by at least one conveyor, the flexible inductor in a conveyance direction keeing
said two ends held; and
d) turning the assembly of said first conveyor and said holding device during said steps b)
and c).
Other features of the invention will be described in the following detailed description of an embodiment.

Said retaining device associated with the second conveyor can be formed by a second auxiliary conveyor,
for example.
Said second conveyor and/or said second auxiliary conveyor is also proposed to each be formed by endless
bands spanning between at least one drive roller and one driven roller.
lt is alternatively proposed that the holding device is formed by two opposite, freely rotating rolling means
or, advantageously, motor-operated rotating rolling means, holding the section of the inductor during winding, trapped there between.
The proposed installation will furthermore generally integrate a device for winding the lead wire from the
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

5

The foregoing and other advantages and features will be better understood from the following detailed
description of an embodiment in reference to the attached drawings, which must be interpreted in an illustrative and non-limiting manner, in which:

FIG. 1-2
Schematically show a sequence showing
the existing technical problem when aplying the winding technique known in the
state of the art on a flexible inductor.
Fig. 2 Showing how said flexible inductor
bends when it reaches an excessive overhanging length, causing imperfections in
the winding.
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FIG. 3
Schematically shows a first step for winding a flexible inductor, in which the flexible inductor to
be wound is held by said first conveyor combined with its respective retaining device, which in
this embodiment has a first auxiliary conveyor, while at the same time it is conveyed in a conveyance direction, there being an overhanging front end of the flexible inductor in a winding area
existing between the first conveyor anda holding device, said winding area being susceptible to
being accessed by a lead wire feed device; the curved arrows schematically indicate a turning
device causing the rotation of the conveyors.
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FIG. 4

FIG. 5

Schematically shows a second step of the winding after the first step shown in Fig. 3, in which the
flexible inductor has been conveyed a distance in the conveyance direction, an already wound
front end being retained by said holding device, while at the same time a portian of the still unwound flexible inductor is still supported by the first conveyor; the curved arrows schematically
indicate a turning device causing the rotation of the conveyors;

Schematically shows a third step of the winding after the second step shown in Fig. 4, in which the
entire flexible inductor has already been wound, and is only supported by said holding device; the
curved arrows schematically indicate a turning device causing the rotation of the conveyors.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF AN EMBODIMENT

6

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the technical problem the present invention salves. Said problem consists of a flexible inductor 1 bending while a lead wire 30 is being wound on it, said flexible inductor 1 being held such that
it is overhanging. In said Fig. 2 it can be seen how the overhanging segment of the flexible inductor 1 bends
when it reaches a given length, which can caused efects when the lead wire 30 is being wound on it.

There is a separation between the first conveyor 11 and the holding device 20 defining a winding area 50 in
which the entire perimeter of a portian of the flexible inductor 1 is susceptible to being accessed, and where
alead wire feed device 32 supplies lead wire from alead wire reel 31 to said portian of the flexible inductor 1
susceptible to being accessed located in thewinding area 50.

Therefore, Figs. 3, 4 and 5 show a non-limiting illustrative embodiment of an installation for winding an elongated flexible inductor 1 where the mentioned technical problem has been solved.

lt is furthermore envisaged that a turning device 33 causes the controlled and simultaneous rotation of the
first conveyor 11, of the first auxiliary conveyor 13a, of the second conveyor 21 and of the second auxiliary
conveyor 23a around an axis defined by the conveyance direction, thereby causing the rotation of the flexible inductor 1 held by said elements.

Said installation that is shown has a first conveyor 11 formed by an endless band spanning between a drive
roller 14 and a driven roller 15, such that the rotation of the drive roller 14 causes the movement of the endless band like a conveyor belt, defining a conveyance direction.
One of the faces of said endless band determines a conveyance surface 12, intended for supporting a flexible inductor 1 to be wound. In arder to assure that said flexible inductor 1 remains on said conveyance surface 12, while at the same time being allowed to move in a conveyance direction driven by said first conveyor
11, a retaining device 13 is provided opposite said conveyance surface 12.
In the present embodiment said retaining device 13 is envisaged as being a first auxiliary conveyor 13a, for
example an endless band provided with a conveyance surface opposite the conveyance surface 12 of the
first conveyor 11.
Therefore, the flexible inductor 1 to be wound is retained, in a sandwich-like manner, between two
conveyance surfaces of two opposite and symmetrical endless bands, allowing said flexible inductor 1 to
move in a conveyance direction, making a front end of the flexible inductor 1 hang over one end of said first
conveyor 11.
A holding device 20 is provided forgrabbing and holding the end of the flexible inductor 1 after the winding
thereof, said holding device 20 being aligned with and spaced from the end of the first conveyor 11 in the
conveyance direction.
In this embodiment, it is proposed that said holding device 20 is identical to the first conveyor 11 and that it
is formed by a second endless band conveyor 21 with a conveyance surface 22 opposite a retaining device
23 also formed by an endless band defining a conveyance surface of a second auxiliary conveyor 23a, the
end of the already wound flexible inductor being retained between the conveyance surfaces of the second
conveyor 21 and of the second auxiliary conveyor 23a. Said endless bands span between a drive roller 24 and
a driven roller 25 that are identical to those described in reference to the first conveyor 11.
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The rotation of the portian of the flexible inductor 1 susceptible to being accessed located in the winding
area 50, combined with the movement of the flexible inductor 1 in the conveyance direction caused by the
con- veyors 11, 13a, 21, 23a, and the supply of lead wire 30 by the lead wire feed device 32 cause the winding
of the lead wire 30 around the flexible inductor 1, such that the portian thereof which has passed through
said winding area 50 has been wound by the lead wire 30.
The lead wire reel 31, the lead wire feed device 32, and the turning device 33 are part of winding means.
Preferably the distance of the separation defining the winding area 50 is equal to or less than 10% of the
length of the flexible inductor 1 to be wound. For example, it is proposed that said distance is less than 3 cm.
This distance assures that there is no overhang of the flexible inductor 1 greater than said predetermined
distance, preventing it from being able to cause the over hanging end of the flexible inductor 1 to bend before it reaches the holding device 20.
Figs. 3, 4 and 5 also show different steps for manufacturing a wound flexible inductor 1, the intermediate
step shown in Fig. 4 being the most relevant step since it is during this intermediate step that the flexible
inductor 1 is held simultaneously atan unwound end by the first conveyor 11 andatan already woundend
wound by the holding device 20.
The step shown in Fig. 3 shows an initial time when the flexible inductor 1 is only supported by the first
conveyor 11 and there is an overhanging end in the winding area 50, where the winding has started but said
over-hanging end of the flexible inductor 1 still has not reached the holding device 20.
In contrast, the step shown in Fig. 5 shows a final time when the flexible inductor 1 has been almost completelywoundand is entirely supported in the holding device 20, where one back end of the flexible inductor
1 hangs over in the winding area 50 and said back end is no longer supported by the first conveyor 11.
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CLAIMS
1. An installation for winding an elongated flexible inductor, comprising:

7

>> a first conveyor (11) for moving, in a conveyance direction, the elongated flexible inductor
supported on a conveyance surface (12) of the first conveyor (11);

5. The installation according to any one of previous claims, wherein the holding device (20) includes at
least a second conveyor (21) provided with a conveyance surface (22), and a retaining device (23) provided
for fixing the flexible inductor (1) to said conveyance surface (22) allowing the movement thereof in the
conveyance direction.

>> retaining devices (13) provided for fixing the flexible inductor (1) to said conveyance surface
(12), allowing the movement thereof in the conveyance direction;

6. The installation according to claim 5, wherein said retaining device (23) associated with the second
conveyor (21) is formed by a second auxiliary conveyor (23a).

>> winding means for winding a metallic leadwire (30) around a section of the flexible inductor (1)
not supported on said conveyance surface (12) and hanging over one end of the first conveyor
(11), said winding means comprising at least one lead wire reel (31), a lead wire feed device (32)
and a turning device (33),

7. The installation according to claim 5 or 6, wherein said second conveyor (21) and/or said second auxiliary conveyor (23a) is formed by endless bands spanning between at least one drive roller (24) and one
driven roller (25).

characterized in that the installation further comprises:
>> a holding device (20) provided for holding a portian of the already wound flexible inductor(1)
and allowing the movement thereof in the conveyance direction, said holding device (20) being
located opposite and spaced from the end of the first conveyor (11) by a mínimum predetermined distance, defining between the first conveyor (11) and the holding device (20) a winding
area (50) susceptible to being accessed by said lead wire feed device (32); and in that said
turning device (33) causes the simultaneous turning of the first conveyor (11), with its respective
retaining device (13), and of said holding device (20) around a central longitudinal axis of the
flexible inductor (1), in the extended position, without bending.
2. The installation according to claim 1, wherein the predetermined distance defining said winding
area (50) is about 10% of the total length of the flexible inductor (1) to be wound.
3. The installation according to claim 1, wherein the retaining device (13) associated with the first
conveyor (11) is formed by a first auxiliary conveyor (13a), opposite to said first conveyor (11), together
forming a first double conveyor and trapping an unwound portian of the flexible inductor (1) between
both conveyor devices (11 and 13a)
4. The installation according to claim 3, wherein said first conveyor (11) and/or said first auxiliary
conveyor (13a) is formed by endless bands spanning between at least one drive roller (14) and at least
one driven roller (15).
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8. The installation according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the holding device (20) is formed
by two opposite, freely rotating or motor-operated rotating rolling means holding the section of the flexible
inductor (1) during winding, trapped there between.
9. The installation according to any one of previous claims, wherein the retaining devices (13) provided
for fixing the flexible inductor (1) to said conveyance surface (12) are flexible and adaptable to the geometry
and/or size of the flexible inductor (1).
10. A method for winding an elongated flexible inductor, comprising the following steps:
a) holding a flexible inductor (1), by a first conveyor (11) anda holding device (20), by two portions of its length separated from one another by a predetermined distance, an intermediate
portian of said flexible inductor (1) being located in a winding area (50);
b) feeding, by a lead wire feed device (32), a lead wire (30) from a lead wire reel (31) onto said
intermediate portian of the flexible inductor (1) housed in said winding area (50);
c) moving, by at least a first conveyor (11), the flexible inductor (1) in a conveyance direction
keeping said two ends held; and
d) turning the assembly of said first conveyor (11) and holding device (20) during said steps
b) and c).
11. The method according to claim 10, wherein step d) of turning the assembly comprises a rotation around
a central longitudinal axis of the flexible inductor (1), in the extended position, without bending.
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AMENDED CLAIMS IN ACCORDANCE WITH RULE 137(2) EPC.
1. An installation for winding an elongated flexible inductor, comprising:
>> a first conveyor (11) for moving, in a conveyance direction, the elongated flexible inductor
supported on a conveyance surface (12) of the first conveyor (11);

8

>> retaining devices (13) provided for fixing the flexible inductor (1) to said conveyance surface
(12), allowing the movement thereof in the conveyance direction;
>> winding means for winding a metallic leadwire (30) around a section of the flexible inductor (1)
not supported on said conveyance surface (12) and hanging over one end of the first conveyor
(11), said winding means comprising at least one lead wire reel (31), a lead wire feed device (32)
and a turning device (33),
characterized in that the installation further comprises:
>> a holding device (20) provided for holding a portian of the already wound flexible inductor (1)
and allowing the movement thereof in the conveyance direction, said holding device (20) being
located opposite and spaced from the end of the first conveyor (11) by a mínimum predetermined
distance, defining between the first conveyor (11) and the holding device (20) a winding area (50)
susceptible to being accessed by said lead wire feed device (32); and in that said turning device
(33) causes the simultaneous turning of the first conveyor (11), with its respective retaining device
(13), and of said holding device (20) around a central longitudinal axis of the flexible inductor (1),
in the extended position, without bending,
Wherein the holding device (20) is formed by two opposite, freely rotating or motor-operated rotating rolling
means holding the section of the flexible inductor (1) during winding, trapped there between.
2. The installation according to claim 1, where in the predetermined distance defining said winding area
(50) is about 10% of the total length of the flexible inductor (1) to be wound.
3. The installation according to claim 1, wherein the retaining device (13) associated with the first conveyor
(11) is formed by a first auxiliary conveyor (13a), opposite to said first conveyor (11), together forming a first
double conveyor and trapping an unwound portian of the flexible inductor (1) between both conveyor devices (11 and 13a).
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4. The installation according to claim 3, wherein said first conveyor (11) and/or said first auxiliary conveyor
(13a) is formed by endless bands spanning between at least one drive roller (14) and at least one driven roller
(15).
5. The installation according to any one of previous claims, wherein the holding device (20) includes at
least a second conveyor (21) provided with a conveyance surface (22), and a retaining device (23) provided
for fixing the flexible inductor (1) to said conveyance surface (22) allowing the movement thereof in the conveyance direction.
6. The installation according to claim 5, wherein said retaining device (23) associated with the second conveyor (21) is formed by a second auxiliary conveyor (23a).
7. The installation according to claim 5 or 6, wherein said second conveyor (21) and/or said second auxiliary conveyor (23a) is formed by endless bands spanning between at least one drive roller (24) and one
driven roller (25).
8. The installation according to any one of previous claims, wherein the retaining devices (13) provided
for fixing the flexible inductor (1) to said conveyance surface (12) are flexible and adaptable to the geometry
and/or size of the flexible inductor (1).
9. A method for winding an elongated flexible inductor, comprising the following steps:
a) holding a flexible inductor (1), by a first conveyor (11) anda holding device (20), by two portions
of its length separated from one another by a predetermined distance, an intermediate portian of
said flexible inductor (1) being located in a winding area (50);
b) feeding, by a lead wire feed device (32), a lead wire (30) from a lead wire reel (31) onto said intermediate portian of the flexible inductor (1) housed in said winding area (50);
c) moving, by at least a first conveyor (11), the flexible inductor (1) in a conveyance direction keeping
said two ends held; and d) turning the assembly of said first conveyor (11) and holding device (20)
during said steps b) and c).
10. The method according to claim 9, wherein step d) of turning the assembly comprises a rotation around
a central longitudinal axis of the flexible inductor (1), in the extended position, without bending.
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ABOUT THE INVENTION
During the complete development of flexible magnetic cores
(ALMA project), several solution concepts got in place for solving the fragility problem of long and thin cores. Those new long
ferrite cores are always flexible, creating flexible windings and
so antennas.

CLAUDIO CAÑETE
R&D DIRECTOR AND INNOVATION CHIEF
OFFICER PREMO MÁLAGA
INVENTOR
Claudio Cañete, engineer degree in electrical
& electronic engineering, by Málaga Technical
Engineering School) and automation & industrial engineering, by Valencia Polytechnic University, has more than 15 years of experience in
several disciplines of Electronic Technologies.
He started in Premo as process engineer, developing the first automatic process to manufacture 3DCoils in huge volumes. Moving later
to Sales department, becoming Automotive
Sales Manager in the group and handling major worldwide automotive tier’s one customers.
In 2017 he became Innovation Manager, implementing the new innovation focused strategy
of the company. Since 2018 is the R&D Director
of the group, in charge of all new product developments.
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Winding a flexible core is not an easy task. Today’s existing machines and equipment are always developed taking into account
a rigid core loaded in the mandrels, which hold it in place during
winding procedure. A flexible core will drop off the mandrels as
soon as they push it to counterfeit the centrifugal forces generated during winding.
The present invention solves this challenge. The flexible core
needs to be hold during all the winding steps all along the complete length. The machine developed got pairs of conveyor
belts which are able to rotate at the same time they move forward. This concept allows the core to move all along the belts
while it’s rotating, in this way the wire can fit around the core in
the correct winding pitch.
The conveyors are replicated at the other side of the winding
needle (the guide for the magnetic wire). This increases the protection and fixing of the core all along the way of the winding.
The two pairs of conveyors are coupled together and synchronize by servo feedback.
This equipment has been manufactured, tested and validated
at Premo innovation lab in Málaga, Spain. The machine is able to
produce long antennas fully automatic, being a state-of-the-art
equipment in terms of automation, innovation and reliability.
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Antenna for low frequency communication within a vehicle environment and low
frequency communication system
DESCRIPTION

1

PATENT
ALMA 4

STATUS
Publication Pending

INVENTORS
• Ezequiel Navarro,
• Miguel Ángel Ariza
• Claudio Cañete
• Antonio Rojas

ABSTRACT
An antenna for low frequency communication within a vehicle environment
and a low frequency communication system The antenna (1) comprises a
flexible or semi-flexible magnetic core (10) of at least 500 mm which integrates (10) a dual winding (11), one winding for transmission capabilities
and the other winding for reception capabilities, wherein the dual winding
is multiplexed in time domain, wherein the antenna (1) is configured to work
at a frequency ranging between 20 kHz to 150 kHz and wherein the antenna (1) is configured to transmit and/or receive data at a communication
range comprised between 1 to 40 meters. In an embodiment the winding for
transmission capabilities includes several windings arranged in parallel and
the winding for reception capabilities includes several windings arranged
in series.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
>> Directional V2V communication
>> Transmit/receive data at a communication range 1-40 meters.
>> Very Low latency (<30ms) and high speed.
>> Specially suitable for trigger/alarm message
>> LF Signal (kHz): High robustness signal, no interference from humidity, snow, big storms
>> Cheap hardware
>> Specially suitable for TI Chipsets
>> Improved Z performance

MARKET APPLICATIONS
>> Automotive: Car 2 Car communication

>> Platooning

>> Car to Grid communications
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PREMO S.L.
3DCoilTM, 3DPowerTM, 4DCoilTM, PREMOTM are registered TRADE MARKS of PREMO SL protected under
Spanish and International Trade Mark Association.

CONTACT US
In you have any questions on our products, need technical support or have any suggestions or criticism
on this book please contact us:

PREMO SPAIN
Severo Ochoa 47

464

T. +34 951 231 320

F: +34 951 231 320

Parque Tecnológico de Andalucía

www.grupopremo.com
www.3dcoil.grupopremo.com

29590 Campanillas - Málaga - Spain

info@grupopremo.com
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